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FOREWORD

This-report represents the final summary of'a three-year project which
involved many, many people deVoted to the high ideals and concepts of the
project.

A brief review of the historical background of the project gives
us the serse of determination that kept the project-going in the face of many

recorded (and unrecorded) adventures in administration of a joint district
and State Department effort. Changes of staff at both levels; changes from
the original concept of delivery of services to children caused by court
rulings and district reorganization; and many other problems caused many concerns
and adjustments to meet the problems. Through all changes the project did
more forward and the results are here to see.

It is not possible to thank each and every one in this short foreword
for their unique contribution. On Page 52, we have shown the names of all
those who contributed so much over the years. However, a few people need to be

singled out for attention.

Dr. Marguerite Dugger, Project Supervisor for the San Frandsco
Unified School District, and Dr. Margaret Scheffelin, State Department of
Education and:Project Director during 1971-72 and 1972-73, were the inspira-
tional temn who designed the original project and gathered together the staff
who provided the sinews of strength that every project requires.

Acknowledgement is made for the leadership provided for the first two
years by Joyce Kohfeldt and then Jane Anderson for the final evaluation-year.

This last year of the project has not been easy! The first two
years of the project were the formative and experimental years. Much of the

materials used, many-of the procedures of pupil assessment and eL,c-tiJnal
intervention had to be refined, and teacher training procedures examined. Not

everything turned out perfect. -However, learning was taking place and the final
evaluation can set the stage for future efforts and giving guidance to anyone
undertaking to replicate the work that has gone on in the project.

Because of the need to get organized data, the final evaluation
report was contracted for through the State Department of Education, Office
Of Program Planning, who in turn obtained the services of Dr. Theodore Alper
and Thomas Whalen. Their report has been-included as Appendix H.

A.final word' of acknowledgement for the fine support given me by
the staff-during the 1973 -74 year. Their diligence and concern has-been grate-

fully noted. And to Mrs. Edna Bowen, a special acknowledgement. While all of

us "fly about", she manages to keep all'the bits and pieces together in San
Francisco, while-maintaining the calm secretarial attitude. Her efforts have
-"put the report together", and we all thank her.

Clarles W. Keaster
Project Director



ABSTRACT OF THIRD YEAR PROJECT

The objectives of the third year project were: (1 ) Enhancement

of pupils' behavior, elf-concept and academic skills: (2) Development

of EH teachers' skills in planning and implementing interventions, and

assisting others in sharing instructional responsibilities: (3) Develop-

ment of regular teachers' skills in identifications, assessment and in-

struction of pupils with learning difficulties: (4) implementing alterna-

tive patterns of service by support personnel to pupils and teachers:

and (5) Working with universities to provide opportunities for teachers

have monitored practicum experiences.

The purpose of the third year grant was 1) continue with

refinement of the model as developed in the first two years: (2) deal

and implement the evaluation methodology: and (3) extend replication

activities.

The evaluation component of the project centered on: direct

service to pupils with learning disabilities: (2) involvement of special

education and regular teachers, and support personnel in educational

interventions: and (3) expanded university involvement in practicum

experiences.

Dissemination activities included planned presentations, demon-

strations and discussions with key leadership groups involved with learn-

ing disabled pupils.

Project methodology included direct measurement of the degree

to which each of the five project objectives had been achieved. Sources

of data for analysis were interviews, records

and activities, and questionnaires.

obse vation of techniques



Among the outcomes of the evaluation component the follow-

ing illustrate areas of change:

1. There were significant positive changes in problem

and work-related behaviors at the primary level

2. Few significant changes in self-concept occurred

There was significant improvement in number

recognition and math computation skills at the

primary and intermediate level. There was

significant improvement in alphabet and word

recognition skills at all levels.



HISTORICAL 1 1-1 4

California was awarded one of eight federal grants to states

n 1971 for developing and operating Child Sery e Demonstration Projects

under Public Law 91-230, Title VI, Education of the Handicapped Act,

Part G - Specific Learning Disabilities. The State Department of Educa-

tion received a grant of $125,260 for the period from July 1971 through

June 1973. An additional $70,000 was approved for July 1973 through

June 1974 to develop the program evaluation component and to determine

the effectiveness of the five program objectives.

The original project proposed to improve services for children

h learning disabilities. The model was developed within the framework

of the California State Program for Educationally Handicapped pupils.
yl

Concurrent with direct service to children, the model offered on ite

in-service for regular teachers, support staff, administrators, and

special teacher in EH classes. As a research and development effort,

the project established:a design for public school services, evaluated

the delivery service, and assisted other districts with dissemination

and replication of validated components.

The project was directed by consultants assigned State respons-

ibilities for the EH Program from the State Department of Education,

Bureau for Mentally Exceptional Children. The operation model, developed

co-jointly with the San Francisco Unified School District, was managed

by the on-site Project Head with support from the District EH Supervisor.

Impetus for the proposal came as a result of difficulties

noted in'large districts serving LD pupils within the State Program for

Learning Disabilities. (p r-gram for the Educationally Handicapped),

9
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Some cf the specific problems were:

1. A time lag between referral of a pupil with problems
and direct classroom assistance for pupil and teacher

2. limitation in teachers' ability to identify and pro-
vide for minimal to moderate learning disorders.
Limited in-service programs for rear classroom
teachers to acquire specific knowledge concerning
learning disabilities

Insufficient support staff for follow-up because of
processing large numbers of inappropriate referrals

4. Emphasis on psychological tests for eligibility de-
cisions, with limited application for instructional
decisions

5. The required medical examination resisted-by some
parents, making screening and placement impossible to
complete

6. Need for ER teacher in-service to assure competence

The proposed model, preserving much or the standard EH opera-

tions, incorporated concepts from an earlier Federal ESEA VI-A (later

changed to ESEA Title VI-B) project for in-service in the San Francisco

Unified School District during the summers from 1968 through 1970. As

the trai rang program shifted from theory to actual demonstration and

practice, teachers gained in skills and confidence. The District sought

to maintain a similar plan for staff development during the academic year

but lacked funds and personnel. The proposed VI-G project made

possible

the earl

to carry on staff development activities similar to those of

er VI -B project, but available during the regular school year.

The Child Service Model for California emphasized:

1. Coordination with general education
2. Comprehensive educational assessment of pupils
3. Excellence of instruction of regular and special teachers
4. Dissemination and replication activities

1



innovative components proposed to ::_.lode a resource teacher

specialist, and an intensive diagnostic cent,Jr (laboratory). The labora-

tory also served as a training resource for teachers. Other in- service

was concentrated at the site of the referral in target.:d schools.

Procedures differed from the standard Eli Program in these ways:

1. The resource specialist teacher responded initially to
the regular teacher request for help with a pupil

2. Preliminary problem definition focused on the interaction
of pupil and classroom

Immediate educational interventions were developed by
the referring teacher, pupil and VI-G staff for temporary
help

4. Additional clinical studies were requested as needed

The diagnostic center was used only when more intensive
study or educational recommendations were indicated

6. Conferences held on -site on a regular basis maintained
the commitment of staff to a pupil

Substitutes or VI-G staff conducted classes to permit
teachers to participate in in-service activities

8. Extensive data gatheripg devices and p-ocedures were
developed in 1972-73

Finding was shared by local, state, and federal sources.

Federal funds covered salaries of the San Francisco Unified School Dis-

trict Project Head and Secretary, the evaluation component, consultants,

and substitutes. The State provided usual foundation support for pupils

and special education fund apportionment according to a daily attendance

in various EH Program types. Pupils served in regular classes were not

labeled EH and were not claimed for special education State reimbursement.

The local District maintained its previous financial effort by

providing salaries for teachers, administrators, support staff, facilities,

materials, transportation, and the EH local supei4vision.

11



The Leadership Training Institute for Learning Disabilities

at the University of Arizona provided additional services to California's

Child Service Project.

The primary task during the first year was to determine what

specifically needed to be done to achieve the proposed objectives.

ing the second year, the staff formalized procedures for getting the job

done. The final year focused on more efficient delivery of services and

execuuing the evaluation design for the total program.

Certain conditions within the San Francisco Schools prevented

full implementation of the model as originally proposed. A court order in

1971 introduced integration virtually overnight - distributing elementary

minority pupils among faculties unprepared=for major differences in culture,

communications, and behavior patterns of these newly assigned pupils.

Until teachers were more skilled in general classroom management under

these new conditions, they had, predictably, little energy left for a few

pupils with specific learning difficulties. Total adjustment was needed at

the elementary level because of elementary reorganization from a K-6 plan

K -) and 4=6 in'separate schools.

The Title VI-G diagnostic centers (laboratories) phased

out at the end of the first year. It became apparent that placing pupil

in the segregated laboratories night delay the development of more complete

cooperation between general and special education. In operation, the

centers tended to reinforce the entrenched concept that special education

should supplant (i.e. remove) rather .than supplement regular education for

most pupils. Thus the model was evised,replacing the laboratories by

increased resource teacher service and by general workshops on diagnostic

and remedial techniques. 12
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The project proposed the following objeetives for the Second

year, representing a refinement of the first year's objectives:

To enhance behavior, self-concept, and academic achive-
ment of pupils with learning ehavioral-disorders

To develop skills of EH teachers in planning and imple-
menting interventions for EH pupils; assisting other
on-site staff in sharing instructional responsibilities

To develop alternative patterns of service to pupils
and teachers by support personnel (principals, social
workers, psychologists)

k. To develop skills of regular classroom teachers in
identifying, assessing, and instructing pupils with
.learning prOblems

5. To provide practicum experiences for teachers in pupil
assessment, instruction, counseling

By the end of the second year, the staff had defined its pro-

cedures, developed tentative instruments and forms for carrying on its

various functions. The project staff conducted workshops which success-

fully emphasized not only cognitive activities but also pupils' feelings,

interest in learning, differences in learning styles, and response to an

extensive range of materials. Inter-disciplinary cooperation was enhanced

these a tivities-with VI-G support. Post-hoc evaluation was per-_

ormed by review of data on activities and structured interviews of dis-

lot staff by outside consultants.

Although-COntinuous'staff_development was provided at target

schools, a series of workshops was also developed in the second year for

support staff, administrators, regular and special class teachers through-

out the district. These sessions provided brief descriptions of problem

areas such as Managing Environments, Diagnostic Tools, Language Development.

Participants selected two of eight such topics for in-depth study. The

workshops continued in the third year with on-site demonstrations desc ibed

in the third year report.

13



In addition to increasing skills of individual participants,

the'workshops resulted in developing effective working relationships

between special and general education.

With procedures stabilized, the Title VI-G staff focused on

documenting and evaluating its operations in the third year, assisted by

an outside professional evaluation team. Results of the evaluations are

summarized later in this report.

The project served as a model which could be replicated with

modifications in the Bay Area and elsewhere in the State and nation.

Adaptations have beetimade in Oakland, Charter Oaks, 0 ard, Redlands,

Hacienda La Puente, Rowlands, Marin County.

14



The over -all- purpose of the project was to develop a model for

providing prompt analysis of learning disabilities, intensive specialized

teaching, support _parents and re teachers, and a practicum for

specialist teachers.

There were three components of the third year grant:

Continued model refinement and implementation

Expansion of evaluation methodology

Extension of replication activities

The full time project staff included:

1 Project Head

5 Project Research Teachers

1 Secretary

Project supervision was provided by the San Francisco Supervisor

for Educationally Handicapped Program and by the Project Director who is a

consultant from the Division of Special Education, State Department

Education.

CONTINUED MODEL REFINEMENT

There were five basic objectives in the third year continuation

plan:

1.0 Enhancement of behavior, self-concept and academic areas
for pupils with learning and/Or.behsvior disabilities-

20 Development of EH teachers' skills in Planning and imple-
menting interventions for EH pupils, and in assisting
other on-site staff in sharing the instructional
responsibilities

3.0 Development of regular teachers' skills in the identifi-
cation, assessment and instruction of pupils with
learning difficulties

9
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4.0 Implementing alternative patterns of service by support
personnel (principals, social workers, scLool psychologists,
etc.) to pupils and teachers

5.0 Working with teacher training institutions to provide
opportunities for teachers (pre- service and in-service
to have monitored practicum experiences with students,
parents, and school staffs in pupil assessment, instru
tion and consultation

SAN S ICN OF EIALUATI0N METHODOLOGY

The third year evaluation methodology was developed to assess

project objectives.

The responsibility for the third year project evaluation

ed to the Evaluation and Testing Unit of the California State Depa

meat of Education. An evaluation framework had been developed which in-

cluded, but is not limited to

a. Measurement of attainment of objectives

QUalitative and quan ative determination of products
developed by the objectives

Identification of appropriate data collection and
analysis methodologies

d. A clear delineation of costs in relationship to
outcome and benefits

e. Recommendations for modification and impleumntation
of project methodolOgies

EXTENSION CF REPLICATION ACTIVITIES

Iltae-VI-G-was responsible for the dissemi__ on-Of-materials

and teaching techniques to numerous educational agencies. In addition,

project staff time was allocated to permit replication applicants to

participate in project activitie

on-site replication di

ed

for the third year were

Oakland Unified School District (innercity) Target pupils

OLaremont Junior High-, School 7 - 9

16
1©
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Marin:County School District (rural) Target pupils

Nicasio School

Lincoln School

Laguna School

K - 8

6-.-

K

IMPLEMENTATION

A. The model in the San Francisco Uni ed Schoo

20

20

20

The primary thrust of the third year continuation plan was to

develop and implement efficient on-site models for support of teachers and

other personnel in the delivery of services (recognition, definition, diag-

nods, intervention, follow-up) to children with learning problems in

regular lasses and in special programs for the educationally handicapped.

The project continuation plan specifically defined the target

on for Title VI-G services:

THIRD YEAR ACTIVITIES .

Lt)CATIONS AND PARTICIPANTS (BY PROJECT OBJECTIVE)

Project Objectives San Francisco
Unified

School District

Inner-City
School
Districts

Urban & Rural
School

[ Districts

._

Totals

.

I1.0 D rec to 65 pupils
.

I

32 pupils 32 pupils 129 pupils
EH pupils

---------
2.0 and 3.0
service to regular
and EH teachers

I

Target
Teachers: 36
Other 1

Teachars: 75 1

Target
Teachers: 16
Other .1

Teachers:' 55

I Target
Teachers: 16 1

Other
I Teachers: 55 1

68
teachers-

1 185
teachers

.

4.0 Involvement
of support personnel Principals: 12

Specialists: 24 I

[
Principals: 6
Specialists: 15 I

1

Principals: 6
Specialists: 15

'Principals:
Specialists:

24
1t,

5.0 Involvement or
teacher training
institutions

TOTAL TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS PARTICIPATING: 5
TOTAL NUMBER PARTICIPATING COLLEGE'STUDENTS: 200

11



participating schools for on -site delivery in the San

Francisco Unified School District were as follows:

Grade Leval

1. Phoebe Apperson Hearst School

2. Robert Louis Stevenson School

3. San Miguel School

Target pupils
(Slreened EH)

3

10

18

4. Edison School 4-6 5

5. Lawton School 6

6. Mark Twain School 4-6 2

7. Winfield Scott School- 4-6 13

8. Aptos Junior High School 7-9 4

9. Portola Junior High School 7-9 6

10. McAteer High.School 10-12 5

B. Initial procedures for delivery of Services

Prospective sites were selected from

Requests for services

2. Continuation of services from previous year

. 3. Previous professional contacts

4. Outcome of orientation workshops

Since the target population was defined by the State Departmen

of Education, a reening process was necessary to determine which schools

would receive Title VI-G services for 1973-74.

The screening process consisted of an initial interview with the

school principal by the Project Head. The purposes of this interview were:

1. Establishing rapport

2. Assessing the-needs and the problems of that school

18
12



Defining the principal's philosophy of edu a

the pupil with learning problems

4. Explaining Title VI-G and its role as a_program

developer rather than as a crisis intervention

service

the needs of the school matched the resources and the pro -.

ject focus for Title VI-G, informal contract a formulated to define

the responsibilities of the school and Title VI-G.

The principal's commitment was:

1. To support Title VI-G as a primary resource

2. To designate an on-site coordinator for Title VI-G
services

involve the staff in meeting the needs of EH pupils

To continue the thrust towed developing a self-.
sustained program

Title VI -G's commitment was:

To select a Title VI-G staff member with apprb iria
skills to meet site needs

2. To develop a program to meet pupils needs
site

. To train on -site staff to meet the needs of pupils
with learning disabilities and/or behavior dis-
abilities

To follow through with a continuing program of
workshops and specialized training in developing
materials for individualized instruction

To act as a liaison between San Francisco Unified
School District Special Education Division and the
school site to facilitate consistent service

The on-site coordinator was one of the following:

1. Eli teacher

2. Regular classroom teacher

19



Counselor

IL Principal

5. Social worker

-The Title VI-Gitaff.member assigned to that school, together

with the coordinator, made-a preliminary asses ment of the needs of the

school on one of the three Teacher Participation Request-Forms (see

Appendix).

These forms e distributed through the coordinator to staff

members who had screened EH pupils in their classroom. Screened EH pupils

are those who have been previously identified by the District; these pupils

May be in a re classroom, a learning disability classroom,-b -a

self-contained classroom.

TargetEH:pupils-for the project were selected from classrooms

where the teacher (regular or EH ) expressed a willingness to make a comma

went Title VT.:G.

C. Objective 1.0 - Enhancement of behavio7 self-concept, and

academic areas for pupils with learning and /or behavior

disabilities.

'A defined asaeaament package wa used with each target pupil

ermine his needs in academic and behavioral areaa (see Appendix)`.

tiotiobtained from this assesament was used. to develop_an.int en-

tion program.

The intervention program was carried out by a Title -G staff

member or the teacher-in the classroom setting.

The same assessment package was used following the intervention.

period to determine pupil change.

20
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Objective 2.0 - Development of ER teachers skills in

planning and implementing interventions for EH pupils

and assisting other on-site staff in sharing the

instructional responsibilities.

rough a series of workshops and on-site demonstrations

EH teachers were instructed in the administration and interpretation of

formal and informal diagnostic tools. (see Appendix). Training followed

in translating this information into specific long-range and short-range

instructional activities.

At the site level the staff worked with EH teachers in organ-

izing the classroom environment to fit the individual needs of the pupils.

Effective utilization of time, both in instructional planning and in pupil

scheduling was analyzed and modified when necessary for the particular

classroom structure.

The Title VI-G staff examined a wide variety of commercial

materials and chose those which best fit the pupils' assessed needs and

the EH teachers' skills. Workshops and in-service traiaing on specific

materials were sponsored by Title VI-G. These workshops served to in-

crease-the teachers, skills in the selection, utilization, and evaluation

of instructional tools and techniques.

A valuable component of the project was the provision of

substitute release time for teachers which enabled them to participate

in project activity and develop professional skills. Substitutes were

also used by the project staff in pupil assessment,' interventions;-

presentations, and resource room development.

Objective_ .© - Development of regular classroom

teachers' skills in the identification, assessment and

instruction of pupils with learning difficulties.



The services described under Objective 2.0 were delivered to

regular classroom teachers. In addition, Title VI-G staff members

assisted the regular classroom teachers in identifying early indications

of learning difficulties with appropriate diagnostic tools. In the

ar classroom special assistance was provided in developing individual

programs for pupils with learning disabilities.

Because of the move toward mainstreaming in California, the

project emphasized broadening the scope or instructional options fog

regular classroom teachers in order that thik-Might be better able to

respond to a wider range of pupil needs.

F. Objective 4 0, - Implementation of alternative patterns

of service by support personnel (principals, social

workers, school psychologists, e .) to pupils and

teachers.

The services described under Objectives 2.0 and 3.0 were de-

livered to support personnel staff.

Where possible, Title VI-G assisted in organizing space, funds,

materials and personnel support for the daily operation of an EH program

within a building. This,consisted of developing resource rooms where

learning disabilities were assessed, instructional techniques were de-

monstrated, and instructional materials disseminated.

With Title VI-G services'on-site, the time lag between a

request for help and the initiation of educational assistance was

substantially reduced.

Title VI-G staff worked closely with ancillary personnel in

the areas of screening, placement, admissions, demissions, and restruc-

turing of EH units in order to match the intensity of service to the

6
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intensity of needs. Title.VI -G was effective in obtainii

personnel staff a commitment to work toward modifying the instructional

program so that the needs of the EH pupil could be met in the

classroom. Ancillary personnel were encouraged to monitor the progress

of screened EH pupils who were not in an EH unit, so that these pupils

might receive instructional services which could result in fully imple-

ment ng the mainstreaming philosophy.

The learning t concept of shared rsSponsib lity between

teaching and support staff was developed to provide opportunities for

continuing communication in a learning environment.

G. talESUtre - Working with teacher training institu-

tions to provide opportunities for teachers, (Pre-service

and in- service) to have monitored practicum experiences

with students, parents, and school staffs in pupil assess-

scent, instruction and consultation.

The project staff provided an opportunity for interns to

observe a variety of educational settings and instructional techniques.

Their training included using the project's formal and informal diagnostic

tools and interpreting the data to establish instructional goals. They

were given the opportunity to share their previously acquired skills with

the classroom teacher. The interns assisted the Title VI-0 staff in

implementing the intervention program for individual pupils. The workshops

presented or sponsored by Title VI-G provided opportunities for their

educational growth.
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CONCLUSION

Title Nr_ de fined as a research project to develop a model

for effective service to EH pupils. The model delivery program which had

been developed and implemented during the first two years and refined and

evaluated in the` third year project proved to be a feasible and efficient

delivery eye_em at all grade levels. The key to the success of the project

was the on.aite delivery system. The district has made a commitment to a

continuation of on3site service as demonstrated by the Title VI -G model.

The Provision .for trained substitutes contributed to the success-

the project by releasing teachers for professional development and

implementing project activities.

Title VI-G was also instrumental in obtaining a commitment from

general education to share the responsibility for the education of the

pupil with learning disabilities (EH) so that he might function in a

regular class- _ his peers

The effeotivoness of the Title VI-G project was due in large

part to it acceptance as a non-threatening neutral resource to the

local school staff. The Title VI staff had a wide background in regular

and special education, experience in working with support personnel, and

skills which facilitated the development of an on-site working team.

The most effective school on-site team was composed of a special educes

tion teacher+ a regular teacher, A counselor and/or a social worker, and

the principal; this coordinated the school resources to meet the

individual needs of ptipils with learning disabilities.

Title VI-G has Provided Pupil Personnel Oervices (social workers,

counselors, psychologists) with a vehicle for entrance into a classroom.,

pupil personnel Services provided an atmosphere of support for Title VI-G
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staff in their a ceptance of the model delivery system; this contributed

to a mutual sharing of

and n-service training.

rig 1974-75 Special Education, Pupil Personnel and General

Education staff will monitor the degree of continuing team cooperation at

the school site level. This monitoring effort will reveal the effective-

ness of the collaboration between special and general education staff

working with San Francisco Unified School District children as teams in

order to improve educational programs.

The Assistant Superintendent of the Division of Special Education

endorsed the philosophy of the model project through administrative

recognition and included the Project Head in the Special Education Council,

recognizing the project as a vital component of the division. The San

Francisco Unified School District Supervisor of the EH program was an

integral part of the project. With the support of the administrative

staff the project was able to make great strides in the district. Among

Title VI-G's accomplishmente was the establishment of a ,'esource room

s in our target, school

in the district egular education Teacher Learning Center. Tho corn-

bined the resources and in-service training of both regular and special

-education at one central location which was one of the major .coves

oward fulfilling the objectives of the California Master Plan for

Special Education.

The Project Director at the State-level provided on-site service

which strengthened the model project's primary focus - "on-site delivery

of service at all levels." The Project Director brought information

directly to the project staff relative to the implementation of the Master

Plan. In this way the staff was able to implement the philosophy of the
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Master Plan at their target schools.

The Leadership Training Institute, onally recognized in the

field of learning disabilities presented the current findings in the

field to the administration and teaching staff of the San Francisco

Unified School District. These contributions, through workshops and

consultation, gave national status to the local project.
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DEFINITION OF INTERVINTION TERMS=

TASK ANALYSIS - defining problem
Process of defining the problem resulting in a specific definition.
A framework for organizing the structure of the classroGm materials,
content, and rewards in efforts to effect meaningful transactions
between teacher and child.

2. BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS - defining problem
Process of defining the problem objectively resulting in a specific
definition. Level of behavior is observed and recorded. A method
or Procedure is designed to improve or remediate the child's per-
formance.

FORMAL ASSESSMENT - use of standardized instruments standard pro-
tocol (WRAP). Shows the range of performance within a desigt4ted
group, based on "grade" placement. Standardization based on using
a "normal" population.

4. INFORMAL ASSESSMENT - use of non-standardized instruments or
techniques with variable protocols; including observation and
measurement of number intensity and frequency of purposeful and
non-purposeful pupil behavior in the classroom.

ACADEMIC OBJECTIVES - translate diagnostic information and pupil
progress into specific long-range and short-range instructional
activities; by adapting space, time expectations, quantity of
assignments, type of instructional approach used and amount and
type of teacher reinforcement. Individual prescription formulated
between staff and teacher to reflect pupil need discovered in
assessment.

BEHAVIOR OBJECTIVE - translate diagnostic information and pupil
progress into specific long-range and short-range behavior enhanc-
lm activities by adapting space, time expectations, type of
instructional approach, type of interpersonal approach and amount
of teacher reinforcement. Individual prescription formulated
between staff and teacher to reflect pupil need discovered in
assessment;

7. PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT PERSONNEL - implementation of alternative
patterns of service by support personnel

a. providing general and specific staff development in re-
lation to learning disabilities and their remediation

b. matching severity of student needs to the amount, fre-
quency, duration and number of services of different
people required

reducing the time lag between parent or school personnel
request for help and the initiation of educational
intervention

obtaining educational assessment data which will result
in changes in the instructional program
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MANAGEMENT OF ENVIRONMENT - organization of space, time, materials,
and types of instruction to fit learning strengths of pupils.
Such management mightinclude learning centers, flexible scheduling,
individualized instruction, peer tutoring, etc.

INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES to assist learning dis-
ability students by adapting space, time expectations, quantity of
assignments, type of instructional approach used and amount and
type of teacher reinforcement.

10. INDIVIDUALIZING MATERIALS to assist learning disability students by
adapting quantity of assignments and type of instructional materials
used to the student's specific disabilities.

11. CONTRACTS

- written - the student and teacher in written form determine the
time and content for a given learning activity. See
non-commercial materials appendix.

- oral - the student and teacher, orally, determine the time
allotment and content for a given learning activity.

12. LEARNING CENTERS IN CLASSROOM - providing materials, information
and patterns for individualization within a regular classroom
setting. Stations are established for the activities followed in
the Center pattern. For a diagram see the non-commercial materials
appendix.

TITLE VI-G - Materials Dissemination Center
Resources available to teachers to augment existing on-site instruc
tional materials. EH teachers may borrow materials, use them in
the classroom and become more selective in the types of purchases
they determine.

14. PROJECT STAPP DEVELO T - Staff VI increasing their knowledge of
learning disabilities in general and patterns for individualization
within a regular classroom setting and utilizing this knowledge
in the context of their resource work.

15. DEMONSTRATION TEACHING - on-site. The Title VI staff member takes
the teacher's student group and conducts a lesson or activity,
emphasizing the desired concept.

16. WORKSOft. (8 hours or less without credit)
Group activities planned for teachers or other staff members,
emphasizing skills concepts or activities for teachers and pupils.

17. IN-SERVICE TRAINING - 7 hours or more intensive study in a given
area with in-service credit afforded the participants by the
school district.

18. PARENTi4VOLVEMENT - Any parent contact by Title VI staff or
teacher:, regarding academics, behavior, or attitudes.

19. VIDEO TAPING - Title VI staff taped (filmed) the teacher in
activities 'emphasizing positive behavior.
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Project_

Enhancement of behavior,

learning disabilities.

Objective 101: What are the changes in the number, intensity and

and academic areas for pupils with

frequency of purposeful and non-purposeful pupil

behaviors in the classroom?

Asswasment Todls

Participation Request

ferral

Pupil Observation Form
(high frequency behavior

Pupil Observation Form
(low frequency behavio )

viable protocol

Intervention

havior analy

Informed assessments

Behavioral objective

Behavioral objective

Workshops - Video- taping

tudent Behavior Referral Form was the in

measure changes in behavior. Teachers

rument used to

ecorded their subje time evalua-

tion8 of target pupils in the areas of problem behavior, work-related

behavior and at the academic level.

The teach assessment showed that more significant' ositive

changes in behavior appeared in primary pupils than in intermediate or

secondary pupils. The significant improvement in primary pupil problem

behavior occurred in such items as running around the room, complaining,

temper tantrums and fighting. Improvement in work - related behavior of

_imary pupils occurred in working independently, attempting to do

difficult work, taking pride in work

.'materials and work.

29
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Objective 1.2: What are the changes in pupil self - concept (pupil)

attitude toward - self; school and learning;

teachers; other school staff ?)

Assessment Tools

Self-concept Inventory

* Inverventions

Behavior analysis

Informal assessment

Behavior objective

Workshops

(behavioral
Contracts

(academic

Staff contacts specific to this objective 353

Workshop contacts specific to this objective 64

measurably significant changes in self-concept occured in

target pupils as indicated by'the Self-concept-Inventory developed by

Title VI,G staff. The deSign of a reliable instrument for the measure-

f self - concept has been a difficultresearch'probl-- _oweveri

nformation,gained from the Title VI-C assessment pinpointed prob-

eas in target pupils and gave direction for intervention by

members. The instrument also provided valuable insightsforl-,

teachers, ancillary staff and parents.

Objective 1: What are the changes in pupil academic per

formance?

Assessment Tools -

TeaCher rating of pupil academ
performance

Work sample

30
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Assessment T1/4)0

tatAT

Interventions

Informal assessment

Rated assessment (reading) Academic objective's

Academic objectives

Management of environment

Individualizing instructional
techniques

Individualizing materials

Contracts

Learning Centers

Demonstration tea

ontacts specific to this objective

Wbrkshop contacts specific to this'obje tive 104

Gilmore .Oral ReaTding Test

As measured by a standardized instrument, icant changes

occurred in word recognition skills and math computation at all levels.

Significant improvement in spelling occurred at the primary and inter-

mediate levels.

Title VI-G staff also developed two informal- assessment tools to

measure academic growth; Rated Assessment - Math, and Rated ABOOBS ent -

Reading.

The Rated Assessment - Math - indicated significant improvement

in number recognition at the primary and intermediate levels. Primary

pupils improved in set recognition and simple subtraction skills; inter-

mediate pupils improved in 2 digit addition (carrying) and 2 digit

subtraction (borrowing) skit

The Rated Asssessment Reading - indicated significant improvement

in manuscript alphabet recognition, and mixed vowel word reading at all

levels. 1
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as

Oral paragraph reading as measured by the Gilmore showed no

icant change at any level.

The teacher's subjective analysis of pupil academic p _

indicated by the Student Behavior Referral Form relected minimal

academic progress in target EH pupils.

Pro)ect Objec. No. 2:

Development of EH teachers' skills in planning and implementing inter-

vention for EH pupils and assisting other on-site staff in sharing the

instructional responsibility.

ObjeetiVe_201: Translate diagnostic information and pupil

progress into specific long -range (monthly) and

Short-range (daily) instructional activitie

Assessment Tools

Staff Cotpetency Rating of EM Teachers-
(Evaluatoxls Form)

Self- - Rating of Competency

(Evaluatorkt Form)

Intervention Checklist for Special
Teachers (Evaluators Form)

Teacher Participation Request

Behavior Referral Forrs

WRAT

Self-concept Inventory

Rated Assessment (Math- Reading

Slingerland

Markoff Informal Assessment

Modality Inventory

-ITPA

)

32
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Interventions

Task analysis

Formal assessment

Informal:Assessment

Individualizing instructional
techniques

Academic objectives

Behavior objectives

Individualizing materia s

Contracts

Title VI-G Materials
Dissemination Center

Workshops

In- service t



Assessment Toole

to Clara Development Inventory

ality Inventory

Observatio n/variable protocol

Work Samples

Staff contacts specific to this objective

Workshop contacts specific to this objective 19

Interventions

Outcome!

A series of workshops and on-site demonstrations were offered to

EH teachers to instruct them in the administration and use of a number

of assessment tools. The information gained froM the assessment tools

provided a basis for Title VI-G staff members and ER teachers in design-

ingl.ong and short-range intervention programs and activities for pupils

with learning disabilities.

The intervention Checklist (Evaluators Form) indicated that EH

teachers found the Title VI-G developed Rated Assessment and Self-concept

Inventdry to be of great value in providing information about specific

needs -of EH pupils.

Objective 2.2s, Organizing space, time, materiAls, and type of

instruction to fit the learning strengths o

the pupils.

Assessment Tools

Intervention Checklist for Special
Teachers (Evaluation Form)

Teacher Participation Request

Behavior Referral Fo

Interventions

Behavior analysis

Formal assessment

Academic objectives

Management of environment



Assessment Tools

Self-concept Inventory

Rated Assessment (Math-Rea

Slingerland

Markoff Informal. Assessment

Modality inventory

ITPA

Santa Clara Development Inventory

Work Sample

Staff contacts specific to

Workshop contacts specific

Outcomes

At the site level Title

teachers to organize learning

Intervention

Individualizing in onal
techniques

Individualizing instructional
materials

Learning Centers

Title VI-G Materials Dissemi
tion Center

Workshops

In-service training

objective 173

his objective

worked with EH classroom

and provide for individualized in-

pupils with learning disabilities. An individualized program

for an EH pupil was designed after a

weaknesses, using several of the

strengths and

ed under Objective 2.1.

The selection.of the assessment tools depended upon the needs of the pupil

and the skills of the VI-G staff person and EH teach

Title VI-G taffshelped the Eli teacher to organize Ulassroo_

for an effective instructional program and efficient pupil scheduling.

MateriaIti disseminatiOn from the Title VI-G Resource Center, and

workshops- in the use of individualized instrUctio- 1 programs and materi

were a large component of Title VI-G service. The EH teachers' skills in

selecting and evaluating appropriate commercial and teacher-made materials

were:developed by workshops and on-site training.
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On the Checklist of Interventions Evaluators Form) EH teachers

indicated wide acceptance and use of the Title VI-G Resource Center.

913j2et: Mobilize other school staff in planning and

implementing a coordinated instructional

program for pupils served by various teachers.

Assessment Tools

IntervieW questionnaire for re
class teachers (Evaluators Form

Shared Responsibility Packet

Intervention Checklist for Special
Teachers:(Evaluatds Form)

Teacher Participation Request

WRAT

Self-concept Inventory

Rested Assessment (Math-Reading)

ingerland.

Markoff Informal Assessment

Modality Inventory

ITPA

Santa Clara DevelopMent Inventory

Modality Inventory

Work samples

Staff contacts specific to this objective

Workshop contacts specific to this objective

Outcomes

Title attempted to develop the EH teacher's skills as a re-

:source person for the entire school staff so that the needs of the EH

Interventions

Joint meeting with re
staff and EH teachers

Task analysis

Behavior analysis

Informal assessment

Academic objective

Behavior objective

Individualized instructional
techniques

Individualizing instructional
materials

Workshops

In-service training

pupil served by several teachers could be met more effectively.

-29
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In some target school the resource room served a

center for regular and EH teachers.

a demonstration

The team approach to meeting the needs of the pupil with learni:

disabilities was developed and emphasized in a series of staff meetings,

workshops, and conferences.

Objective2.4: provide info

lated to

ion for general school staff

(a) learning disabilities in general and

(b) patterns for individualization within a

regular classroom setting.

Assessment Tools

Teacher Participation Request

WRAT

Self-concept Inventory

Rated Assessment (Math-Reading)

Slingerland

Markoff Informal Assessment

Modality Inventory

ITPA

Santa Clara Develo en

Work samples

ven ory

Staff contacts specific this

Intervantions,

'Formal Assessment

Informal assessment

Academic objectives

Management of environment

Individualizing instructional
techniques

Individualizing instructional
materials

Learning Centers

Title VI-G materials

Dissemination Center

Project Staff Development

Demonstration Teaching

Workshops

In-service training

objective 1

Workshop contacts specific to this objective 44



Outcomes

All of the workshops on learning disabilities given r sponsored

by Title VI-G were offered to the general staff of target schools. With

the move toward the mainstreaming concept-in California, the on -site

EH teacher has become an important resource to his school.

ProJeot_ObJective

Development of regUlar classroom teachers, skills in the identification,

assessment and instruction of pupils with learning disabilities.

Objective 44 Identify early indications of learning

disabilities.

Assessment Tools

WRAT

Rated Assessment (Math- Reading)

Self-concept Inventory

Markoff Informal Inventory

Slingerland

Work samples

Interventions

Task analysis

Behavior analysis

Formal assessment

Informal assessment

Observation (Formal and Informal)

Staff contacts specific to this objective 161

Workshop contacts specific to this objective

Outcomes

Title VI-G attempted to give regular teachers proficiency in the

use of a small_bstttery of assessment instruments which could be used in

the regular classroom. Regular teachers were given workshops and on -site

training in the administration of these instruments and the interpretation

of data obtained from their use.
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Objective 32: Use diagnostic information in planning an

individual student program,

olsAss

WR&T

Rated Assessment (Math-Reading)

Self - concept Inventory

Interventions

Task analysis

Behavior analysis

Formal assessment

Markoff Informal Inventory Informal assessment

S lingerland

Work samples

Observation (Formal and Informal)

Staff contacts specific to this objective 135

Workshop contacts specific to this objective 20

Outcomes:

Regular teachers, along with EH teachers, were given on-

Academic objectives

Behavior objectives

ing and workshops in translating the information gained from the above

listed assessment tools into specific long and short -range instructional

programs to meet the needs of individual students with learning disabilities.

Objective Select and with monitored practice, administer

informal assessment measures with due regard to

each pupil's cultural and linguistic experiences.

Assessment Tools

Competency Rating for Regular Teachers
(Evaluator's Form)

Self - Rating Competency
(Evaluator's Form)

Interventions

Informal Assessment

Workshops

Santa Clara Inventory Developmental Task

Self-concept Inventory

Staff contacts specific to this objective

kshop contacts specific to this objective 28



Outcomes:

Regular classroom teachers along with EH teachers were given t in-

ing in utilizing and interpreting the informal assessment tools. The

data from the assessments were used in individualizing programs, taking

into consideration pupils cultural and linguistic experience.

Objective 3.4: Adjust the classroom environment to assist le

ing disability students by adapting space, time

expectations, quantity of assignments, type of

instructional approach used and amount and type

of teacher reinforcement.

Assessment Tools Interventions

T Task analysis

Rated Assessment (Math- Reading) Informal assessment

Self-concept Inventory Academic objectives.

Markoff Informal Inventory Behavior objectives

Slingerland Individualizing materials

Work samples Learning Centers

Observation (Formal and Informal) Demonstration teaching

Workshops

Staff contacts specific to this objective 167

Workshop contacts specific to this objective 5i

omes

At the site level, Title VI-G staff members worked with regular

teachers to organize learning centers and provide for individualized

instruction for pupils with learning disabilities. An individualized

program for an EH pupil in the regular classroom was designed after

essing his learning strengths and weaknesses using the tools listed

above. 39



Ob)ect ve 3. Create and use a wide

options.

-sesement Tools

Checklist of Intorventio
(Evaluator's Form)

WRAT

'Rated Assessment (Math-Readi

Self-concept Inventory

Markoff Informal Inventory

Slingerland

Work Samples

Interven_ ons

Task analysis

Torl Assessment

Academic objectives

Behavior objectives

o-

Individualizing instructional
techniques

Individualizing materia

Learning Center

Observation (For.I and-I_ o Title VI-G materials
Dissemination Center

Demonitration teaching
workshops

ontacta specific to this objective

Workshop contacts specific to his objective 62

With the move toward the mainstreaming concept in Cal

regular classroom teacher must assume an increasing share of the reSpons-:

ibility for meeting the needs of EH pupils. Title VI-G has attempted to

provide the opportunity for the regular teacher to develop a-wide range.

instructional tehniques through workshops, on-site training and

materials from the Title VI-G Materials Dissemination Center.

The Intervention Checklist (EValuato_'- form) indicated wide use of

Title VI-G-introduced materials by regular teachers

Objective 6: Monitor ,..ffectiveness of instructional interventions

based on student interest and achievement.

40
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ork,Samples

`ObserVation (Formal and Informal)

Interventions

or analysis

Informal- assessment

Academic -objectives

Referral Form Behavior-objectives-
,

Individualizing mate

Learning' Centers

Demonstration teaching

Workshops

taff contacts specific to this objective 1

Workshop contacts specific to this objective 55

Outcomes:

y ID- ry -7-

Title VI-G staff worked extensively with regular teachers in

demonstrating assessment tools and techniques so that these teachers

could discover individual needs of EH pupils, provide a remediation

program and evaluate the results of instructional activitic

Under Objective-1.3 will be found

results

ome of the evaluation tee

h indicate the success of Title VI-G's intervention program

classroom as well as In an EH room since many of thein the re

target pupils for the pro

Project Objective No. 4:

Implementation of alternativ

ect were not in self-contained units.

patterns of service by support personnel

(principals, ocial worker , school psychologists, etc,,) to pupils:and

teachers. ,

Oblective..4.1: Providing general and specific staff development

in relation to learning disabilities and their

remediation.

41
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Agit-is-amen Tools

sessment Oft -Reading)

Self-concept Iniettory

kef'InforMA1 InVentory-

Slingerland

Interventions

laak analyeis-

Behavior analysis

Academic objectives

Profiesional sUppo t personnel

Individualized instructional-
techniques

Project staff development

Workehops

Staff contacts specific to this objective 184

Workshop contacts specific to this objective

Outcomes:

=spigi.

The Title VI-G staff involved support personnel in workshops and

on-site consultation in planning and implementing programs for the

children with learning disabilities and their remediation.

Objective 4.2: Allocating space, funds, materials and personnel

support for the daily operation of an EH program

building.

Interventions

Task analysis

Behavior analysis

Professional support personnel

Management of the environment

Project staff development

Workshops

specific to this objective 128

Workshop contacts specific to this objective 11
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-fo_ r materials needed in order to individualize programs.- Personnel support

_target sites resource rooms were developed_using Eli funds

was Obtained from support personnel'on-site and regular staff on-site.

Objective 4. Matching the severity of student needs to the

amount, frequency, duration and number of

services of different people required.

-Tools--

WHAT

_Rated Assessment (Math-Rea

Markoff Informal Inventory

Slingerland

Interventions_

Task analysis

Behavior analysis

Academic objectives

Professional support personnel

Management of environment

Individualizing materials

Project staff development

WOrkshops

Staff contacts specific to this objective 162

Workshop:contacts specific to this objective 47

Outcomes:

Title VI-G staff was instrumental in emphasizing to support per-.

sonnel staffs the necessity of evaluating the services required by a

pupil according to the severity of the pupil's needs. Support personnel

were encouraged to enter the classroom and use their skills within a

regular classroom setting.

Objective 4: Obtaining educational assessment data which will

result in changes in the instructional program.
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koff Informal- Inve

Slingerland

Taek- analyai

Professional` support personnel

Individualizing instrnctional-
.

techruee

,IndividUalik

Project staff development

Workshops

Staff-ebtitadtd-dPreiiific s objective 1E6

Workshop contacts specific to this objective_ 32_

Outcomes:

Support perso 1 were instructed in a wide range of assessment
.

tools through workshops and on-site training by Title VI-G staff members.

They were also -trained in the translation of the results of' :these assess -.

ments into individualized,instructional programA and instructional pro-

grams to fit the needs of-groups or assrooms of pupils.

Project -Objective_ No, It

Working with teacher training institutions to-Or -de opportuni

-teachers (pre-service and in-service) to have monitored practicum

experiences with students, parents, and school staffs` -in pupil assessmen

instruction and consultation.

Objective-5.1: "To what extent (frequency, duration and .quality

was project-able to provide practicum experiences

with pupils, parents, school staffs in pupil

assessment, instruction, and consultation?

44
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Parents

Assessment--

ction

Consultation

Contact time

Title,VI-G Contact
Frequency

.'5,11

Carol _ Sob 1. Jo

, ,

X X

7 X- -X-

X X

X

2k wk

1EIMUMI
4 wk 6 wk 8 wk k

3k 1 /wk UG G

School.

What thodologies (types and effectiveness

were used to establish linkages between project

and teacher adning institutions?

1. Contacting teacher trainers

a personally (in conference se

b, by telephone

0, by letter

Project

a, dissemination of information about

Title VI-O to teacher trainers and

district personnel through orkshops

-4



`,==, 3 33. ='33

-mmetinge-and-personal contact._

Refer to Target School=Appendix.

-emination of information directly to

university- students through student visits

to Title VIG and presentationd'in class-

room setting at teacher training institutions.

Objective_ 5.3: What experiences are required to assist in bridg-

ing_the gap_between_theory_and_practical applica---

Lion?

1. Provide interne with an opportunity to observe

a variety of educational settings and tech-

niques prior to field placement;

a. to help interns identify areas of interest

b. to help interns plarri course of work and

coordinate it with practicum experience

2. On-site-work early in -intern's training program.

a. base this experience on problem solving

in real situations

b. coordinate theory with practical situation.

Theory is most effectively learned and

utilized when there is a need for it.

Increased emphasis on interns recording of

their activities and relating their activities

to theory through conferences with supervisors,

instructors, project staff and field site

personnel.

`4 6
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Increased and more frequent feedback for

interns by supervisory_Personnel'rons
,

a. interns Competency in analyzing situations

and defining problems

b. proficiency in applying teaching chniquest

and skills

appropriateness of materials

-d.-appropriateness of-diagnostic tools-

e. use of diagnostic information

f. program planning for pupils

Objective Model"for continuation of intern experience. What

do teacher trainers, university students and school

district personnel in. the project perceive as

necessary and relevant experiences in preparing

em-to assist students,- parents-and I staffs?-

increased background in instructional techniques-

wider_ repertoire to offer interns

awareness of interns expectations and goals

closer work with interne regarding their

individual needs:

a. schedules - commuting time, etc,

b. amount and t of direction and support

c. clear. view of role ,in field pladement situation

d. clear definition of who they are accountable

and what expectations are to be met

47
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IMPLICATIONS

The following are implications based upon -completion of the objec-

t v s of the Title -111 -G Project.

1. _The effectiveness of project staff members to assist regular

classroom teachers to meet the needs of learning disabled

pupils within the-classroom will better assist the teachers

to accept the move toward mainstreaming in California.

The learning team concept of shared responsibility between

teaching and support staff will provide increased opportunities

to better meet individual needs.

Halcase time as provided by trained substitutes, proved to be

an essential element in the project's operation. For any

project to provide service, a release time component must be

considered.

A defined pupil assessment package provided the project staff

with a means of determining appropriate interventions and

also provided participating teachers with an approach for
measuring self-concept, behavior, and academic progress.

The development of Educationally Handicapped (EH) teachers'

skills in planning and implementing interventions for EH

pupils provided the local school with Special Education teachers

as recognized resource-persons to the r ar teaching staff.

This will be especially valuable in light f the mainstream-

ing concept.

Title,VI-G work with support personnel (principals, social

workers, psychologists, etc.) provided schools with additional

skills service by personnel who are regularly inthe schools.

Relocation of Title VI-G staff and'Resource Center to a per-

manent existing centralized location provided the opportunity

to combine the resources of Regular Education, Special Educa-

tion, and EH.in one building.

General Education increasingly accepted the Title V1-G

Project as a resource for the General,and Special Education.
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GUIDELINES TO PROJECT OPERATORS

The following recommendations -are made by the Titl- members

to guide other project operators:

1. Initiate staff activities for planning and organization
of project activities prior to the actual regular school
year.

Staff characteristics should be consistent with objectives
and needs of project activities:

a. familiarity with the district as well
personnel with outside_
the educational background should be
in regular and special education
staff members should be experienced
teachers.

Refinementof,project forms and"instrumente should, be
established prior to the Advent of project aetivit

On-site coordination with teacher-training institutions
should be initiated prior to the school year and continued
throughout the school year if student-interns are a part
of the project.

PersonalLcontaet-with-school-s-a should- be-made- -rather

than depending on indirect means telephone, notes, etc.

An on-going feedback and exchange system should be developed
between the project and any replication districts.

The evaluation system should provide for on-going site staff
to assist in interpre_ation of data.

8. State Department consultation should be continued at the
site-level

Substitutes for teachers should be provided to enable
teachers to attend workshops and classroom observations.
Substitutes should be trained in Title VI-G model pro-
cesses and should be maintained as a unit.

10. Workshop activities designed specifically to include the
ancillary staff should be initiated early in the year to
better facilitate the monitoring of effectiveness in imple-
mentation of the workshop ideas in the on-going program.
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11.';_-A team approach should be utilized to facilitateJntan:
action and continuity within the team. Teams should be
designed:to match the skills of the :team staff to that:Of
the school site staff to provide the school continuity
after the project staff withdraws. Regular hi-mcnthly
staff meetings should be required.

12. Team-work by several staff members at a single site was
often more productive in light of support and varied skills
provided. A team approach should be utilized as much as
possible. To facilitate interaction and continuity
within the team, regular bi-monthly staff meetings should
be required.

orkshops at the end of the year should be continued as
they help teachers and pupils to realize a "turned on"
attitude toward learning even as the year ends. Those
conducted during the year were natural motivators and
should also be continued.
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The proposal for the third year continuation of the project

=specified that direct service to EducationallyHandicappedpupils

shoUld be limited to 153 Pupils.

The proposal was modified to exclude the 24 non-public school

pupils so the_target population of direct service pupils was ad-
_ . _

justed to 129 pupils.



SCHOOLS

Target Schools_- S.F.

Stevenson

DIRECT SERVICE TO CHILDREN - 1973-1974
(Not Through:Workshops_

' 1

Screened
2

Requiring.
Specialized

Help

3

Direct-Service
(Screened)

22
21_,

Winfield Scott 300
Lawton 450
Mark Twain 120
Hearst 160
Noriega 135
Portola '14
San Miguel
McAteer 45
Aptos 125-

Re- ication Schools
Claremont 170
Nicosio_ 45
Lincoln 15
Laguna 15

-Others

28
5

50
60

15

15

14

23
21

50

1

3 3b

Direct Service Graduating
(Not Screened (No Longer

EH Requirin
Potential Other- Services

10 18 20
- 9 0 90 0

24 20 '280 3

7 30 300 1

3 2 30 1

5 12 20 5

0 10 0 2

6 '0 0 0
18 5 0 1

15 0 30 1

10 6 20 2

'16.

Bret. Hart

Argenne 25 8 0 2 18, 0

University Mound 20 20 20 0 0 0

Andrew JacksOn 10- 10 . 10 0 0 0

Everett 100 60 0 0 0 : 0

Lafayette 18 18 6 0 0, 0

Langley Porter 12 12 2 2

TOTALS .842 523- 161 113 875 44

Workshops direct service to pupils: 611

5 2

417

-



1. NuMber of staff personnel receiving
training this year via wOrkshopel

A. Regular Classroom Teachers
B. Central Offi e Administrators
C. EH TeaOhers
D. Others:

MR Teachers
State Staff
CoiPensatOry Ed'-Staff__
Ancillary
Para Professionals
Interns
Parents
Bilingual Teachers
Title. VI - Staff

2. How?

2

3 Included also
'on-chart

263
48
16

252
25
229

Workshops via modes of demonstration, observation, lecture, discussion,

participation by experimentation, audio-viival and multi-media.

With what frequency

84- workshops/average of nine each month.

Number of parrs professional trained.

48 contacts

How?

Workshops via modes of demonstration, lectures and au_

Frequency.

Bi =monthly

* Persons may have attended more than one workshop.



REPLICATION ACT TIES

During the 19734_4 school yearthe_Title VI-G Project proposed to re-
plicate and evaluate all or-portions of the co13epts and materials in
inner -city schools (Oakland) and urban and rural schools (Marin County).

Oakland 'Public Schools
Special Education- Department
1025 Sedand Avenue
Oakland, California

a. Components to be used:

1. On -site aid from resource or reseach teachers__

2. Use of outside and district consultants in reference to ob-
taining expertise in various areas relating to the learning
disabled student.

Provision and interpretation to re_ ar classroom teachers
of diagnostic and prescriptive, work-ups with readily usable
lesson plans (Pacific Medical School interns). .

4. Adaptation of resource and material making cente-
eMPhasis on teacher.made materials.

_Total.number_of,pupilsservedr_64 white and_79:black0.

Marin County Schools
201 TamalVista Blvd.
Corte Madera, California

a. Components to be used:

1. Development of Learning Centers - math, readi

2. Use of formal and informal. assessments to be used in pro-
gramming for individual students.

Use of resource teacher for demonstration teaching.

4. Workshops with interchange between replication district
and San Francisco Unified Title VI Project.

b. Total number of pupils served: 75 white.

5 4
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HACI -LA PUENTE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
15959 East Gale Avenue
La Puente, CA 91744

This district, replicating the Title VI-G project in San Francisco, was
funded under Title VI- funds from the State Department of Education.
The objectives for 1973-74, together with the activities were

OBJECTIVES

1. Accelerate academic achievement and/or level of adaptive be-
havior of educationally handicapped.

Increase skills of EH teachers in assessment, designing educa-
tional interventions and evaluation.

Increase assessment skills and instructional strategies of
teachers receiving students.

4. Increase substitutes and trainee's skills in environmental
management techniques.

5. Increase level of parent skills in using _al management
techniques with their children.

ACTI VITIES

1. Student assessment work-up; selection of interventions and
writing of individual program.

2. Students placed in intensive service class to facilitate academic
and adaptive changes.

Staff development activities in observation and recording, assess-
ment, instructional strategies,

4. Field follow-up of students and teachers to assist applying
observation and assessment skills.

5 Field consultation to teachers to improve instructional programs
and management techniques.

6. Parent involvement in individual and group instruction to
develop behavioral management skills.

7. Dissemination of procedures and outcomes both.

Total Pupils Served: 204 (57 Spanish Su
Personnel Trained: 130 Teachers

3 Teacher Aides
3 Specialists

Total Title VI--3 Funds:
Total District Funds
State - Special Ed.

92,949
71,1,

$164,07B-

5
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REDLANDS UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
P. 0. Box 1008

Redlands, CA 92373

This district, replicating the Title VI-G project in San Francisco, re.
ceived funding for their project from the State Department of Education
under Title VI-B funds. The objectives for 1973-74, together with the
activities, were:

OBJECTIVES

1. For each student processed with the Diagnostic Service Center
(DSC), a detailed prescription for amelioration of identified
learning disabilities will be developed.

By the end of the 1973-.74 school year, all DSC students will
demonstrate (a) significant academic progress and/or (b) more
appropriate adaptive behavior.

Training program for at least two teachers will be developed.

ACTIVITIES

1. Each student processed will spend an average of 5-8 weeks in
the Center.

2. Each receiving teacher will modify the plan when necessary.

Staff development sessions to develop and assist in modifica
tion of plan.

4. Teacher will identify specific behaviors that need to be
changed in keeping with prescription and will carry out
specific instruction..

5. Teachers will establish performance criteria for determining
progress toward terminal objective and use appropriate tests
to assess progress.

Receiving teachers will record success of students in areas
described as learning disabilities or maladaptive behavior
in original prescription.

Total Pupils Served:

Total Personnel Trained:

75(15 Spanish Surname
(1 Black)

49 Teachers
19 Aides

Total Title VI-B Funds: $40,028
Total District Funds: 6,039
State (Special Education): 20 8
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el;

13rimarYia.,

Intee
HiS

Inter"

lunior

STAFF UTILIZATION CHAT

1971 - 1972 1972. 1973 1973 - 1974

Mate Margaret Scheffelin Margaret Scheffelin/Charles Koster Charles Keaster

91
marguerite Dogger Marguerite Dugger Marguerite Hugger 9/73-1/74

Audrey Rodman 4/74-6/74

al Joyce Kohfeldt Joyce Kohfeldt Jane Anderson

Elaine Fische 9/71-02

Milton Bonsell.

Charles Eklof

Laboratory discontinued

Laboratory discontinued

Laboratory discontinued

Stevenson - Tennessee Kent

Jose Ortega - Walter Morris

Potrero Hill . Tom Sermon

All Labs Discontinued

,

Carmella Cottonare 9/71 -2272

Aveline Coale 2/72-6/72 Beverly Coon

Carol Lee 9/72-1/73

Amy Eggers 3/734/3

Marion Miller

Kathleen Shimizu

Amy Eggers

Douglas Reed 9/71-10/71

Sally Jorgensen 101-02

Betty Thomas

Johanna Peterson

Diane Onorato

Betty Thomap

Victor Yilhoan

bite Potrero Hill - Tom Sam on Potrero Hill . Tom Amon Lawton . Marion Beimsoth

9/73 . 2/74 ,

.

Betty McNamara, Director

Teacher Learning Center

2/74 - 6/74

Janis Lee Edna Bowen Edna Bowen

nts Larry Brekka Ted Alper

Tom Whalen.

Ted Alper

Tom Whalen

Support staff: Susan

Paul Gareis

.

David Uslan

.

Alex Law

Margaret Scheffelin



ADMSTRAT STAFF

State level

Charles W. Keaster, Ed.D.,Conaultant
Bureau for Mentally Exceptional Children
Division of Special Education, California

Margaret Scheffelin, Ph.D. -Consultant in Testing and
Evaluation Unit, Division of Special Education

State Department of Education, California

Local level

Jane Anderson, Project Head
VI-G Model Delivery System
San Francisco Unified School District
September 1973 - June 1974

Marguerite ger, ED.D., EH Supervisor
San Francisco Unified School District
September 1971 - January 1974

Audrey Rodman, EH Supervisor
San Francisco Unified School District
April 1974 - June 1974

Joyce Kohfeldt, Project,Head
VI-G Model Delivery System
San Francisco Unified School Uiatrl
1971 - 1972

Laborat2a21241-TlaLJE]LL22ZZ

Milton Bonsel - Intermediate
Charles Eklof - Junior High
Elaine Fische - Primary

Laboratory Principals

Tennessee Kent - Robert Louis Stevenson (Primary)
Walter MorriEJ - Jose Ortega (Intermediate)
Tom Sammon - Potrero Hill (Junior High)

Resource Teachers - Elementary

Aveline Coale
Beverly Cohen
Carmella Cottonare
Mary Crosby
AmY Eggers
Carol Lee
Marion Miller
Kathleen Shimizu 59

53

2/72 - 6/72
9/72 - 6/73
9/71 - 2/72
9/72 - 6/73

)/7) - 6/74
9/72 - 1/73

9/73 - 6/74
9/73 - 6/74



Resource Teacher - Secondary

Sally Jorgensen
Victor Milhoan
Diane Onorato
Johanna Peterson
Betty Thomas-

- Junior High 10/71 - 6/72
- Junior and Senior High 9/73 - 6/74

- Junior High 9/72 - 6/73
- Junior and Senior High 9/72 - 6/73
- Junior and Senior High 9/`72 - 6/74

nstrators Title VI Officz Sites

Marion Heim oth, Principal, Lawton Elementary School
9/73 - 2/74

Tom Sammon, Principal, Potrero Hill Junior High School
1971-1973

Betty McNamara Director, Teacher Learning Center
2/74 - 6/74

Secretaries
Janis Lee 1971 - 1972
Edna Bowen 1972 - 1974

Evaluation. Consultants

Ted Alper, Ph.D. 1972 - 1974
Larry Brekka 1971 - 1972
Tom Whalen, Ph.D. 1972 - 1974

Tvaluation_SupportStaff.

Susan Ewy 1973 - 1974

Paul Gareis 1973 - 1974

State De #a.rtment Consultants for Evaluatio

Alex Law, Ph.D., Chief Office of Program Evaluation
and Research

State Department of Education

Margaret Scheffelin, Ph.D., Consultant in Office of
Testing and.Evaluation, Division of Special Education

State Department of Education

David Uslan, Ph.D. , Project Direbtor,
Systematic Program Development for Educationally

Handicapped Pupils
State Department of Education

4

6 0
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APPENDIX A

SUMMAKYOF DISS. NATIONACTIVITIES

The following charts indicate in summary form the overall dissemination
activities through the three year project term.

Included are the types of activities incurred under the broad category of
dissemination (materials, intervention techniques, workshops, and pupil
assessment packages), These charts are arranged under the headings of

Other Districts

Community Agencies

Government Agencies

San Francisco Unified SchoOl District

By Schools
Special Ed. Services Division
Superintendent and staff



011ia DISTRICTS

Intervention Techniques

Individual

Pupil Assessment

Instructional Materials Resource Room Cn =Site !orkshops Paaka e

Polk County, Florida

Highlands County Florida

Houston, Texas

Foster City X

Berkeley Schools X

Pacifica Schools X

Santa Clara County

EH Department

San Yateo City & County Schools X

South San Francisco Schools X

Sunnyvale School District
X

EH De;artment

La Puente, California X

Redlands, California X

Hacienda, California

Rowlands, California X

Santa Barbara County X

Oxnard Schools

Castro Valley X

Illinois Schools

Boston, Massachusetts X

Tulare County X

Torrance, California

3

x

X

X

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

x

I

I

I

IX

X

I



OTEER DISTRICTS

(Continued)

Bay Area Learning Center

Union School District, Karin

Tenver, Colorado Schools

Austin, Texas

Intervention Techniques

Individual

Pupil Assessment

Inst tional Materials Resource Room On -Site warlto Packap_

I

I

s zgeles County

SaCramentorCalifornia X

Cupertino, California I

Duvall Rome-for Fatally Retarded,

Deland, Florida,

Comunityyktal Health Center

Education Department

Sebring, Florida

coganityfiental Health Center

Education Department

WinterRaven, Florida

Department of Special Education

Phoenix, 'Arizona

Deverelx Schools

Santa Barbara

Fountain Valley Schools

Fountain Valley, California

Lancaster School District

Lancaster, California

fern County Schools

Imperial County Schools

,San Luis. Obispo County

Ventura Unified Sdhpa Da trice

X

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

I

I

I
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YIER DISTRICTS

Continued)

Intervention Techniques

Intividual

Pupil Assessment

Instructional Materials Resource Room On -Site Po c

Contra Costa County

DeRrtment of Education

Sonma County Office of Education X

Shasta County Schools

Orange Unified Schools

Stabislaus County Schools

Dhiversity of New Mexico

Departunt of Special Education

tiversity of North Carolina

School for Contemporary Education

McLean, Virginia

State School for Boys

IorOnto Canada

Newton School District

Newton, Massachusetts

67

I

I

X

I

I

I

I

I

X



Francisco Yedical Society

Instructional Materials

Intervention Techniques

Individual

Pupil Assessment

Resource Room On-Site Workshop Packate_

P.T.A. San Francisco grad District,
s.

'L0-- California Congress of Parents and

Teachers

Cedars Developuent Center, Marin X

San Francisco Educational Auxiliary X

President, Parents F.A.C.L,D. X

, Mission Commit/ Mental Health X

Colleges and Universities

University of California at

San Francisco

Appalachian State College,

North Carolina

Hayward State

Leadership Training Institute,

Moon, Arizona

University of Oklahoma

Dominican College,

Rafael, California

University of California,

Berkeley

University of South Florida X

X

X

I

I

I

X x

I

I

X

X

X
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Intervention Techniques

Individual

Pupil Assessment

Instructional Materials' Resource Room OnwSite Workshops __Pkeks:p.

X

x

tinive14% of
Southern California

Dire0°.. j700.

11"4qe,.

StPlt/-

ChicO Chic

'Calif°
ersity

Fresr,°'

0

califoff State versity

0 'a

versity
X

I

X

X



M AGENCIZS

Individual

Intervention Techniques Pupil Assessment

Instructional Yaterials Resource Room CfliSite Worksho-s Package

Assemblyman,

,Forsythe County, No, Carolina,

Reading Consultant,

DeOartment OfDefense...

European DependentSchool System

Florida State:.Departmenti

Spe9ial Education Division

The'InstituterN I M,H; Tampa

114

7

California State Depent

Conaultants

Director, Health, Education

State Departaent Special

Education Consultants

Isitless'°1-11a-tic"

Laren PrOductions

Control Data Institute

I

I

I

I
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Schools

Andrew Jack

5,

6

7

8. Hawthonie

9, John McLaren

10. Jose Ortega
oN

_

11. Lafayette

12, Laguna Honda

13. eshore

14 Le Conte/Hunters Point

15, Louise M. Lombard

16 Miraloma

17 RaphaelVeill

.18, Second ,Commlnity

19. Sheridan

20. Vlsitacion Valley

Argonne

Bret Harte

Douglas

Fairmount

Golden Gate

Guadalupe

Visitaeon:Valley Annex

Janior Hi

23;--Everett'-Junior High

Instructional Materials

x

I.

I
I

I

I

I

I
X

X

X

X

Intervention Techniques

Resource Room On-Site

I

X

X

I

I

X

X

Pupil...Assessment'

Workshops

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

X

I

I



,e,a, " ,1"

rt,. e ,

r
1.

,

rPIOCISCO DEFIED PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(Continued)

Instructional Materials

24. 'James Denman Junior High

25. Luther Burbank Junior High X

-26. Herbert Hoover Junior High X

27. Pelton Junior High

17r

28. Potrero Hill Junior High

29. Roosevelt Junior Hi

' 30. llisitacion Valley Juni Big

31. ioodrow Wilson High

77.

'I

X

X

X

Individual

Intervention Techniques Pupil Assessment

yorkohopn PackageResource Room On-Site
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Speech;- Hearing, Visually

T WHa

lq 6

Educable' Mentally Handi-

capped Program

wise M. LombarITMH

John McLaren TMH

Seoonda.r.7 Ment,ally Handi

caPPed.__. . .

Center

Physically Handicapped

PrograM

Childrens Hospital

Kaiser HosPital

San Francisco General

,St. Marys:.Hospitel

Shriners Hospital

U.C. Hospital:

Special Service Centers

For Girls

Childrens Hospital

St. Lakes Hospital

Nb.,ZiOnHospital

San Francisco General

St. MiUbeths Hospital

Educationally_ilndies

Therapeutic Educational

Center

Centet

SAN BCC SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL'SERVICES DIVISION

Intervention Techniques

Instructional Materials Resource Room On4ite

Individual

Pupil Assessment

Workshop 21,91031_

Edgewood Children's Home

Homewood Terrace

ley Porter

x

x

x

x

x

x

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

x

I
X

I

I
I
I

I

x

I

I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I



SAN FRANCISCO SPECIAL EDUCATIONAI SERVICES DIVISION

f' (Continued)

Intervention Techniques

Instructional Materials Resource Room On-Site-

:ResidentialCentert kReneles

(Cont.)

Simpatico

, ILO-, Reading Center

University Mound

St. Nary ,s Speech

& age Center

Diagnostic Reading Clinic X

pplementary Education Program. X

x

Individual

Pupil Assessment

Workshops Package

1



Director, Elementary Division

Zone Administrator

Director, Instructional

Support Services

Supervisor, MUsic

SAN FRANCISCO UNTPIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

SUPEHMENDET AND STAFF

Individual

Intervention Techniques Pupil Assessment

Instructional Materials Resource Room On.Site Workshop! ALE_

X

Supervisor Inservice Education X

Supervisor, Senior High Division

Assistant Superintendent,

Special Educational Services Division

Member of Board of Education

Metric Project Director X

Resource Development Director X

Compensatory Education X

ESEA Bilinzual X

ESEll Title VII X X

X

S B. 1302 Early Childhood X X

San Francisco Education
X X X

Auxiliary

Teacher Learning Center' I I X
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AppendjxB

OVERVIEW OF TITLE VI WORKSHOP INVOLVEMNIT

Listed are the three categories of workshops involving Title VT stag

A I. DISSEMINATION WORKSHOPS Page 68

Title VI staff disseminated materials and project goals to regular elas

room teachers, EH teachers and administrative staff outside of target

schools. The above personnel frequently attended workshops which were

given at target schools and other sites.

A 11. TARGET SCHOOL WORKSHOPS
Page 80

Regular classroom teachers, EH teachers, principals, counselors, social

workers, interns and para-professionals from target schools received

in-service workshops through the Title VT-G staff. This involved 12

target schools in San Francisco (K-12), and 4 schools from the replication

districts (X-12).

A III.STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS Page 92

Title VI-G staff pa.ticipated in workshops to enhance their own pro-

fessional growth and to act as a dissemination service for this information.

The following appendix includes non-commercial materials, used in A I.

Dissemination Workshops A II. Target School Workshops A III, Staff Deve-

lopment Workshops,

On the right hand corner of each item are numbers indicating the specific

workshop(s) in which these materials were used. This number corresponds

to the workshop number on the charLs.

Published materials demonstrated in workshops are listed chronologically

in the bibliography. The numbers following each item correspond to

workshop numbers as found in the left hand margin of each workshop chart.
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A I. DISS TATION WC RS OPS

The following charts indicate the number of dissemination

workshops involving the Title VI-G staff. The charts

include the workshop number, the site, the presenter,

the mode in which the workshop wds presented, the date

and time, the number of participants and the subject areas

covered.
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07erviv of Title VI.0

Frenented by Mode

Eggere, Title VI-G Lecture

810 A.M.=

9130 A.M.

PArtteipente

VI.0 Staff

Bret. HorteAter

Ancillary staff

Subject Area

2 verview of Title S1=0

20 3ervieen .

5rat Pare School

Seteviur ;.Sifieation

Presettatitft

Bret 114rte ansol

Algebra ';artasn0

711ba Scheel

itateriala Center

Orientation

J. Anderson, Title V1-0 i.estue

81N A 14

900 A,M,

Title VI-0 Jun'
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Ariclller7 staff
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Behavior Mod:fleet=

Philosophy And
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Creative EnviNnxcht
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.5 Staff
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Date and
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Alletne 36)01

Aathled Shinizu

Title VI-0

.t m
aw.kturiMit gne

5154e D:Al gra

Pile Folder coquter,

0elonetration
Teacntra, 15

100 PM, A"IllarY -Li

16

Lectupl,n.11 /14 1".:.G Staff

aden

Teechera

215 P.M,- Amillary

)00 PA,

ffm1=Briw,N110Am.

2

4

0

1

27

Oamee; Pining
Ana

cehatruction

tiamed: 21Allu and

corotractiee

T le 1U-G Overilev



.1. Vortenop Title & Site Freeented

Date ad

Tim Participate $us jet Area

Drx Coarerellee Staff :ewe 14/1517J VI.G Start 1 1 SE Wert/its

11/16/73

.

.

5Ltiolovi NU Mit V1.0 F..rticipated

4 Dehavtar Modification Jane Anderson 100/7) V1.1 suer Z wwlipr monlichtion

Title VT.G Stet
Bret Marto gaff 10

knoillar/ 1

3100 P:M.=

Bret Bete Sc. 1

OD EM,

CanmitrAnt of Staff at Jane Anderson= 0iocgeeion 11/2b/75 V1.0 Starr Cghtlheatigri g.

Bret Berta Title 1,7-0
Ancillary ataff Tltle TI=1 at

03:0 P.M.=
Bret Sant

,,

, Bawler Nodification Lea William,
Egord, via ihor

Video tape

detenatratio

12/0/7) VII gaff

Teaghtro

Reigareing patio

behavior

9:00 A.M.-

12100 noon

Winfield Scott Sehool'

peadin Detenstration Jane Anaerm, Devanstration 12/12/75 VI -G Stair iie ginF, artert

Batty TROTA3 Bret Marto Staff.

2ret FIrto 501011

8:00 A,M,

A. Plantint Mett1n5 Special EduCatIon UiscLaeleft 1 Q 14 ,-(1 1141_ ieve ta ...,06,

Diviaion Ancillary ter

1000 A.M._

IMO non

*NI Office



A' Rth

Inaittait 'ko.XDhop

Prearntod by

Date end

Tltm PartietQanta 5Wect Area
1.o tura

MUlt4olla approach

te1indo

B40 AA.

5;o0 P.M.

1.4cWro

Doo4Aotrotion

VIA] staff

Teachers

1/10174

10115 A:14,

1?:00 noon

vi.c stair

Central ()fact

Otialstrotion

Staff

G'tveloplq a

provatotioft for

Special oLeatiat

Enstaglia Apt, (I_=0 staff
Oro School Otoff

benovlor Modliacatann

105 PX.

)1y) F.M.

5utro tchco1

a2aeinl DWAtiln Work=

g'Anp pla nning for

Ceriu) c[=ittee

LOrture ATI/
ata

EH Supervisor

Division melbera

J11 ry.w4 Mool

Corrit..1c Comittto
EEPri

Frezentotion of

5pecia1 Education

5t; vices

10111:101i Or-,;(1=

oeniatton far rurri

cuing COutittet

meetin4

LOCtUrit p,1fi4 tr1.0 Stott Rpetial Education

3poo, Eck otaff aorvloo0 to

8.P.114,D;700

9;00

91

er":11.1171,frir
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Date and

::o. Wotkahop Title A Sito Prceented by Mode TIM Participant& # Subject Arca

25, Upaving In-nervice W, Oilardi l ttu_r& 2 25/7 VI-0 Staff 1 IMutor oa_15 T

H. Supervisor and

Neter Saille

Ancillary &ter

Volunteer&

2

12

Sorm

9100 A.M,-
15

P. A, Hearat School

11:00 A,M,

,

2 A.C:L.D. Conference Title VI-0 Staff LectOre 2/25/74 v1-0 Staff 4 TITirOjeet
WagratiOn 2/26/74 Porticipento to

2/27,28,29 ,Conference 1000

3/1/74
...'.=f

linunton, Tone

1001

4, Su4rgaaborc Planting Fern Kelly Lecture 3/4/74 V1-G Staff 3
51teriaabord Flamini'

Vorkahcp
Spec, Ed. Staff 3

vorkabcp

Fero Kelly.
10100 A.M.-

7

: 12100 noon

Fern Kellv's Office

entral 07101 Title'' =0 participated

Smorgalbord Woritabcp Fern Kelly cture 3/27/F 4 uth
0, Ed. Staff JO

Planning w

Storgasbord

900 A,14,- )

11:30 A.M.

Teacher Learning Center Title VI-0 participate!

, mteriale Day Joyce Kohfeldt Noonstration

Participation

4 V1-0 Staff

if, Kohfeldt

1

1

Indlvidoal se

Inatruction ,

°Aland teachers y3

9:00 A,M,.

12100 noon

Title VI-0 Sponaored

, r.,14t And nartioinated ,

, korgaehord Workehop Fern Kelly WW1, 4/04 VI-G Staff ilanninz ;or

Flaming ,

Spec, FL Staff 10 bargaltord

1000 AA,

IMO noon

13 .

Teacher arn;Ag Contet I tie VI-0 petieipatcc

96



" .ilttAP Tif10 4 . FhwentAd b
-.

Mode

Date And

Time PartiE1 ante SubJect km

',- frOitet Umilea P. Preaton Lecture 4 V1-0 Staff Heading Progra in

Readag Program Volunteers 10 S,PALSA,

S.F.U.S.D. kecillAry otaff 2

9:00 CM.-

P , FearAt Ichool Title V1.0 participated

1100 A.M. 14

, Storgaseord WW1:shop Fern Kelly Lecture 4/18/74 VI 0
_

nalinlas for

PI Aeniu 41o, Ed, SW! 0 korgoobord

1000 A. 3

,

'rade Learning Center

12:00 WOO

1rpa ahurn WorCancip Fern Kelly Lecture 4/26/74 015 Staff Flaming far

Plannins
.

400, Ed. Staff 10 Smorgaabard

800 A.M,. 13

1000 A.M.

--,....21. _ .....___
j4. Lit, I . Tapia tidy,

.

Dr. Roaeraein

_ _ _ _ _

Leotwe 5/13/74 VI .0 Staff Upswing Evaluation

Project Upswing
.

Ancillary 4 end Overview

Evaluator Viuntter 12 tionwide

1000 44- B ,

12100 noon

P. A. Meant School Title VT-0 participated

.

,.,.._

j= C.E.C. Conference Title V1.0 3L1f Lecture 5 74 VW Staff . Praomal Outgestiona

Demonetra n ?r1pnt 200 for waning

200 LH..

41N

a vitn pupil: with

inning digIbuitiet,

Sheraton Fe1Ac e

ons CIAAarcom Harry Wong . Slides and lb 4 VI,G Staff 2 Seieeea Lance

And faculty presage- pemaftatratidn Laguna Honda Ater( 15

tion /memory 3

0:00 A.M.. Claildren , I-
Title 01.0 *mead

101 A.M.;5
50

Laaulia Monde School And participated

98
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ar 0, Math!

Ditte And

new psrtiounts

Ham :41p1I,Inon on

Workahop

Wry Woni lido, Dow-
. tretiot, in

An Sortni1

5 104 v1.0

Children

Aide

2

28

1

nno on WorAThop - 1:

Si enee lean in

classroom

:DO O.= MrtegA Reg,Ster le
10:30 AA WOW' staff 2

EH tenehera
.

Joao OrtegA Title 114 Sponsored

_ .

Feld ty 1,`Aeting Au/ Vong Odio-ViehAl 0/74 V3-0 Staff 2 Success in t n

0.St2Mtearul Tcaching cture Reg. teachers 3 Classroom

Ancillary 1----
.

8:. AA-

00 AM

Second GoTwity School TitlA V1=0 Sponsored

A, Success' in the Wry Wong A Ire 5/28/74 VI4 Staff 1 NUM in tne

Glasorom Deponotrotion Replier teachers 12 aleerooti

E4 teachers 2

3100 P,M.. Ancillary

ldrAyette School Title VI-G Sponetted

400 P,84

-tt(

16:

co innividualized iutrAr- Joyce Konfeld t 047,00alr4 t-1. oh
LiNii,,-,. 4

l G
6

iir -- A n41,1147dAillea Ind ruc-

tion in the 65(131150C PotleipAtion , Children 34 ton in the clamar000

Regular teachers 2

Ancillary 1

1200 noon 38

Stenni Cevlonity Sohool

Title Ir1.0 Sponsored i

particinited

Teividullized trot:to= Joyce Rehfeldt uemoutrAtlon 5/29f1 4 111.0 staff 2 ndivIdunlited in3true=.

tion In the classroom Participation Children la tiara in the elassroor

EN teachers 1

li P.M.= Ancillary 1

3t00 P.M.
2

Freort School

Title VI-0 SpOneored

pArtiGidAtte,

Joyce Rehfeldt Demonstration

i

5r30/74 V1.0 Staff 14, Gorriehlum iall Curriculum materials

-!or indiVidualiZed

instmtion

Participation Di teachers

Children

1 far individualized

inetrnetiOn

2100 P.M. .

Title tri.G Sponsored

):00 P.M! 8 ,

Lafayette School And participated



';e, Vorkshen Titled Site Presented by t# de

Dote and

Time Participants Subject Area

43, Curriculum material& fo,

individualized

instrigtion

.

Ftwthv-In Seheol

Joyce Kohfeldt

Title VI-G Sponsored

end partioinated

Demonstration

Participation

5/304

8:00 1.Children1.1.

V1-0 Aide

Regular teathero

Ancillary

, ,

raraprofessionais

1

N
1

L

4

108

Curriculum mAteriala

for individualized

instruction

44, Retel Asaesszent and

Title T1-0 Rath

Materiels

Tesener 1Parnin; Center

K. Shimizu and

Pei lyn Vagganer

,...

Lecture

Deronstration

6/7/14

140 PA-

:36 P.M.

V1-0 Staff

Comp, Ed, Staff

2

6

Title V1-0 math

Assesament and re.

mediation materials

,

Cedart 1:arkshep

.

Nara Dayal n

, u-

Susan Nilliami and

Jane Anderson

Title VI. prenatal

mord t ci-ate

Class demon-

stratinn,group

evaluation and

miry with

teaCtera and

star:

6/7/74

813D A,M,

1130 ?X

VI-0 staff

Ceders sterf

Ancillary

Student teachers

Volunteers

range

2

8

4

4

6

The Social Learning

curriculum, Tale vl

Multi-dittos and

asterisk from the

Resource Roam



PrOjeet Objectives

).0 Service to regular teacher;

4.0 Inuolvocent of support personnel

ONSITE RMICATION ACTIVITIES

Inner City School;

Clumnt Junior High School

Oeltlendi California

Target teachers 16

Other teacher; 60

Principals

Specialists

Rural Szhools

Win County Schaal

Laguna School District

Lincoln School Diotriqt

Nicaolo School District

Target teachers

Principals

Specialists

6
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A II. TARGET SCHOOL WORKSHOPS

The following chapts indicate the number of Target

School Workshops involving the Title VI-G staff. The

charts include the workshop number, the site, the

presenter, the mode in which the workshop was presented,

the date and time, the number of participants and the

subject areas covered.



Tltie A Site

' Orientation on beak

Prose

lasgton School

2, On Site gone Council

Meeting

Lawton Sen001

, z ar,ge Achievement

Test Rrottdores

Lawton $001

Date and

Presented by Made _Tisc

Open Coot Pobliahloz Lenore 9/0)'

Company

9;00 A.M.-

);00

Titlet=0 Farticipatior

Marion Haimsoth, Diacuesion 9/24/73

8:30 AJ40

10;00 A.M.

Principal

Lawton School

T10,0 VI.0 hrticipAtitn

Aril Eggers, Title VI-0 Lecture 9/26

80) A.M.-

90) A,M,

partici 111

VI.0 Staff

Lawton School Ste

AncillAry 3t411

Interne

Paraprofwinds

VI.G Staff

Ancillary Staff

Wags:

VI.0 Staff

Lawton School 5

ancillary Staff

interne

Paraprofessionals

3

8

Sect Ares
of

Open Court gelding

3istao

)

12

8

Behavior Willa_ Oa

5004100

f
6

15

BRAT procidaci

a. The Resource Roca

LAwtm :chool

5. Title V1.0 Overy

Lawton School Than

Nom

Teacher Center

Overview

Title vr.o Stiff Lecture 9/26/7)

Demonstration

Vic Mi1hoaniTitleV1.0 Lecture

rxidaotog,tL.a. and Lecta#

Title vi.o Staff

Y14 Staff

Lowtah School Staff

Ancillary Stet;

ag, fAtitti

9:30 A.M. WaproleagiOnAlo

10/7) V1-G Staff

Lawton School Staff

700 P.M. . gneilltrY

900 P.M; Parente

)

18

1.72

Seipurci Soci

explored

. Am=

Overview of Title VI.G

10/4/7) VI.0 Staff

80) AA- APtoa Jr. High

12 WOO School Staff

T,L,C, overview

Teacher Learning Canter

1 1 0

M.



1 1

7

Workin0 1Iitte 4 Site Presented b-

Will Webster Model ESEA Staff

School Visitation

Dodd Webtter Mal Title V1.0 Pirtieipetibn

Everett Navy

CUrriculuo Day .

Everett Jr. RIgh School

Titli VI.0 Stiff

Title VI-0 Overvier
Tathy Shimizu and

Mt; "If a Hoy_
petty moue,

Cott Learn" Title VI-0

Yark Vein School

Open Nom for VI Tale V1.0 Staff

Ttichere

Shoed Reopolbility

lawton School

Ditt And

Mode
r

Demonitre n 10/103 VI.° Staff 3 Cleetr000 visitation

- Bret Borte Staff 4 .4
, kk

8130 A.M.. lawton Stiff
1

1200 noon

Dtmonstration 10/1

Lettre
Pilo

VI.G Staff

iptos Stiff

Interns

mdei

8100 Is, rugls

100 P.M.

6 Reid g, oath, end

12 $0001 studies

6 learnivetnters

2

6

10/2)/7) V1.5 Staff 2 Overview of Title V.

Mirk rata stet 12 Filz 04 learnin&

2:1 P.M.-

Andillify Staff B dialbilitiee

5

3;;0 P.M;

10/203 VI-0 Staff 6 Shared responsibility

Partleipaticn
1:11 Teachers 50 tad over iev of

Ancillary Staff 5 Title VI30 end

3; P.M.. .

"'-' resource rood

;DD R.M.

11. Teets ind Learning Dr. Aanebel 14trkaff

Jasistance Inventory

Ottire 102173 VI.G Stiff

EN Teachers

Regular Teachers

Ancillary Stiff

100 PA. IttorAs-

540 P.M. State Ste(

6 Teo tinpinformal

12 OPPIPAP00 modal

itie3

Lawton 30401
Sponsored by Title VT.(

12. learning Modalities
ArY Egon and Pelon Loam 11/14/73 VI=E Ref

faller, Iltao 111,0 lattieipation
Tee:hers, 16

1130 P.M.. Ancillary Staff 2

3c30



). norksho T 4 ,, .J

Ma and

Time

13, Overview or Tull VI -0 Vie milholo,Title vu LooturA 11/14/73 114 Sterf 1 Title VI.GWIldela re-

Bilingual taaehere

Ancillary

25

5

levant to bilingual

prop]
e
F

1100 P.N.' 1

R.L. StennlOn 5:11001

3100 P.14,

..--------
IL Tanta end Learning ik, L. turkoff Lteture 12/1983

.,....,-
V1-0 Staff Teatiaz.

assistance EH Teachers 1S Itfornal Agreement

Inventory Regular Teachers , Modalities

10 P.M.- Ancillary 5

5100 P.M. Imam

sum staff 1

Lawton School Title MS Sponsored 55

. Metric Workshop Carolyn ibo I cturo 11 /21/l) VI -4 Staff 5 Metric Systei

I,. natratIol Hark Tula Starr 5

Participatloi Lawton Staff A

. Ha A.M.- ir
11:00 A.M.

.

C.E.C. Title'YI-0 Sponsored

Materials Day Virginia Tomlinson Lecture 12/1/7) VI-0 Staff 6 Materials And

and DeMonstration Teachers 5D Curriculum develop6

Joyce Rehfeldt participation Ancillary I tent

8115 A.M.-

MO P.M. 57

Potrero Sill Jr . High Title VI-S Sponsored

IL nntIrty %Mill Nolii Xsplen Lett lire 12/ VI.0 Stiff 1 Monterey Deeding

Ill Teachers 22

--..

)

3;00 P.M,.

7 P0 P.M.

Zvirett S211001 Title VI-0 Participated

li. Ynnt.rey Heading Phyllis Kaplan aura 12/03 Y1-0 Staff 1 Monterey Reading

ER Teachers 2P

30 P.M.-

700 P.M.

Everett kheol Title 11-0 Participated

._____



Co

V

19. Inside.Out Ineashdp Harria Clemens

T, L. C,

20, Beach for Learning

Title 111-0 Participate:

Reach for Learning

Staff

Lecture

Lecture

Berkeley Title 1114 Participated

21, Fodlaity Training

P. A, Hearst School

Norio School

22, individualized

Instruction

T. L, C,

1/4/74 VI-0 Staff 2 PWati.ordia Approach

Distriet Teachers 20 to feelings

22

hoc P.M.-

10:00 P,M,

1/9/74 vi-o sue 1 Cale Study

EZEA CcOrdinstar

inA

t AM-
Reach for Learning

))
Staff 6

1i00 P.M.

S

Amy Eggers, Title VI.G lecture

Marion Killer, Demonstration

Title V14 Vith

Children

Mary Collins

Title NI-0 Sponsored

Ind Participated

Joe AndalOn,Tit10111.0

Video 14p!3 on LtItil.

ins Centers

T, L. C. Title VI-0 Sponsored

. ,

Lecture

Demonstration,

Participation

9

06/74 V1.0 Ref 2 Modality Midas

Rearit.Doriega Slinierlend Test

Staff

lop p.m,. Amu?

P;X,

20

l/H3/14 VI -G Staff . 6 Individualized,

Perk Twain Staff 12 Instruction

Mark Twain Ancillar 2

All,-
Merin Teacher! 3

a.wAo

2;30 P.M, 23

ludic.Visual 1 4 VI-0 Steil o Vid

Mark Twain staff 6

12

21G P,M0

24, Project Upswing

Orientation

Title 14.0 Raft [Atm 1/28/14 VI.O,Steff 2 Upowits Orientation

Ancillary 2

upi12cra.Counoele t 1

9i00 A ii.- Limns Zeno Coor0, 1

11100 A.M. Volunteers 12

P,A,Hterst School 'talented and

participated
18

115



erkshop Title A Site

Project liming

orientation

Hearst 30001

MotriC vOrkahOP

c7; Individalited

Instruction

w.m.saziar

Presented by

Title t4 Stiff

Presented and

PetiCiOoted

Carolyn

Title TR Woad

and Participated

K,Shimicui Title VI4

PArk TWAIA School

Project Upswing

Orientation

Title V1.0 Staff

Prtnented and

P A. Yeqrst School huticiPilted

2:1: Paterialo Day Joyce Kohfeldt

Woo Jr High

Ops4ng FrooMatiOn

YAttrioll

Individualized in

station

,A, Dolt School

Title VI-0 Sponsored

Amy Egon, 11t10

mod

Datilind

Ti Olt Participants #

cture 1/4/74 111.0 Staff

Ancillary 2

7upilPora.CoUnaeler 1

UoPing Zone Coord, 1

900 Volunteers' 12

13--

2

Lecture/ 1/29/74

Desonstretic

and

Participation 9t00 A.M..

12100 Ntdi

beconatration 1

Participation

Lecture

IiI.0 Staff_

C1111003 Teachers

McAteer Vi Teacher 1

Teachers 16

ancillary 1

Claremont E 1

Teacher

4 V14 Staff 2

Mark Twain Staff 10

20

Subject Area

Upswing Orientation

Metric Lessons

Indivinnalired

Instruction

2/4/74 V120 Staff 2

Ancillary

Pupil Pees,Coons. 1

Upswing Zone Coord, 1

9100 A.M.. Volunteer! 12

11:00 A.M.

Demonstration 2/13[74

12:30 P,M.-

)100

VI -0 Staff

aptoa Teacher! 2

Lawton Moaner 1

Scott EN Teacher 1

Art0111811 3

Matt Nelms 2

Hoover Teacher! i

Upswing- Orientation

indiVIdUallIta InArg

t103 for Secondary

3tOithto

X

Lecture 2/19/74

Damnation

WOO A,M,

Iv] staff Materials for

Volunteers 12 ! individnalitini

kndinal Staff 1

1
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f;

'.; r`fei

Emu. Demotretion

Resented h.-

.

Mode

DelOnStratiOn

Date and

Time

2 19 74

Participants

If130 tat

San liignsl

Mark

1

1

F=,-

Su rt Ares

n
0
1

Z
,..

e

Pali MeLaren
War/

Reading Prop=

9100 A.M.- 3

0
0

1000 A.M.
3

San Mittel School 'title VI.G Sponsored

9, Meals Day Joyce Xolifeldt illernnstratlon 3/04 VI-0 staff 2 Materials for

Participation P.A. Hearst Staff 10 individualization

Ancillary Staff 1

EllYJ A.M.= lj
5130 P.M.

P.A. Hearst Wind

Title VI-0 presented

and partinipatad

!!,. Innivid'ai Programs Amy Eggers, Title VI-0 Lecture 3/11(14 VI.0 Staff 1 Materials for

. regardog academic Deaustration Ancillary Staff 1 indialdualitation

and behavior skilla
Volunteers 12

90 A.M.

no A.M.

ir

P,A, roast School

'4, fart' Collins Workshop all Collins Demonstration ) 12174 WI-0 Ralf -777'rAsnopmonstration

Teachers 6

Ancillary

8:30 A.M.=
-B--

3 P.N.

Mark Min 5d1001 Titit V1-0 Sponsored

,S, Patterning Structural

Integration

Judith Anton ale:Natio

Elscussion

)/27 t4

11:00 A.M.

VI-0 Staff

Instructors in

Structural into.

gration

1 Assess:mit of needs

And direct clasp

room obsermtion

12100 noon Replar Nile 30

)4

Lawton School Title VI-G Sponsored

' Materials Lay Joyce Kolifeldt Demonstration 4[1/74 V1.0 Staff 2 Inolvidualized instruo

Participation Morisse Staff 12 tion for primary

8130 A.M.=

Volunteers

for 004E4

12

1
children

Noriega Hoe! School iltle V1.0 Sponsored

)1YS P.M.

I



',7: A:kgal Title d Sitt Fronted by

.

Made

Date and

Time Participate

1

1

Subject Area

70 Teacher Effeetivenees Rev, M. Kinnard Lecture 02/74 1174 Staff 6 Maher affectiveneso

Training Demonstration PI Teachers 2

Ancillary Staff 1
0

3100 P.M.- Interns 1

H, L. Stevenson School

Title VI=G Sponsored

and participated

4115 P.M.
.

,
10

orientation reeting far Harry K. Wong MaltWodia 5/1/74 VI-0 Staff E Motivating the

H. Vivi Workshop White Aides 3 educationally

Halti.tedit Happening Demonstrator Irg Teachers 8 uninvolved

Regular teachera 40

400 P.M. Ancillary Staff 35

Title VI-0 Sponsored, 6:00 P.M; Intern 1

Potreo Hill Jr. High presented; participated
5

?, Xedical Society Work- S. F. Medical Society Lecture 5/4/74 HIS Staff Health Education for

:sop on Health

Emeatioa

Demonstration Dthers 50 teachers, children,

.doctote

9t30 A.M.- 53

S. F. Medical Society

l5 FLsonie Avenue

Title VI.0 Flaunted

and sponsored

3: P.H.30

, , Presentation of Rated Aml EggersiTitla 144 Lecture 5/6 4 VI.G Staff 1 Upswing In- Service

Asseastent and Demonstration Ancillary 1

Stlf.concept Volunteers 10

9:53 ii.K..
12

1100 A.M.

P.A. Herat School ,

, Zrperiencies Suttees- Harry K. no Film 5 /74 V14 Staff Indlvidval etyls art

fill Performance Lecture Alden ) tenoning and Item-

Dcmonatration Ili Teachers 4 ink

Participation 9:00 A,M.. Regular teachers 16

303 P.M. Ancillary staff 35

Intern 1

Teacher LeArnial Center Title UM Sponsored 61

4, Council for ExcePtioual Leadership Training Lecture 5 4 VI-3 Stiff 6 What'll Heppe:slag in

Children Workshop Institute Staff Aides 3 Learnini Disahilities.

Leadership Training Eg Teachers
11 Evaluetion Design;

Institute Component

for Smargeabord
9100 AA..

300 P.M,

Regular Tare
Ancillary Staff

Intern

16
31
-I
1

gelource Room:Lome

Develop:et:Carrot

Sheraton Palace Hotel Title 1,1.0 Sponsored --
67

Trends in Dia-nods
0

..



Dste and

mho' Title a site Presented by Made Tim Participants # Subject Area

rojeet Upswing Ary Eggers, Title -1:1 Lecture 5/13/74 14-0 Staff 2 Reading.listed

Pealing-hated
Deoonstrstion

Ancillary staff 1 Assessment Title VI-C

$trRnt

Volunteers 12

MO W,1(.- 15

1100 A.M.

P. A. hearse School

Harr./ Wong Classroom
harry K. Wong

Presentation-Science

Lesson

Title VI-0 sponsored a*

Norio home School participated

Demonstration 540 VI.0 Staff

Aides

Parents

Anciil

81,0 AM,' Begat teachers

12100 not porn

gaFresentation-ScianCe
*04r4tion 4 4 VI.. Staff

m ortg C1433110111 harry K. Wong
4

Lesson

: P4:6 Peaeners

Title VImil SPonsorod 4

-: 7°4" ."4"mi a 61 cl'""""--'-------2-----4L----------------------------a-----------r---

, Ram Wong Faculty Merry X. long
Pltrolo 5/16/74 VI.G Staff 2 handS.Cn Workshop

Works*
Aptoo General Stiff 15 Tesching Styles"

Ancillary Stiff 2

7

Science Lesson

5

3

6

4 Wanes Lassos

Metric Yeuurtaen

S

)

6

Otos Jr, High
Title VT-0 Sponsored

=7. wie Workshop Marilyn Waggoner -

Title VI-0

Cleratont Jr, h1Rh

W.S.A,T, Kathleen Shlmlau,

OrientatiOn
Title 11-0

I_nvton School

2100 P.M.

3130 P.M,

19

Lecture 5/16/74 V10 gat! 2 Metric YosTremen

Participation
Rego* tootles 23

Audo.Visual
ER Teachers 1

2100 P.M,. Ancillary staff

313o P.M.

Leatwo

27

7 VI.0 SLIff -1114/7.71

Aides
4 Admiftiltritioft

4=11111 stiff 1 Methodt

WO PA= Egli teachers
2

200 P.M.



:! , Workk.op Iltle a Site Presontedy Mode

Date and

Time Participants

-

# bject Arta

9. Curriculum Resource

Day

,

Teacher Learning Center

Jura Rehfeldt Lecture

Demonstretion

Participation

Title VI. G Sponsored,

Prtaented a perticipatei

5/28/7k

9:00 A.M.

"1

iti.a Staff

Aides

El Teachers

Regular teachers

Winery staff

5 CrrLeuiuCurriculum materiels

3 for individuelited

6 instruction

20

-3;--

Patterning structural

Integration

:Vita Some Sehcol

Judith Aston Observation

DIACUR01011

Title VI-(; Presented

5/29/14

9CO AM..
.

.

1001 A,M.

VI=0 Staff

Instructor in Stein,

Wel integration

Regular teachtta

Ancillary Staff

Pupils

1

_

1

1

25

Argument of peeda

and diet eleseroom

observation

5. Patterning Structural

Integration

Antos Jr, High

Judith Aeon Obaervation

Discusaion

Titiell.0 presented

2i5 Pl

VI.5 Staff

ER %dere

Instructor; in Stril

tural integration

Regular teachers

Pupils

2 Assessment of needs

2 "4nd direct clessroom

observetion

1

2, Science Ttachini Dm.

titration in the elms

row,

rArk Min Sahel

Harry L. Vail Demonatration

and Observatior

in the claw ;

rem

Title VI-0 *MOW

5 4

813Q AA=

1100 PM.

V7.0 Staff

Regular tuaChor

Ancillary Staff

Aides

upile

4

12

2

2 ,

Same lesson on

drug Om

,,

i--

Science Teaching Demon.

atratIon in the claw).

room

Lawton School

Harry R. Wong

,

conondtrotion

and observe.

Lion in the

classroom

Slides

Lecture

Participetion

, ,--., ,

5 4

100 P.M..

31,3 P,M,

TY71---ViTri-:

WO P.M,

9:00 P.,M

. , ,,_.

VI.G RAT

Regular teachers

Di towhee

Pupils
.

Ea f

Regular teachers

ER ttaehere

izeillei7 gaff

We

... . _

_

1

_

Science loon in n

classroom end Oer .

notion

dands.on Worianop

-

67

---'---9

5

2

8

WaReila.011 Mho;

Suomi in Glees=

Teacher laming Center

..--ri .Mar K Wong

Title VI.0 Sponsored a

participated



Presented tIL...___, Mod

Deol Ind

Time Parlicipants 4, Subject Area041M,11_51_
t-..5 Individualized lnstruc. JOyts Kohfeldt Pemonstration 5/)0/74 Vle0 Staff I- -401iiiinia ;hails

Lion in the close Pertielpotinn Aides . 4 for individsslized '.

rem Regular teashera 10 ' ioatruetion

8t00 A.M.- Ed teachers 1

12i00 400n Ancillary staff 2

Title tr1-0 sponsored
Popila 2_

San MiNel SOb001 and participated
Ed

.

55. Curiculul aterlals byte Kohreidt UonntrAtjoh 5 1,1V Iwo WOW 1 Curriculum cateriala

for individualized

instruction

Participation MA
Pails

14 for Individualize

instruction

1145 P.M.-

P, A, Heart School

e TI-G spnnJored

and participated

2130 P.M. 27

.
.

.

. ,

,

._ . 7:: ., .-: -: _. 7.7,:- ,-:, _
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Open Court Publishing Co.
Editors: Arthur S. Trace Jr.
LaSalle, Illinois 61301

a Carus

Wide Range Achievement Test
by J. F. Jastak, 5. 14, Bijou, S. R. Jastak
Guidance Associates of Delaware, Inc,
1526 Gilpin Avenue
Wilmington, Delaware

Informal Assessment for Primary and Intermediates
by Dr. Annabel Markoff (1971)
Urban Education Press
Palo Alto, California

Photo Sound Company
116 Natoma Street
San Francisco, California 94105

Monterey Learning Systems
99 Via Robles
Monterey, California 93940

Inside-Out - A Guide for Teachers
National instructional Television Centers

Slingerland Testing
by Beth Slingerland
Educators Publishing Se--
Cambridge, Mhsa, 021

Edmark Associates
655 5. Orcas Street
Seattle, Washington 98108

129

91

Commercial Materials

II

11. 14



A III. STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

The following charts indicate the number of Staff Development

workshops involving the 'title VI-G staff. The charts include

the workshop number, the site, the presenter, the mode in which

the workshop was presented, the date and time, the number of

participants and the subject areas covered.



',:arathon Title a Si ?resented by

?nyltie Kaplan

Mode

eture

Date And

Time

9 1

PartiaiPants

V1.5 Stiff

EH teachers ,

0

SubJcot Area

Ov mew success:A

teaching experiences

?reclaim Teaching

,

Everett Jr. Hieh Title VI-0 participated .

Aviv Xadifination 5dare Anderson Lecture 9/28/13 VI.0 Staff kNNIOT !Tdiiicati a

Workstnp Demonstration Philosopny And

Technique!

9:00 AX.

10:00 A.M.

La an Scool

?Phyllisral3iOn Math Kaplan tura 10/10 VI-0 Staff ilecia.on teaching

it Teachers 40 methods

44

30 ?P-

tverett Jr. high Title ill -G participated

:l PM.

Photo and Sun.'. Y. Tolinson Lecture 10/19/7) VI-0 Stiff Demonstration or
Equipont Demonatri. Demnotration Language ratite

Lion

2:00 P.M..

4100 P.M.

Pitl ald Solnd Title VT.0 participated

Materials :lorkahop and Mary Crosby Lecture 0/25/73 VI-0 Staff 5 Learning _enters and

Nerview of Learting Participation Construction of

Center Ketcriala

):30 P.M.-

minim College Title VI-0 participate

5:00 P.R.

Integration Vorkahop MAJeigenhawm Lecture 10/19/73 V1.0 Staff 1 Teacher review on

Lawton staff 18 integration

Juicillary

&CO AA..

9130 IA. 21

La -n School Title 17-0 porrticipatt



133

Date and

':d. sar1ahap Title & Site Presented by Moda TiZe Pa rticilianta # SubJect Area

7. Good Teaching Practices CNC Iteture 10/27/73 VI-G Staff 4 Good Teaching Practicvi

. Ot-5er

7145 A.M.. 1044

4x00 P.M.

Rivinrind Title y1.0 participated

Video Tape Operation Bah Perim Dcmonatratiou 4 EN to Operate i

loot 1 Video Tap*

1400 R.M.a

3400 R.M.

C.rtrel Office

5. ?:etision Teaching, Phyllis Lapin taeture 11/7/73 VI -0 Staff 1 Preclaisn Trachitg and

Behavior Modification Di teachers Parlor F.gasicolor

.0 R.M.

5.00 P.M.

1,'d, Preane Reading California Reading Lecture 11/B,9,10, V1.0 Staff 1 Reading

Canfeance Aceociation - 1973 Other

9 :00 A.M..

4.00 P.M. 1001

Freloo Title VI-0 participated

7laitation Peul Revere Marie Mathlos, clati. Leeturn,taut 11/13/`/) 11141 Riff J valtInedie Center

MIL'ti.toedia Center media director Teachore

4.00 P M - 33

6.00 R.M.

Raul Revere Scheel Title Virb participated

12. Yarit'S Educational Wit Lecture 11/20 /73 17-0 Staff laria's materiels

Suppe' Co. semnetta 4,
;

2 :00 P.M, -

4 :r .M

Lawton 1 Title VI-0 [Artie d



U5enhon Title & Site Presented 4 Mod

Date and

Tine

.

Participants

q

,

'
Subject Area

,'

Hamill Tapes C, D, I, Videotapa 11/)1/13

1130 P.M,.

VI -0 Staff 3 Hutesaiting Education .

,

Cef,n5ter Data 'cantata

Orientation Pacific

title VI-C partieipateC

Pacific Medical Center Lecture

4;00 P,M,

12/5/7)

,

VI-0 Staff Standard test
Medical

. .., . ,

Staff Obaeration, 9..0012:00 ; . . ,,. ,_ -,.,. Remediation
Dewnatration 1100.200 Non- standardised teat-

12/7) ins
,....

3410 time VI-D Staff

Pacific Medical Center Title VI-0 participated , .

Sliagerland Vorkehop- Carol Murray Lecture 1/8/14 V-1.4 Staff 2 Reading and Languaga

Datacnatration Teachers 100

kill 5

3:30 P.M,-

3;00 P.M. 107.

Visitation Valley
----

Title 111-0 participated

-..-----__

VI =O Staff 1 ReadingYAMttroy Reading Phyllis Kaplan Lecture 1/10/(4

EH teachers 22

4:00 P.M.- 23
,

MO P.M,
.

Everett Jr, High

, . ,

Title VI-0 participated

.,
"".-

Kindergarten Workshop Reading Office Participation 1/104 V1.0 Staff 1 Early childhood curl-

K. teachers 20 calms and uteriala
Ancillary 1

3:0 P.M.

avrien Sehool Title VI.0 participated

5100 P.M. 26

Kindergarten Workshop Reading Office Participation 1/16/74 VI.0 Staff 1 Early elillaneed corn
E. teocten 20 cumin and utarials
Ancillary .._L

300 P.M.-

hereon kneel Titl
5100 PA: 26

,-,
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10
cr)

a, kor'ashop T1t1r t Site

Date and

d Time 'Participants Subject Area

3015 P.14,-

500 PA,

Fero telly Lecture
YR Staff
F. telly

Teacher Learning Center

D,LA. Materials

,Deconstration

Title VIA) Sponsored

and participated

Leave
Derma tratioti

n-a Staff
Millie,/ Stiff

Teacher Learn in? Center Titld 14=0 Sponsored

Jig Animals AS Tools Dr, treraid Lain

in the Clasorom

1ctokre

iktonotration

Participation

Teacher- irernint center Tit1a V1:0 pi

W10/74

9100

WO PM,

VIA Staff Vaster Plan > '''Velnati011

of Title

Sheraton Palace

Select Ed Redo; and

bath ASSeaSsen P

Selection of (uteri

notration VI4 Staff
Maori staff
Aides

Diagnostic Prascrip
tive teaching A3303

meet and materials

eeleatiOn

?Ocher. Leming Co title Y1.0 bowed

12



vorklhol e Site Pre:ented b

&dal 1,11.1.it Warehow

Currietao

Date and

ml:

Lecture

Demastration

3i 'P.M.=

>K
Naar 1.14.11 Cetitti Title V14 Sponsored

_

PA ipants

k( ha
Marin Co. teacher

teachera

VI.D Staff

Aides

$ ub,jee ea

cid Sid)10

140



Published Materials

Marie's Educational Supplies
193 - 195 So. Murphy Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086

Developmental Learning Materials
7440 Natchez Avenue
Niles, Illinois 60648

Select-Ed., Inc.
8363 Qyivina Road
Lenexa, Kansas 66214

Social Learning Curriculum
by Herbert Goldstein
Charles E. Merrill Publis_
1300,Alum Creek Drive
Columbue Ohio 43216

Co.

98

141
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of total workshops shows the total number

contacts-through workshops to fulfill the broad_objectiv

projects in areas 1.0; 2.0; 3.0; 4.0; 9.0. These workshops were pre-

sented during the school year September 1973 through June 1974 and

were directed toward staff improvement in Title VI-0 target schools

in San Francisco and the two replication districts, Oakland and-Marin

County.

Each unit represents a Title VI staff member, or additional e-

soUrce person hired for workshops in their specific area of expertise.

The charts following the master chart represent the number of work-
-

shops meeting specific objectives 1,1; 2.1; 3.3 etc., held in grade

levels K:throUgh 12=and-the replication -districts from September-1973-

through June 1974.,

The large number of workshops are shown b ause_ many.. of_the

workshops met more than one objectives- therefore the workshop was

listed whenever appropriate.

In meeting objectives 2.0 and 3.0 there was.a high ratio of

workshops held for E.H., L.D.G. personnel. There are 123 E.H,

teachers within the 3,000 certificated positions n the,San Francisco

Unified School District and there was aldo a'high ratio of regular

teachers receiving in-service trainii rough Title VI-G workshops.



0
0

44

TITLE VI-G CHART OF TOTAL WORKSHOPS

art of total monthly workshops held from September 1973 to June 1971 ul

in target schools,

0

BrErivE 1 16 28 t 1' 12 7 94 2
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F

WORKSHOPS IN TARO' MS

1.0 Enhancement of behavior self concept and
academie areas for pupils with learning and/or

behavior disabilities.



WORKSHOPS IN TARGET AREAS

1.0 Enhancement of behavior, self-concept and academic areas for pupils with learning an d /or

behavior disabilities.
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1- I

WORKSHOPS 14 TARGET AREAS

2.0 Development of EH teachers' skills in planning and implementing interventions for EH pupils and

in assisting other on-site staff in sharing the instructional activities.



WORAm g IN TANWP WAS

3#0 Developmerit of rcatilar teacher,' okilla in the identification; asacasnent and instruction of moils

with levoin,i Afftonitim

ci

7

0

L

.
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WTOOPS TN MET gas
Developient of regular teaches! Bki113 in the identification, asaesameat and dnattgetian
KO learning dirrieultied,

0 t b

1

0

(1
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0

1
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WORKSH0PS IN TARGET AREAS

4.0 Implementing
alternative patterns

of service by support personnel {principals, e ial workers,

school psychologists,
etc.) to pupils and teachers,



WORKSHRSIN_TARUTWAS

4.0 Impiementing alternative patterns of service by support personnel (p_rincipals, social workers,

school psychologists, etc.) to pupils and teachers.

160



Working with teacher training institutions
to provide,

opportunities for teachers (pre4ervice
and .

in.service) to have monitored practicuMexperiences
with students,

parents and school stafra
in

pupil assessment,
instruction and consultationf



WORKSHOPS IN TARO AREAS

5.0 Working with teacher training institutions to:provide opportunities for teacher (pre=service an

irAervice ) to have monitored practicum experiences with students, parents and school staffs in

pupil issessrent, instruction and Consultation,

63

C\
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Appendix D

TITLE VI-G T _ CONTACTS 70THER

The master chart indicates the total number of staff contacts made

in the target schools other than workshops. It indicates how many staff

contacts were made in servicing students classroom teachers and ancillary

and administrative staff. Each unit of one represents a Title VI-G staff

member involved in on-site intervention, planning, and implementation

within the general objectives 1.0; 2.0; 3.0; 4.0; and 5.0.

The charts following the master chart indicate the units

Title VI-G staff time spent in on-site service within the specific objec-

tives 1.1; 1.2; 2.1 etc., in grades K through 12 and the replication

districts from September 1973 through June 1974.

Here again in reference to the number of EH, LDG staff numbering

123 out of 3,000 certificated personnel in the San Francisco Unified

School District, it is evident that objectives 2.0 and 3.0 received a

proportionately high ratio of contacts from a basic staff of six

resource teachers.
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STAFF CD/TAUS 1i SPIF1C ACTIVITIES

1.0 Ma/Icement of behavior, molf.concopt, end aefidfindo firm for pupil§ with learalrig fihdjor

bahfivior dlefibilities.
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grAPP C9«415 PI SPECIPiatrinTrgg

2,0 Dovalopunt
of @I teaches'

okilla in planning and imp rooting
interventions for

and in 11411414g
other Otiilite etag in abating the instructional activitiee,

172
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Crt

ITAP cogrAcTs spf:CIPIC Acrivrrrn

2,rl Dem lepant of
akillm in planning and itplententIng

intfrmatlana for t pupils

ind in AeS13ting
othor an.nita start in,aharing the inatructianai
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re? coNTAr:5 PI tinCIFIC ar.TVITIES

3,0 04velop-ont of regular taacherai akilla in the Identification, a aeaa ent and inotructioo of

puptie vith learning dIffiCultieL
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1

6-TAR coral's SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

2 Iftplootim olternative patterm of service by support pr3ortrua (prineipolo, social wor4ro,

echoo1 03)(cholodiats, eto.) to pupils And teaden,



!IMP COVACT3 Acir ,

5.Q Working with Leacher training institution, to provide
opportios for teachers (pre.aervice

And in.lervioo) to tioo taanitored prActicun experience
4th students, parents ind school sters

in pupil moment, instruction And consultation,
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Appendix E

WORKSHOP EVALUATION F

These evaluation forms were used to collect feedback in o'-

Lion from workshop participants. Several included pre and post

questions and others were only post questions.

The numbers in the right hand corner identify the workshop

for which the form was used (refer to the workshop Appendix B, Pg. 67, to

decode these numbers.)

191
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Name

School

Assignment

WB=4gffroe,

Title of Workshop

Date

A-1 #6
#27

Please use the 1, 2, 3, 4 scale in responding o the following questions.
Number 1 is "low"; number 4 is "high".

PRE
1. How would you rate your willingness to participate in demonstrations

presented during a workshop?

Co

1 2 3

How frequently do you make your own instructional materials?

2 3 4

Please indicate the level of individualized instruction presently
implemented in your class.

1 2 3 4

Which of these items are appropriate o your needs? (Please indicate
the degree of appropriateness - 1, 2, 3, 4)

Teacher made materials Equipment

Commercial materials Staff Resources

Which of the following are major problem areas for you? (Please
indicate by using 1, 2, 3, 4)

Behavior Parent/school relations

Academic Communication other
Professionals

EH Model Project, Title,V1-G
10/73

192



POST

was your level of participatiOn in activities during this workshop?

1 2 3 4

P. How would you rate your receptiveness to increasing your frequency of
material development?

1 2 3 4

How effective was the planning and organization of the workshop?

1 3 4

4. Show which of the following activities were a part of the workshop and
indicate the effectiveness of each by adding the appropriate number
(1, 2, 3, 4)

Panel presentation Demonstration

Small group discussion Multi -media techniques

Lecture Project assignment

What is the likelihood of your
workshop?

Comments:

1 2

lementing ideas gained from this

4

EH Model Project, Title VI-G
10/73 93
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Name

School

Assignment

Title of Workshop

Date

PRE

Please useuse the 1, 2, 3, 4 scale in responding to the following questions.
Number 1 is "low," number 4 is "high."

1. Please indicate the level of individualized instruction presently
implemented in your classes.

1 2 4

2. How would you rate your ability to diagnose learning problems in the
classroom?

1 2 3 4

Which of the following are major problem areas for you? (Please indicate
the degree of appropriateness 1, 2, 3, 4)

Behavior Parent s-hool relations

Academic Communication with other
professionals

How much resource help do you receive for children with learning proble
in your classroom?

2 4

Indicate your ability to provide effective intervention for behavior
problems.

1 2 3 4

6. Please indicate your f liarity with the identification and use of
learning modalities (i.e. visual, auditory, kinesthetic, etc.

Comments,

1 2 3 4

1_ 9 4
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POST

1. Please indicate the effectiveness of this workshop in increasing your
knowledge or proficiency in:

A. Diagnosing learning problems

1 2 3 4

B. Providing effective intervention for behavior problems

1 2 3

C. Identification of learning modalities

4

1 2 3 4

2. What is the likelihoOd of your implementing ideas gained from his
workshop?

Comments:

1 2 3 4

he probability of your seeking more resource help?

1 2 3 4
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A. Session

WHAT'S HAPPENING IN LEARNING DI TIES

A.M. or P.M.

1. Please indicate the overall effectiveness of the first session

Lo ) 1 2 3 4 (High)

What is the likelihood of your l_ment ideas gained from this
program?

(Low) 1 3 4 (High)

To what degree did the group meetings pertain to your interest

(Low) 1 2 3 4 (High)

4. To what extent were practical aspects of education dealt with?

(

See on

1 2 3

P

Please indicate the overall effectiveness of the second session you
attended.

Low) 2 3 4 (High

2. What is the likelihood of your 1 enting ideas gained from this
program?

(Low), 1 2 3

To what degree did the group meetings pertain to your interests?

(Low) 1 2 3
1

.

4. To what extent were practical aspects of education deal with?

(Low) 1 2 3 4

(High)

4 (High)
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WO OPS

Please respond to the following questions.

1. Do you prefer to ap_r11.qa.te or observe demonstrations:

1. Participate in

2. Observe

3. Roth

2. To what degree has information offered in the workshops been of use to you?

(Low) 1 2 3 4 (High)

What gains do you feel you have made in regard to understandi
individual styles of students?

(Low) 1 2 3 4 (High)

Please rate your ability to deal with behavior problems.

(Low) 1 2 3 4 (High)

Have you made your own instructional materials?

1. Regularly

2. Occasionally

3. Very seldom

6. How would you rate the effectiveness of games as learning tools?

(Low) 1 2 3 4 (High)

How would you rate your ability to tutor for specific learning problems?

w) 1 2 3 4 (High)

How,.much_resourd help.hve_ you received for studento earning
problems?

Lo ) 3 4 (High)

What types of additional workshops would be of interest to you?
I

1.

2.

10. Please rate the overall effectiveness of the workshops you attended.

-) 1 2 3 4 (High)

Thank you for your attendance and cooperation.
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x-4

POST

CURRICUL UN RESD

Do you think you will actually implement ideas gained from :h
workshop?

1. Yes

2. Not sure

3. No

Did you take part in any activities during the workshop?

1. Yes

2. Sort of

3. No

Did this experience provide input which you find helpful?

Yes

2. Not sure

No

Did you see any materials you would like to duplicate and use?

1. Yes

2. ,Possibly

3. No

Comments

Name 1 item you would like to provide for you

198
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C C___ I SOURCE DAY

What type of workshop or iraervices do you have an interest in or-
feel a need?

1.

2.

3

you prefer to participate in or observe demon

1. Participate in

2. Observe

3. Both

How frequently do you make your own instructional

1. Regularly

2. Occasionally

on s?

3 Very seldom

als?

How would you rate your receptiveness to increasing your frequency
of material development?

1. High

2. So-so

Lo-

Have you ever used learning centers in your ciesero

Yes No

Occasionally
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1A-HOPERIN("-

FEEDBACK

Please respond to the following qUestions.

Do you prefer to participate or observe demonstrations?

1. Participate in

'-2.0beerve

3. Both

To what degree has information offered in this presentation been of
use to you?

( ) 1 2 3 k (High)

What gains do you feel you have made in regard to understanding indivi-
dual learning, styles of students?

'(Low) 1 2 3 4 (High)

Please rate your ability to deal with behavior problems.

(Low) 4 (High)

Have you made your own instructional materials.

I Regularly

2. Occasionally

30 Very seldom

6. 'How much resource help have you received for students wi h learning
problems?

1 2

7. What es of additional presentations would be.of n e-

1.

2.

3.

8. Please rate the overall effectiveness of this presentation.

(Law) 2 3 4 (High)

0 you?

9. How would you:rate your receptiveness to having a consu a- ork in
your own clasaroom or school?



E.H. HOMEBOUND TEACHERS
Number responding to feedback 17

Objectives:

To identify problem areas of the homebound teacher and to
find alternative solutions.

To introduce multilevel materials to homebound teachers.

To find ways for provision of better communication between
classroom teachers and homebound teachers.

Population Partiblpanta:

Supervision of Homebound teachers and twenty-four Homebound
teachers who have very little contact with regular class-
room teachers and other ancillary staff.

Participating teachers teach student in both elementary and
secondary grades and are responsible for supplying instruction
in all areas.

Students receiving services of Homebound teachers vary
greatly in academic abilities.
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ll ssemination Workshops

E.H. Homebound Teachers

?RE

SUMMARY OF PRE POST TEST

How would you rate your willingness to participate
in demonstrations presented duringa workshop?

How frequently do you make your own instructional
materials?

Please indicate the level of individualized
-instruction-presently implemented in your class

Which of these items are appropriate to your needs?
Please indicat'e the degree of appropriatness 1,20,4,
Teacher made materials
Commercial materials
Equipment
Staff resources

Which of the following are major problem areas for
you? Please indicate by using 1,2,3,4,
Behavior
Academie
Parent/school relations
Communication other professionals

,OST

What was your level of participation in activities
during this workshop?

How would you rate your receptiveness to increasing
your frequency of material development?

i. How,.effective was the planning and organization of
the workshop?

Showwhich Of the following activities were a part
of the workshop and indicate the effectiveness of
each bY:adding the appropriatefnumber - Panel presentation
SMall Group discussion
7.,ecture

_.:Demonstration

Multi-media techniques
Project assignment'

What is the likelihood of your implementing ideas
gained from this workshop?

202

h

7 1 4 5

2 5 6

12

1 3 4 8
2 1 5 8
4 4 4 2

1 0 10 3

10 1 .3
6 5 5

11 1 3
7 5 1

High
1 2- 3 4

3 6- 5 0

6 2 4

2 8

2 0 2

1 1 )4

2 1 2

1 1 2

1 1 1

1 0 1

1



Objectives:

COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN WORKSHOP
4-Number of feedback sheets 29

To disseminate in
ing Disabilities.

a n on California's Title IT_ Les
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A-II Target School Workshops

#12 Council for Exceptional Children Workshop
Leadership Training Institute Component for Smorgasbord

Please in
session

"What's Happening in Learning Disabilities"

ate the overall effectiveness of the

What is the likelihood of your implementing ideas
gained from this program?

To what degree did the group meetings pertain to
your interests?

4. To what extent were practical aspects of education
dealt with?

204

Low Hi h
1--- 2

7 7

2

10

3,

21

20

20

l8

4

23

20

28

21



Objectives:

1.

and #14 Teat TEST AND LEARNING ASSISTANCE I TORY
Annabellejvlarkoff Inventory
Number of feedback sheets 24
(Two Workshops)

To explore the use of test and learning assistance inventories
that explore skills necessary for academic achievement.

2. To train teachers and ancillary staff in the use of prescriptive
intervention and evaluation techniques.

population

Elementary end secondary regular education teachers, elementary and
secondary ancillary staff, ESEA Resource Teachers, E.H., L.D.G.
teachers elementary and secondary.
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- II TargetSehool WOrkshop

# 11 and 14 Tests and Learning Assistance Inventory

SUMMARY OF PRE 7 POST TEST

PRE

Directions: Please use, the 1,2,3,4, scale in responding
to the following questions. Number 1 is "low" number 4
is "high"

1. Please indicate the level of individualized instruction
presently implemented in your classes

How would you rate your ability to diagnose learning
problems in the classroom?

Which of the following are major prbblem areas for you?
(Please indicate the degree of appropriateness 1,2,3,4,)
Behavior
Academic
Parent/School relations
Communication with other professionals

How much resource help do you receive for children with
learning problems?

indicate your ability to provide effective intervention
for behavior problems

6. Please indicate your familiarity with the identification
and use of learning modalities (i.e. visuals, auditory,
kinesthetic, etc.)

POST

1. Please indicate the effectiveness of this workshop
in increasing your knowledge or proficiency in:
a. Diagnosing learning problems
b. Providing effective intervention for behavior

problems
Identification of learning modalities

What is the likelihood of your implementing ideas
gained from this workshop?

What is the probability of your seeking more
resource help?

206
139

7

14

9

9

4

7 6 5 1

6 5 6 1

9 4 1

7 4 4

3 11 8 1

8 11 4

3 8 10 4

lIitl

7 10

8 4

11 8

10

1 2 8



Objective:

MODALITY TRAINING:
ber of feedback sheets 15

To train classroom teachers in assessing strengths and weak-
ne ses in the learning modalities of their pupils using
Slingerland Screening Test for identifying children with
specific language disabilities.

To train classroom teachers to use this information obtained
in selecting teaching methods and materials.

Population:

Theipopulation Participating in the workshop,were regular
education primary teachers, one E.E. teacher, Counselor and
Principal. The population were staffed in.:a site school that
received continuing services from Title VI staff.
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I Target School Workshops

21 Modality Training

,Please use the 1,2,3,4, scale in responding to
the following questions. Number 1 is "low", number 4 is "high"

Please, indicate the level of individualized ins
tion presently implemented in your class

2. How would you rate your ability to disgnose lean
problems in the clas6room?

Which of the following are major problem; areas for
you? (Please indicate the degree of appropriatness 1,2,3,
Behavior
Academic
Parent /school relations
Communications with other professionals

How much resource help do you receive for children
With learning problems in your classroom?

Indicate your ability to provide effective interven-
,tion for behavior problems

Please indicate your familiarity with the identifica-
tion and use of learning modalities (i.e. visual,
auditory, kinesthetic, etc.)

POST

1. Please indicate the effectiveness of this workshop
in increasing your knowledge or proficiency in
a. Diagnosing learning problems

Troviding_effective intervention for behavior
problems

c. Identification of learning modalities

2. What is the likelihood of your implementing ideas
gained from this workshop?

What is the probability of your seeking more
resource help?

208

High
4

4

11

5 4 2

2 7
7 1 2
6 1 2

6 6

5

3.

High

2

4

10

7
9



actives-

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
Learning Center Workshop

Number of evaluation responses 6

To demonstrate the use of
instruction.

terials for individualized

To demonstrate how to use learning centers for individualized
instruction.

Population:

Teachers, counselors, principal of Title VI site school.
The:staff of this school received continuous service from
Title:VLstaff and used Title VI resource materials.

They participated in various workshops and were continuously
involved with Title VI.
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'II-Target School Workshops

#27 Individualized Instruction

ections: Please use the 1,2,3,4, scale-in responding to the following questions.

umber '1 is "low'; number 4 is "high"

ow would you rate your willingness to participate
in demonstrations presented during a workshop?

'How frequently do you make your own instructional
,materials?

'Please indicate the level of individualized instruc-
tion presently implemented in your classes

POST
1. What was your level of participation i.n activities

during the workshop?

How would you rate your receptiveness to increasing
your frequency of material development?

How effective was the planning and organization
of the workshop?

Show which of the following activities were a part

of the.workshop and indicate the effectiveness of

each by. adding the appropriate number
Panel presentation
Small group discussion
Lecture
Demonstration
Multi-media techniques
Project assessment

What is the likelihood of your implementing ideas
gained from this workshop?

Which of these items are
Teacher made materials
Commercial materials
Equipment
Staff resources

appropriate to your needs?

Which of the following are jor problem areas

you?
Behavior
Academic
Parent/school relations
Communication with other professionals

High

2

2
1

2

1

1

2

1 1 1

3 1

2 2' 1

4 2

2 1 . -3

2 2 2

High

2

1 2

4

2

2



Objectives:

To train teachers to use instructional materials for individual-
ization.

MATERIALS DAY
NUmberpfevaluations from two workshops,
lst.WorkshopIi 6:- 2nd-Workshop: 10

To demOnstrate the use of contracts in obtaining behavioral and
academic objectives.

To provide on-site consultation to teachers.

To instruct teachers in making materials to be used in the
classroom.

population:

Regular and E.H. teachers and counselbrs at elementary site
school. Staff received on-going help froth Title VI resource
teacher, consultants and participated in various workshops
Ax-esented'by Title VI.



A-II Target School Workshops

#32 Materials Day

Do you think you will actually implement ideas
gained from this workshop?

2. Did you take part in any activities -during the
workshop?

Did this experience provide input which you
find helpful?

4. Did you see any materials you would like to
duplicate and use?

COMMENTS: These types of activities very necessa

EXCELLENT IDEAS; eiccellent workshop,

especially theyork in the classroom

A-II Target School Workshops
#36 Materials Day

1. Do you think you will actually implemen
gained from this workshop?

2. Did you take part in any activities during
the workshop?

deas

Did this experience provide input which you find
helpful?

Did you see anyjmaterials you would like to
duplicate and use?

COMMENTS: really appreciate what the demonstra-

tion teacher did; intend to use a lot

Of the ideas presented

1

Sort of
Possibly

Yes Not sure No

2



0,_43 TARGET 6pHom WORKSHOPS
Number responding to feedback 8

Objectives:

To train volunteers:in the use of informal,assessment, self- -

concept, homemade games and materials for individualizing
instruction for students with learning disabilities.

Population:

Volunteer tutors for individual children.
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A =Ii Target School Workshops

Upswing Presentation Materials - Individualized Instruction
#33 Individual Programs Regarding Academic and Behavior Skills
#'O Presentation of Rated Assessment and Self Concept
#43 Project Upswing Reading - Rated Assessment

Please respond to the following questions:

1. Do you prefer to participate or observe demonstrations

_1. Participate in 1

2. Observe
3. Both 6

2. To what degree has information offered in the work-
shops been of use to you?

What gains do you feel you have made in regard to
understanding individual learning styles of students?

4. PleaSe_rate your ability to deal with behavior
problems

Have you made your own instructional materials-
1.Regularly 2

2. Occasionally 4

3. Very seldom 1

6. How would you rate the effectiveness of games as
learning tools?

How would you rate your ability to tui
specific learning problems?

How much resource help have you received for
students with learning problems?

9. What types of additional workshops would be of
interest to you?
Responses: _creativity; in classroom; behavior

problems; how children learn to read;
terms of learning disabilities

Please rate the overall effectiveness of the
workshops you attended

or

214

High

1

2

1

4

1

6



A - II,

Objective:

ORIENTATION MEETING FOR H. WONG WORKSHOP
Multi-Media Happening
gumber of feedback sheets 33

Demonstrate techniques to use in motivating uninvolved student
in classroom.

Provide communication between regular education and special
education in respect to specific learning problems.

Demonstrate the use of science concepts in working with
uninvolved students.

Population:

Teachers, ancillary staff, supervision from District Office.
This workshop was_given bytlt Title VI consultant and was
designed to:Tiromote communication between teachers and
ancillary staff.
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A -ll Target School Workshop

#38 Orientation Meeting for Wong Workshop - Multi Media Happening

Do you prefer to participate or observe demonstra-

tions?
1. Participate in....... a 6 . wmp .. * 606069004666 3

2. Observe........ * 6006666666666; ......... 6666 11

3. B o th. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6066 20

To what degree has information offered in this
presentation been of use to you?

What gains do you feel you have made in regard to
understanding individual learning styles of students?

Please rate your ability to deal with behavior

problems

Have you made your own instructional material ?
1. Regularly 17

12
2. Occasionally....... ... . 666s . 6666666660

3. Very seldom 3

How much resource help have you received for

students with learning problems?

What types of additional presentations would be of

interest to you?
Special education and general education cooperation;

learning disabilities; reading; math; engineered

classroom; resource room materials; behavior problems,

etc.

Please rate the overall
presentation

How would you rate your
consultant work in your

effectiveness of this

receptiveness to having a
own classroom or school?

216
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Low High
1 2 3 4

0 3 7 23

1 5 11 14

0 4 17 10

7

0 25

23



9 CURRICULUM RESOURCE DAY
Number responding to feedback: Pre 16, Post 7

Objectives:

To train teachers to use instructions
ization.

erials for individual-

To demonstrate the use of contracts in obtaining behavioral and
academic objectives.

To provide consultation on-site to teachers for programming of
children with learning or behavior problems.

To instruct teachers in Making materials for individualized
instruction.

Population:

Regular classroom teachers, E.H. teachers, counselors, principal
the ancillary and administrative staff.
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Target School Workshops
449 Curriculum Resource Day

1. What types of workshop or inservices do you have
an interest in or feel a need?
record keeping; self concept; contracting; learning
center materials; training paraprofessionals;
individualized instruction - reading and math;
science; metric system; activities for remediation
of reading, etc.

Do you prefer to participate in or observe
demonstrations?

1. Participate in... woof. . 9of . 99999 .. 0o*pof*feo 1

2. Observe 2

3. Both,. 99** . 9. . 99 .. *9 .. 9 . 9* * O* 00000 of 17

ow frequently do you make your own instructional
material s?

1. Regularly.. 000 oo o oo o ow o 99Off**9.99900.9**. 11
2. Occasionalli..... o OweeeffsfOOOO 000000000 tif.wey

Very seldom.................. o So oo 00000 Ofmoo. 1

How would you rate your receptiveness to increas-
ing your frequency of material development?
1. Hig *000090 o 90 o f oo v0.00090+04 14
2. So-so 3
3. Low 0

Have you ever used learning centers n your
classroom?
Yes... o , o o o 9f990 9*9999 o *99*.***Op* o 99 o 99 000 *

No*****0*9940f9f9Of99019, 000 o900***9909000690**Of
OCCaSiOnallY00. oo * o ********9**99.996.99**90009990

POST

Do you think you will actually implement ideas
gained from this workshop?

Did you take part in any activities during the
workshop?

Did this experience provide input which you
find helpful?

Did you set any materials you would like to
duplicate and use?

COMMENTS: very good; need more of this kind of activity;
many good ideas;-Same materials used for various
levels;likeclthe time to make materials; "a shot in
the arm;

,Name one item you would like to have us provide for you
more caPiesof4deas; materials; ineervice for complete
facilities; different ways to use-the Same materials

7
0
7 Sort of

Possibly
Ires Not sure No

8

8 o

8

8

151
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0

O

0
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SHOP NUMBER

Appendix

NON- COMiNERC L MATERIALS USED IN WORKSHOPS

A A II A III

TIAL 'CONTACT SHEET

MAJOR GOALS FOR TEACHERS AND C

TEACHER PARTICIPATION REQUEST

12,45

1,12

9

9

9

A WALK IN ANOTHER PAIR-OF SHOES 12

THE ANIMAL WORLD 12

INFORMAL OBSERVATION OF LEARNING MODALITIES 12

PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION 2,5,6,7,8,14

PrmE COMMITMENT 2,5,6,7,8,14

OBSERVING CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR 2,5,6,7,8,14

CLASSROOM EXAMPLES OF TARGLI BEHAVIOR

CROUP DISCUSSION 2,5,7,8,14

SUBJECT MITER GROUP 2,5,7,8,14

STUDY GUIDELINES 2,5,7,8,14

GAME GUIDELINES 2,5,7,8,14

GAME GUIDELINES, cont. 2,5,7,8,14

..INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMMING 2,5,7,8,14

INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMMING, cont. 2,5,7,8,14

;OBSERVATION CHART 2,5,7,8,14

OBSERVATION CHART, cont. 2,5,7,8,14

WORK RECORD CARD 2,5,7,8,14

-IMCSE MEETING REPORT 4,13

READING-DAILY SEQUENCE CHECKLIST 4,13

STRAND 5:VISUAL SKILLS 4,13

BECOMING FAMILIAR WITH THE SEQUENCES 4,13

YOU ARE A WINNER 6,29,26,35, 8,40,42,49

45

-_GAME CARDS FOR ABOVE 6,20,26,35, 8,4o,42,49

45

-SELF-CONCEPT INVENTORY 6,20,27,35, 8,40,42 49

45

-FILE FOLDER COMPUTER 6,9,10,11, 16,29,49

40,45

-ORIENTATION TO THE ENVIRONMENT 17

INDIVIDUALIZING EDUCATIONAL GAMES 9,10,11

''::NORTH,. SOUTH, EAST. AND WEST 9,10,11

Y. DOMINOES
9,10,11

m included as a sample of non-commercial materials.
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A

0 GAME 9,10,11

9,10,11

IONS 17

OUR HATS OFF 24,26,35 42,49

FEELING GROOVY 24,26,29,35 42,49

FEELING GROOVY, cont. 24,26,35 42,49

CONFIDENTIALLY I THINK 24,26,35 42,49

-_BAR YE, }MR .YE 24,26,35- 42,49

-YOU SHOULD BE FEELING GROOVY 24,26,35 42,49

CONTRACT scipm 24,26,35 49

INDIVIDUALIZED SPELLING PROGRAM 24,26,35,45 42,49

MAKING IT WORK AT THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL 26

RESOURCE ROOM PROGRAM -26

:,,ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON-RESOURCE ROOM 26

VI -G RESEARCH TEACHING 26

RATED ASSESSMENT INSTRUCTIONS, MATH 26,35,44,45 42

RATED MATH. 26,35,44,45 42

TED ASSESSMNZ IN 26,35,44,45 42,43

RATED ASSESSMENT: RUDING 42,43

YOU. 26,29,35

LBEHAVIWNANAGEMEPV 26,29,35

26,2905

26,29,35,

26,29,35

26,29,35

26,29,35

26,29,35

26,29,35

CX COMMUNICATION TELEGRAM 26,29,35

26,29,35,

26,29,35

RAPHAEL WEILL 26,29,35

A .11 A III

-,,CONGRATULATIONS

.;.GOOD GRIEF

ACCOUNT

S.

THESE_ ARE NOT

..,-

-;,GOOD SHOW! FUN, FUN 27

SMORGASBORD MENU 27,28

LEARNING, CONTRACT g 29,45 16,49



RMALmRESOLUTIONS FOR INSERVICE

SERVICE ON INSERVICE DISCUSSION

`--CONGRATULATIONS

THE FOURNAL OREGON NWS-

PENGUIN

WELCOME!

,,r_TTRIBUTE BLOCKS

_HIP TRADING ACTIVITIES

FILE FOLDM WDMOWS

rVIDUALIZDIG EDUCATIONAL

CARTOON DICE

S PLAY COVERUP

VER PAGE FOR EVALUATION

UENCTOF BEHAVIOR

UENCY OF BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION

r:-CONTRACT COUNT

STUDENT BEHAVIOR REFERRAL

PARTICIPATION REQUEST

--CONCENTRATION

MATCH 'EM UP

TWENTY QUESTIONS

T I

ICALLY THINKING

kMULTI4LEVEL DITTOS

DITIONAL WMAT INFORMATION

_TANGRAMS

HOW MAY COLORS

COMIREHENSION.METENTION MODALITY TEST

METRIC

FINGERPRINT IS ME

SICAL CHARACTERISTICS

S ARE

S

A I A II A III

35 42

35 42

35 42

42

40,45 16,29,49

40,45 49

40,45 16,29,49

40,45 16,29,49

40,45 16,49

40,45 16

40,45 29,49

45

45

45

45

45

45

45 16,49

45 49

47

47

47

49

3

8

8,27

12

15,26,47

19

19

19

19

19

26 10



ING TIME SHEET

VOCABULARY SHEET

G CENTERS

G CENTERS FOR CLASSROOMS

G CENTERS ?

* IF YOU WANT TO CREATE MATERIAiMATERIALS

MY NAME

0 BATTLE, COVER UP.

SHEET

-CENTER SHEET, cont.

`_,I PHASE III: SMORGASBORD SERIES

!!;AWARDS = DESCRIPTION, PREPARATION, AND USES -

TI-FUNCTIONAL WORKSHEETS

A I

ncluded as a-Eamp of non-co ercial materials.
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A II

27

27

27,49

27

27

:27

27

27

27

27

49

49

A III



ATI0I GANGS

Even though you kn

you start to play.

You and your child may learn new skill each time you play a game

General Instructions:

Before you start a game, remember these three points -

a. Ask your child only once a day if he wishes to play a game.

b. Review rules before playing - if the child wishes to change a e

which makes sense - make it a part of the agreed game.

o. Set a time limit - stop at that time so that the child and you

will not lose interest - but rather will stop when interest is

high - varies 15 to 20 minutes - 30

4. Verbalization is important part,of learning any new skill -

a. Use specific words when presenting the instructions.

the child exactly what you want him to do - check put to find if

the-ohild understands clearly what you expect.

Examples:

1. Place the chips in a stack too your left.

Rather than: Don't scatter the chips all over the table.

Keep the blocks on the table.

Rather than We don't put blocks in our mouth, do we?

You have some blocks. You keep those blocks and let him

use the other blocks.

Rather than: Wouldn't you like to share your blocks with him?

Walk in the house.
Rather than: Don't run in the house.

You push the table and I'll pull it.

Rather than: Don't hurt yourself.

Take turns.
Rather than: Be good

to play e game - look at i

40, 45
II 16, 29, 49

before

Follow the directions. Play after the other player finishes.

Rather than: Play nicely

b. Use specific words to tell about position.

Example: The pegs are en the bottom shelf beside the puzzle.

Rather than: Right over there

Use specific words to tell about position

Example: We will stop at 6.00

Rather than We will stop after awhil
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MULTI-LEVEL DITTOS

Multi-level dittos can be used both for individualized instruction and with

group instruction. In using multi-level, please remember to provide for the

individual differences of the students you teach

Some ways to use multi-level dittos:

A. Individualized instruction.

1. A certain number of words or problems can be given to an
individual student depending on his capability.

2. A certain task can be designated on individual basis - Example:

A group of students may be using a particular multi-level

ditto using words; however, an individual student may be

working on words from spelling social studies, reading, etc.

Additions to assignments done with multi-level dittos can be

assigned on individual basis Example: After completing
task asaigned on multi-level dittos, you may have a

choise of 1.
2.

3.
4

B. Group,instructon

1 The groups can use multi - level dittos by using different

assignments on same ditto.

EH Model Projec
10/73

Groups can be assigned to same assignment on different ditto.

Groups Can work on other projects using multi -level dittos

as a part of project.

Title VI-G 22
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Additional Information

The Wide Range Achievement Test will be moro valuable if the examiner alertly
the student's behavioral and mechanical processes. The fellow are a

few suggestions of additional information that can be gathered when giving the W.R-A.T.

-Advantages

1. The W.R.A.T. is the second most requently used instrument in test
reading by school psychologists and reading clinics.

2. It is easy to administer and score.
3. There are no contextual or picture clues as in paragraph reading.
4. The range of ability is from nursery school to college.

It provides only a rough grade placement.
With a range from nursery school to college, it is obvious that the
number of items per grade is limited and the number of pupils per grade
an which it hns been standardized is-likewise relatively small-
It-provides no measure of word comprehension. A child may pronounce the
word correctly but:tot comprehend it.

4. The standard .scores and percentiles are subject to question.

Check hovi the student bolds his pencil. Is he tensed or relaxed? DOes
he have difficulty forming numbers? (This can be behavioral or mechanical.)

2. boes,the student subvpcalize vheithe works problems? How dependent is
he uppn verbalization?
Hew does the student use his, non-kritiug hand?
Hew Oes the student approach arithmetie? Does he give up easily?
he enthusiatio?
How., does the student deal with failure?
Howell-does the student user his time? 'If it is difficult for him to
fin:1-15h a problem can he move onto the next problem after a reasonable
amount of time?
Does hs give wild answers (an attempt hide inadequacies

'M2E2k71-111ATIMMEttill.

1. Does the 'student use concrete counting aids etc.)?

2. Does the student confuse place value when writing numbers? Does he line

up answer's correctly?
Does the student carry the right number? Can he remember a number for
immediate use?
Does-the student confuse processes? Adds when -_he should sib jeet, etc.
Is Le-awe of written instructions? How clwsely does he attend to

details?'
5. Does the student reverse,_ invert, or transpose numbers?
6. Does_th'elitudent need more than the available working space?
7. Does-he live difficulty going_from an addition-problemto a sub_ tractio

problem? Does he tend to repeat numbera that lie has already used?.
Lees he tend to work from right t4 left directional confusion)?

158 2 2 6



Information page 2

Nebani as _in Spelling

. 1. Poor handwriting (visual -motor incoordination).
2. SmA11, cramped handwriting (a withdrawn or constri
3. Poor spatial organization and alignment of letters

coordination
4. )iisspelli his oson name (poor attention to details

Perception
5. Reversed symbOls letters or words, such as "doy" for boy"

eonftsion; immature visual perception)
6. Confusion 4,f letters which look somewhat simi'Ar

(immature visual perception
7. Poor sequencing of letters within words, such

(poor visual or auditory sequencing ability).
8. Putting down the last letter of the word only,

(poor auditory memory and sequencing abilfty).
9. Ability to spell phonetically but incorrectly,,

"nature" (good aulitory sound-to-sumbol ably
of the correct ape

-41 personality)

visual -motor

immature visual

directional

as

such as "m" with "n"

"wacht" for "vntch"

such as Ilm for "him"

such as "nacher for
but poor visual memory

1. Reversals of letters or words, such as "saw" for "was", "dig" fo.. "big"
(directional confUsion; immature visual perception).

2. Peer sequencing of letters,, such as "flet" for "felt" (poor visual
sequencing).

3. Vissing the inner details of words and guessing by the beginning letter
general shape, such as "black" for "block" or "little" for "letter"
(poor attention to details; immature visual perception).

4. ChnfUsion of vowel sounds, such as "jer" for "jar" (poor kaowledge of
vowel sounds

5.- Child reads significantly better on word lists, such as the WRAT Rea
subtest, than he docs-in;paragraph reading (immature_visual perception;
figure-background disturbance where child is distracted and confused by
additional visual stimuli).

. Child reads:,significantly worse on word lists than he does in paragraph
reading (teary relipooe on contextual and picture clues).
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luetrator Publisher Project
_

dent,

-has worked -very hard in °planning
lustrating and binding his/her own ,book.

e, ere interested in your reaction to the idea and the finished book. Please

1 out the, following questions. Check one box under each letter.

knew eo11

told me about i
--h e the book because he /she

Le

not proud of the efforts

show it members of the

show it to other members of the family

228



READING TIME °VIET

Keep track of the time you spend reading

Record the time'you start and finish daily.



a. workbooks or other so

b. magic markers

rubber cement

fear contact paper:as a protective
coat4ig:for the surface - laminating
filmialso works

'Tv' toys to use as markers

f. flash cards

g. dice or spinner

h. scissors and ruler

i card - v

Title,VI-G Teaching Project
btrero:Hill- Junior Hi Schbol
a ,

,Streit
AM4i0000,tbi4942.0 077194:

ions sizes



Description, Preparation, and Uses

AN AWARD IS A WRITTEN

COMPLIMENT INDrATING

ACADEMIC GROWTH OR IMPROVED

BEHAVIOR

Awards should ....

specify individual being
complimented

state specific nature of
the compliment

provide a place to ident
sender andJor witness

no choice of illw,trationn and sophictieation of language will
depend upon the ace and interasto of the consmor students
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Awards come in four varieies. F-..ch indicates that the

receiver has hee-a randf.dly caught In tho act of doing
something spscial. Thr.! Fria31 -orm-ettrivg specials 1,-lay bo

related to t.cad-:a.12 gains, j -lore .-.sed rooitivo 'behaviors , i

decreased oecvrrer_ces of r,IshLtred beim-J./ors, car acts of

human sv'pport.

Small step e toward desired
behaviors are notices .

For not burging eone
durinz,

aarne6
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I FUNCTIONA,_
WORKSHEETS

_iption , and Uses

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL W©RI SHEETS OPEN

ENDED, MOTIVATING, F12=2,WORICSIZETS
WHICH CAN BE:.

1. USED MORE THAN ONCE WITH A
GIVEN STUDENT OR,

USED WITH A GROUT OF STUDENTS
IN. DIFFERENT WAYS DEPENDING
UPON THE STUDENT'S CURRENT
ENSTRUCTIONAL NEEDS.

Title
Tell about-
A

A t did you' lea
. p aea

Make a picture report...

233
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Some presen- co

,Favorite character pictured
JReason , -

tional worksheets,
allow teachers to indivichmlize their programs desired.

2, encourage students to Approach pencil and paper tael which look

interesting and appealing,

3. provide a relaxed format to foster better oo mmunication between

people (big and little) who share a learning environment.

234
166
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CoMMuNicATiont
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Some of your days could be made better

TEE. PUPIL SER _CE/GENERAL7IDUCAEON'STAFFPEVELOPMENT COMITTEE

f

SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIEDSCHOOL DISTRICT

th,47.,7:14V,17_,7&v:741-704 ;t4



AYR ckr,A.
xnax

3dif ,,4+1,1jrn-1'4A,N112? ?,-`41471

,As

jA

rprinuand::operationalizing the skilliof-Pupil

workers `as' f,UtU.re- sharing of

whoWe between
Special. and General, Educaton 'staffs.

There are 8 centers described and located on your

menu. Choose of the 8 centers for participation

during B, CI D time slots

CIEDULE

Action Oriented Inservice for

il-Scrvice-Workers-
.Tbursdayl, Dec,7th 400 to 700 p.m.

- 'L;10 ..e4bwation

4:10 4:40 Kickoff Session (Dr. Gerald West)

4:50 . 5:20)
Choose 1 center for each Lime

it
6;00 6:30)

6:35 - 7:00 Evaluation and rap up (Dun Cross

(Dick Robbins

(Joyce Kobfe1dt

5 I Smorgasbord Two sessions;

Thursday: Dec. 7th (4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Saturday: Dec. 9th (9:00 - 12:00'

Place . Potrero Hill Junior High School

655 De Harp 3.,roct

San Francisco, Calif.

II Pollowup with ongoing inservice in.the

ar6as'of your 'choice; with general educa-

tion staffs.

§alt11,.Dec, 9th ,9:00 to' 12:00

.iej.stration

9 :10 9:40 Kickoff '(Dr: Gerald. 104-

9.69.f- 10 :20.) Choose I center for each time

10:25 - 10:55)_
slot

11 :00. 11:30).

E 11:35 - 12 :00 Evaluation and rap up (Don cross.

(JcycOo4feld

41'741'1114:".k5rNtl"Ft '1!!
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SELF

EVIANCfiqf

ED biloi\
Participant; Marjorie Goodv

--Participants: Ann Garfield

Sandra-Dragin

Brunilda ffeilbron

i;

ifs i

Participants: Muriel "Parnapol

Johanna Peterson

Jane Criner

Participant Sharon Regalado

Gwen Owens

4.444144 t



Participants: Betty Thomas

Beverly Cohen

Diane Oncrato

_

Rolm

Participants:

Carlos Cornejo

Elaine Grady

Juanita kith

Room

Participants:

Marcia Anderson

Dorothy Rosenberger

Susan Leidy

Josephine Carpignano

Participants:

Carol Lea

Mary Crosby

i),?

242
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A 2TiodelServiceCentei22-uhlicschoollrovidi_rom-t__
analysis of learning disabilities_, intensive specialized
teaching, support to parents and rear teachers and
praoticum to specialist teachers.

-26

California Stite-Department of Education
Division of Special Education
Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California

San Francisco Unified School District
Special Educational Services Division
135 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, California

243
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FRANCISCO TITLE VI-G STAFF

Project Head: Jane Anderson
Field Research Teachers:

Amy Eggers Betty Thomas
Kathy Shimizu

' I Left Nay Heart in San Francisco"

(Courtesy of San Francisco Tourist and Convention

QV ERVIEW Title VI-G

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY: Staff Presentation

Question and Answer Period

" 1974 Year of Dissemination and Replication "

Slide Presentation

CENTER

-au

You will have the opportunity to attend two centers of your choice

G. IT WORK AT AN OPERATIO]
Eggers

To present and discuss establishment
of two Resource Centers as an out
growth of Title VI-G.

MATERIALS FOR INDIVIDUALIZING
Betty Thomas and Kathy Samizu

To share materials developed by Title VI-G
for individualizing instruction in both
re ar and special education classes.

RATED ASSESSMETFTAS A0TOCE: GAMES ION

Jane 'Anderson

To Provide-an opporltunity'to use Title. 11I-06s Rated

Assessment as a tool for programming activities-
using educational games.

Materials Courtesy of Tom Wiseheart,
Audio Visual Services

244
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CLASSROOM
COMMUNICATION:

Speaking
Listenin

Reading
Writing

ORIENTATION TO PHASE III

MOTIVATING THE EDUCATIONALLY
UNINVOLVED, SIGNING UP FOR
DESIRED PARTICIPATION, AND
SHARING CHINESE CUISINE

GLASSER
CLASSROOM
MEETING

MANAGING
LEARNING
ENVIRON-
MENTS

ESP WORKSHOP: EXPERIENCING
SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCE FOR
IMPACT TEAMS AT INTERMEDIATE
AND SECONDARY LEVEL

MANAGING
LEARNING
ENVIRONMENTS

SELF-
ENHANCEMENT
EDUCATION

DIAGN0517
TOOLS

WHAT'S HAPPENING-IN LEARNING
DISABILITIES: EVALUATION
DESIGN, THE RESOURCE ROOM,
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT, CURRENT
'TRENDS IN DIAGNOSIS, AND
ADMINISTRATION AND TEACHERS

FOCUS ON PRIMARY EDUCATION
_ ING

IN TO
EHAVIOR
SIGNALS INDEPENDENT STUDY

T T



SMORGASBORD SERIES: PHASEIII

DEVELOPING THE LEARNING TEAM CONCEPT FOR SUPPORT AND TEACHING
MiTrAS A MEANS OF MAINSTREAMING PROGRAM FOR THE INIERCITY CHILD

PURPOSE to extend the learning team concept of shared responsibility
MI= teaching and support staff by providing opportunities for
continuing communication in a learning environment.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:'

ligml ORIENTATION MEETING: MOTIVATING THE EDUCATIONALLY UNINVOLVED

Potrero Hill Junior High School and Teacher Learning Center

.17.21 ESP WORKSHOP: EXPERIENCING SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCE

For Impact Teams at Intermediate and Secondary Level with
Followup Consultation with Harry Wong and Title VI Staff
May 13-17 and 27-31

WHAT'S HAPPENING IN LEARNING DISABILITIES

Sheraton Palace Hotel: five presentations, each presented twice,
once in the morning and once in the afternoon.
therefore, chooses two of the following session

EVALUATION DESIGNS

THE RESOURCE ROOM

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Each:participant,

CURRENT TRENDS IN DIAGNOSIS

ADMINISTRATION AND TEACHERS

ta8FOCUS ON PRIMARY EDUCATION

Teacher Learning Center: With Joyce Kohfeidt and Title VI Staff

THE SMORGASBORD SERIES: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Independent Study can be arranged by signing up with "Special
Apses and Itinerant Services" during the Signup Period following

Harry Wong's presentation.

174
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7' "(mall

Potrero Hill Junior High School

Mistress of Ceremonies Juanita with
Elementary Counseling

THE SMORGASBORD SERIES Fern Kelly, Supervisor
District Inservice Education

MOTIVATING THE EDUCATIONALLY HANDICAPPED Harry Wong, Guest Speaker

ABOUT HARRY WONG: he is teacher, textbook author, and director of a curriculum
project for the educationally uninvolved. He is in much demand as a speaker,
already booked into 1975. His presentations often end with a standing ovation.
His is a dynamic presentation expressing concern for and strategies for dealing
with the uninvolved student. Mr. Wong is a practicing classroom teacher and
director of the IDEAS AND INVESTIGATION IN SCIENCE PROJECT. His message, however,
is equally applicable and relevant to all disciplines and grade levels.

AT 6:00 PM:
wmm=mn.,==ms,

SMORGASBO] O1 LTP ACTIVITIES Jane Anderson
Title VI-G Project Head

SIG R SMORGASBORD ACTIVITIES

y 7: Intermediate and Secondary Levels Jane Anderson
Betty Thomas

2. May 8: What's Happening in Learning Disabilities Elaine Wolfe Grady
(Open to,25 persons in each of 5 groups)

May 28 Primary Education

*4. Special Classes and Itinerant Services

Amy Eggers

Jane Criner
Marcia Dunn

*Those signing up for the fourth activity will be involved in independent
study using an approach to working on the aspects of mainstreaming as this
applies to Special Education classes and itinerant services. Those who are
interested may work as an independent team or elect to coordinate efforts
with a larger group.

Marcia Dunn 928-7477 Jane Criner 863-4680
E: 287

CHINESE CUISINE at 6:306PM at the Teacher Learning Center
1400 16th Street

247
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ESP WORKSHOP: EXPERIENCING SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCE FOR IMPACT TEAMS AT
INTERMEDIATE AND SECONDARY LEVEL May 7 1974 at Tea he Learnin- C n

9:00 AM: this session, conducted by Harry Wong, is a first step in the
to development of work strategies for teams composed of support and

3:00 FM teaching staff. Mr. Wong will be aided by the following Title
Vi staff members:

Jane Anderson

Marion Miller

Amy Eggers

Betty Thomas

Kathy Shimizu

Vic Milhoan

AREAS FOR EMPHASIS:

1. How to achieve a 95% Success Factor in the Classroom

2. Use of Contracts

3. Reducing the Dropout Rate

4. Techniques for Teaching Relevant o- Concepts

5. Importance of Teaching Styles

6. Developing Positive Se f_Concepts for Teachers and Students

FOL 0

Oneite consultation with Harry Wong will be available upon request
during the weeks of May 13-17 and 27-31. W. Wong will work with
both teachers and students in a learning context.

248
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WHAT'S HAPPEN _G IN LEARNING DISABILITIES
May 8 1974 at the Sheraton Palace Hotel

Charles Kee ntort:State Department
Special Education.

'Overview of California Title VI Learning Disabilities Projects: input
from staff members from other areas within the State

10:00-12;00 SMALL GROUP MEETINGS: each of the five sessions listed below
w111-bc presented at the morning and the afternoon sessiom Each

and participant will, therefore, be able to attend two of the five
sessions listed directly below:

1:30-3:00

I.EVALUATION DESIGNS

2.THE HESOURC

3 . LANGUAGE D VELOP

Mara -et Scheffelin
dal rornla-Mate Department of _u
Sacramento California

Dave Uslan

ject1Trectort Systematic Pro
Development for Educationally Ha
capped, Sacramento, 'California

-joyee
donee lor Leadership Training
Institute San FranCiscbt California

Lee Wiederholt

ralerTirlraining Institute
Department of Special Education
College of Education, University of
Arizona Tucson

is Newcomer_
ersh Trnin Inetitute in

Learning Disabilities, Department
of Special Education, University
of Arizona' Tucson

4.CURRENT TRENDS IN DIAGNOSIS Donald D. Hammill

R;;;;77E77717M, Texas

5.ADMINISTRATION AHD TEACIi S

ii3RifiTTFR'essor, California
State University, Hayward, CA.

177

s p a ning Institute,
-ht of Special Education

College of Education, University of Arizona'
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US ON PRIMARY EDUCATI

9:00AM

to

3:00 PM

2- 1974 at Teac

*
Joyce Kohfeldt, Consultant, will be the workshop leader as
will be aided by the following Title Vi staff members:

Amy Eggers

Marion Miller

Marilyn Stepney

-38

PURPOSE: to plan for onsite implementation to begin May 29, 30, and 31.
MIZOIND

The areas to be covered are teacher-made materials, contracts,
rewards, learning centers, resource room, learning gates, self-
concept games, individualized instruction, and inventory.

TIC _ATrD ON --i working onsite plan for use at those Schools

represented will be developed at this initial meeting. A

part of the day will be given to a consideration of alternative approaches

designed especially to meet the needs of individual participating schools.

*Joyce served as Title VI Project Head during the 1972-1973 school year
Phases I and II of the Smorgasbord Series were planned and

need as part of the Title VI Inservice effort during that year.

250
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THE SMORGASBORD SER
BACKGROUND: In the fall of 1973 the Project Head for Title VI-G reported to
the Supervisor of District Inservice Education that numerous requests for an
integrated inservice operation were being received from persons representing
the varioue sectors within Special Education. These requests expressed a need
for increased communication between Special Education Staff and between the
General Education and Special Education 8taffa.

A Planning Committee called The Pupil Service/General Education Staff Develop-
ment Committee representing the named areas, the Project Head for Title VI-G,
and the Supervisor of District Inservice Education attended a serials of planning
meetings beginning in the early fall of 1973. The outcome of this planning was
a two- session workshop called SMORGASBORD, designed as follow

Purpose: exploring and operationalizing the skills of Pupil Service workers
as a basis for future sharing of knowhow between Special and General Educa-
tion staffs. -

Place: Potrero Hill Junior High School Time: December 7 (4:00-7:00PM)
December 9 (9:00-12:00 Noon)

Format: 8 input centers scheduled so that 3 could be experienced each of the
two sessions. At the close of each session check lists were completed which
indicated which area participants would like to explore in depth for PHASE II.
A video-tape documentary was made of the entire operation (27 minutes).

PHASE A majority of the participants indicated that they would like to
rirMirin depth two of the original eight input sessions. The two chosen
were MANAGING LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS and DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS.

PHASE III:
iieleeseeireim

to extend
teaching a

OBJECTIVES:
ememeemele.e.

learning team concept of shared reeponsibility.between
support staff.

1. to organize an orientation meeting designed to extend awareness
among support and teaching staff of the need for communication
relative to the learning process.

to organize teams composed of persons from support a
staff to work closely with youngsters at site level.

to bring together resources in personnel and materials
to review and consolidate these into a relevant skills
for practical application

eaching

in order
sequencing

4. to establish a schedule of release tine, funded by Title VI-G,
in order to allow freedom for collaboration between team members
and for observation and demonstration activities.

251
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to secure commitment for an ongoing teas approach during 1974-1975
from workshop participante.

6. to monitor the effectiveness of this inservice design in increasing
cooperation between support and teaching staff.

EVALUATION: Special Education/Pupil Personnel /General Education staff will
tonitorliiring 1974-1975 the degree of continuing team cooperation at school
site level. Title VI-G staff will. prepare a written report for distribution
to the Superintendent, Board of Education Commissioners, the Office of District
Inservice Education, the Office of Special Education and to participants in
The SMORGASBORD SERIES: PHASE III. This monitoring effort Will reveal whether
the following stated OUTCOME has been achieved; namely, TO BRING ABOUT GREATER
COLLABORATION BETWEEN SPECIAL AND GENERAL EDUCATION STAFF WORKING WITH SFUSD
CHILDREN AS TEAMS IN ORDER. TO IMPROVE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.

Jane A_ erson

Mary Byrd

Jane Criner

Joe Dombek

Marcia Dunn

Any Eggers

Elaine Wolfe Gr-

Fern Kelly

Marybeth King

Bob Farina

Edith Paschal

Juanita Smith

Betty Thomas

David Jamieson

y

G CO PHAS

Project Head, Title VI, SFUSD

Zone I Administrator, SFUSD

Area Learning Center

BALC Consultant

Speech Clinician, SFUSD.

Resource Teacher, Title VI, SFUSD

Supervisor, Pupil Personnel Services

Supervisor, District Inservice
Education, SFUSD

BALC Consultant

District Secondary Counselor

Elementary Prithary Counselor, SFUSD

District Elementary Counselor

Resource Teacher, Title VI, S

Supervisor, Psychological Services

.180
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San Francisco Unified School District
Special Education Division

May 8 P G IN r.nG DI

9:00 - 10 :00 Sheraton Palace Hotel
A. M. Greeting ,Charles Keaster, State D

EH Model Project
Title Vi

, Speaia.l Education
Overview of California Title VI Learning Disabilities Projects

ill group meetinAs seesione available 10:30 - 12:00 and 1:30 3 3:00 P. M.)You may participate in two small group meetings.
Pleases indicate your choice No. A. M. No. P. M.
1. Evaluation Designs:

2. The Resource R

Parlor D

Language Develo

Parlor E

reads in Diagnos

Golden Gate

5. Administration and

49er Room - A.M.

California Room

Margaret Scheffelin
California State DeP
Sacramento, California

Dave Uslan
Project Direct° (Systematic Program veto
for Educationally Handicapped
Sacramento, California

Joyce Kohfeldt
Consultant for Leadership Tra
San Francisco, California

Lee Wiederholt
Leadership Training Institute
Department of Special Education
College of Education, University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona

PhYllie Newcomer
Leadership Training Institute in Learning

Disabilities
Department of Special Education
College of Education, University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona

on

:Donald ). Hammill
Researcher
Austin, Texas

Ha;_TY__Overline
Associate Professor
California State University
Hayward, California

TeachersJeanneMegarthy_
Leadership Training Institute
Department of Special Education
College of Education, University of zona
Tucson, Arizona

253
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Appendix G

6ORY COUNCIL

Parer tal Involvement

There were 252 parents involved during the school year

inservice workshops, observation of classroom demonstrations

and actual participation in administering examinations.

Comminity It

Several community-wide workshops were held, but attendance was

not kept. One specific community organization (Health Depart-

ment) attended a workshop and 32 medical staff attended.

Advisory Council

The original project (1971 -72, 1972773) proposed three levels

of Advisory Councils (state-wide, local district, and technical).

The third year project did not propose the continuance of the

Advisory Councils since the third year was to evaluate the

effectiveness of the,five proposed objectives.

However, the local Advisory Council representing essentially

the elementary and secondary instruction division and Pupil

Personnel division provided coordination with regular education,

and support services and assisted in planning join in-service

programs.

The attached itemization presents in summary fo

involvement.
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4. Participants

5. Audience

6. Audience

Audience

Participants

1. Presentation to Lawton P.T.A of
Title VI-G Model Delivery System.

2. Title VI-G services to Lawton- School.

3. On-site series of demonstrations,
workshops, lectures in individuali-
zing instruction to pupils with
learning disabilities.

Workshop for Sunshine School P.T.A on
individualized educational games and
self-concept inventory.

Presentation to community members on
services and functions of Title VI-G
Model Delivery System.

6. Parents observing faculty demonstra-
tion of a science lesson presented by
a consultant to the Title VI-G project
at Second Community School, Noriega
Home School, Potrero Hill.

Parents observing on-site demonstra-
tion of individualizing instruction
for primary'children, by a consultant
to the Title VI-G project.

Parents participated with Title VI
staff, Noriega Home School staff,
P. A. Hearst School staff in adminis
tering Santa Clara Inventory of
Developmental Tasks. Kindergarten
pupils.

9. Learners Community members attended Leadership
Training Institute Workshop, ''What's
Happening in Learning Disabilities,"
Sheraton-Palace Hotel.

10. Learners - Audience 10. Workshop at Title VI-G Resource Center
presented by a consultant to project,
"Motivating the Uninvolved Learner."

11. Lea e s-Audience 11. Community members attended 'Nulti-media
Happening" at Potrero Hill given by a
consultant to Title VI-G project.
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13.

14. Discussion Group

12. Members of the community attended work-
shop at San Francisco Medical Society
office. Title VI-G staff member
presented Self-concept Inventory.
Title VI-G staff members were involved
in all day Health Education Workshop.

13. Title VI-G staff worked with parents
.from replication distridt-on educational
games.

14.. On-site zone council meeting at Lawton
School. Discussion of behavior modifi-
cation techniques.

Discussion Group Part communication groups at on
and Mark 'wain Schools.

16. Presenter 16. Through observation, worked out an
improved method of pupil-child
communication. Lawton School.
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ABSTRACT

The eport contained herein describes the, evaluation des

instruments, and results for the Title VI-G project for the 1973-1974

academic year. An introductory section presents the calendar of events

for the evaluation activities that were followed in this project. The

tion includes a description of the target population and th

design of the evaluation program.

. The major body of the report is organized to follow the

Title VI -G project objectives. Each of the major objectives and sub.

objectives is presented. Descriptions of instruments, the times of

their administration, the results, the discussion of results, and

summary sections are also grouped according to the objectives they

were intended to assess. A section of Appendices follows that provides

a more in depth discussion of each of the instruments, their possible

uses, and a sample of each of'the-eValuation instruments.

'The results of the problem behavior assessments indicated

that the largest changes observed were for primary level students

(Grades 1-3). At-higher levels the number of changes observed were

significantly reduced in the problem behavior area.

The self-concept results indicated that few significant

changes were obtained at any level. However, the children involved in

the sample already had generally positive attitudes towards learning

prior to the inception of the study. When a comparison was made

between the teache s_assessment of a student's self-concept and the

student's own rating of that variable a low relationship was found for

these two measures. This indicates that future evaluations should

continue to assess the pupil's own feelings in order to obtain accurate

nformation. 261
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The grade level measures of academic change showed significant

increases for 7 of 9 variables assessed. Specific criterion references

measures of reading increased.for 15 of the 27 areas assessed, while in

math significant increases were only noted for 8 of 60 possible areas.

The largest changes ware observed for the intermediate group (Grades 4-6)

on the academic measures. Very few, if any, students ere found to have

achieved competency in any of the basic skill areas when their scores

were compared with previously determined standards of proficiency. There-

fore in almost all cases the pupils involved in this study need further

remediation.

The competency ratings of the Special Teachers indicated they

were at a moderate to a high level of skill in both instruction and

assessment areas. The results of all of the Special Teacher assessments

indicated a careful needs assessment need to be initiated prior to the

inception of any in-service training program. Very little correspondence

was noted in the expressed needs of the teachers for future training and

the areas perceived by the project staff as needing follow-up.

The competency ratings of the Regular Teachers indicated they

improved their proficiency in the target skill areas but-did not achieve

the level necessary for independent utilization of the skills they ere

trained in. Again, a careful needs assessment of both the needs per-

ceived by the Regular Teachers and the goals of the prOject staff is

indicated by the data. This would lead to a better pinpointing of

training areas so as to provide skills the regular teachers' both'-ant

and need to know.

Overall the data indicated that the :roject was successful in

making progress towards the goals as stated by the proposal. In no area

2



was-a perfect score achieved but definite movement was recorded and

leant chalige ere obtained on some measures in all areasre re _
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SUMMARY

Systematic changes in pupil performance through the treatment

period were not perceived by teachers in the three school levels. In

general, teachers perceived pretreatment student performance con-

siderably below grade level, and there were discrepancies in the

higher grades. The significant changes which did occur were not con-

sistent across grade levels and were not always in a positive direction.

The intermediate level children were somewhat mixed, and secondary

children, with the exception of handwriting, regressed further in per-

ceived grade level standing. Pre-post correlations indicated that

reading, written language, arithmetic, and spelling skills were rated

consistently by teachers. These coeffic ents ranged from .48 to .88

across all grade levels.
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ntroduc

The evaluators (Alper and Whalen) were first hired in May 1973,

to consult with the Title VI-G Project Staff in the San Francisco Unified

School District. During a period of about one nth we helped the staff

to finalize its evaluation activities for the second project ye

begin planning a full-fledged evaluation design for the third year

In September, 1973, the evaluators were again retained for the

purpose of further refinement of the evaluation design and the develdp-

ment of specific measurement instruments for collecting data. Each

evaluator spent 10 consultation days during the fall quarter in these

activities.

In December, 1977, we were asked by the Office of Program

Evaluation, California State Department of Education, to submit a

proposal for the entire evaluation of the Title VI-G Project.

proposal was accepted with further modification in February 1974, at

which time we employed Susan Ewy as onsite evaluation coordinator and

Paul Gareis as a data processing assistant.

During the month of February all pretest instruments were

finalized and pre-intervention data were collected during the first two

weeks of March. Development of all post-test instruments was also

begun in February and was completed by April 15, 1974. This phase of

evaluation activity resulted in an instrument package which consisted

of 20 separate forms, some of which were unique to the project and

others which were modified --from existing standardized or informal

inventories.
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After the instructional intervention period, which began dur-

ing the middle of March and finished during the last week of May, we

collected, with the assistance of the project staff, all post-interven-

tion data. The data were then quantified, processed, and analyzed

during the months of June and July, 1974.

The evaluators would like to acknowledge the cooperation and

assistance provided by the Title VI-G Project Staff. This evaluation

effort could not have been brought to fruition without the extensive

efforts of all concerned. We hope that these efforts can be built on

by other educators concerned with the education of the exceptional

child.
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Evaluation Desi

The model used was, for the most part, a one-group pre-test-

post test designs. In some instances only post-test data were collected

and analyzed due to the fact that project interventions had commenced

prior to the evaluators' official appointment as evaluation supervisors.

During our initial work with the project, we suggested the

possibility of using one or more control group-3 in the evaluation de-

sign. However, due to a number of constraints, this was not possible.

ample

The children served by the project were labted in l4 schools -

11 in San Francisco, 2 in Oakland, and 1 in Mann County. Academic,

behavioral, and affective data were collected from 107 children in these

schools. They ranged in grade level from the second through the tenth

grade. There were 33 children at the primary level, 26 at the upper

elementary level, and 31 at the secondary grade le The el-ildren

were largely males and a significant number were from minority ethnic

groups. About three - fourths of the students were males; there were

64 Blacks, 34 Caucasions, 5 Spanish, and 4 Asians.

Data were also collected from a 1: ge number of teachers and

administrators in the San Francisco schools. Fifty-seven regular and

special teachers, and 12 administrators and support staff responded

to various instruments designed to measure their competency.levels and

reactions to the project.



data final sis and Interpretation

5ttAdent data were grouped into three grade levels, 1 -3, 4-6,

anti 7-12. Al data collected on a pre-post basis were analyzed through

the use of a'cor elated t-model, which tests for the significance of

differrice° between measurements while correcting for possible

correlation between means.

Poat=test =only d ere analyzed through the use of frequency

ocUnts, mean percentages, and comparisons established referents.

In most case analyses were made of all instrument items, rather than

t on total scores. The use of asterisks in Tables denotes t-values,

or correlatlbn coefficient

baring or *ambles oonsi

gnificant at or beyond the .05 level. The

ent with the number of project objectives

and the ass1m;ent of alphabet characters to instruments. For instance,

Table Al.lb bro ides snroary data collected the Form A for Objective

1.1 and on ilitermediate level children (grades (4-6).

Dattit collection instruments are found in the appendices. Each

is preceded by s brier description of the instrument with suggestions

for sppropriztte use, and With information concerning the psychometric

pr operties or the instrument, i# kno
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OBJECTIVE ONE

Enhancement of Behavior and/or Academic Skills for Pupils with Lea
Disabilities and/Or Behavioral Disabilities.

1.1 What are the changes in the number, intensity, and
frequency of purposeful and non-purposeful behavior
in the classroom?

Four instruments were designed for the purpose of measuring

this objective: Student or Claes Referral Form (A), Pupil Observation

Form (High Frequency Behavior - B), Pupil Observation Form (Low Fre-

quency Behavior - C) and Contract Counts (D).

Of the four instruments, only one was fully developed in time

for pre-and post-measurement. This was the referral form. Thus, the

data from this instrument will provide the bulk of evidence with which

to evaluate objective 1- Some information was collected, also, on

the use of behavioral or academic contracts between teachers and

children. These contract results will be presented following the

results of the Behavioral referral data.

Problem Behavior

The first section of the referral form contains 16 items

measuring problem behavior. Examples are out of seat, yelling out,

and running sound the room. For each pupil referred to the project,

a teacher was asked to fill out the referral form by rating each

problem behavior on a 4-point scale as high, medium, low, or ne

occurring. At the and of the intervention period, the teacher again

rated the child's behavior. Score distributions were then analyzed

by comparing pre- and post - intervention levels by use of a t-test

for correlated measures.



The same procedure was used for the second part of the form

which dealt with ork-related student behavior. This section was

represented by such items as attends class, stays on task, works

independently, follows directions, etc. Since these items represent

positive. ehavior, the scale values were reversed so that on both

sections of this instrument, a score of 4 means the most positive

level of behavior, and a score of 1 indicates the most extreme of

negative behavior.

Results

y Level, Grades 1-3

Of the 16 problem behaviors on the referral form, the most

frequent problem according to teachers' ratings was out of seat be-

havior. The mean rating on this item for all primary children was

2.03, indicating a medium frequency of out of seat behavior for most

children. The behavior which showed least frequent occurrence was

item 11, destroys others' property. The mean for this item on the

pre - intervention ratings was 3.44, indicating a group average about

midway between low occurrence and never occurring on the 4-point scale.

Most of the items were rated on the average between medium and low

occurrence. Only 4 of the items ated between low and no

occurrence. These were 9, 10, 11, and 150 which re:arred to steali

destroying property, and lying.

The post intervention results (Table Al.la) show remarkable

improvement in reducing pupils' problem behaviors. A total of 13

behaviors showed improvement, and seven of these were statistically

ficant at the .05 level. These behavior were (1) out of seat,
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(2) yelling out, ( ) rurunning around room, (4 ) hitting and pushing,

(7) complains, (8) fighting, and (i6) temper tantrums. One of these,

out of seat behavior, showed improvement beyond the .001 level of

significance.

On Part II of the referral form dealing with work-related

student behavior, there were also several significant improvements in

behavior for primary children. Items 6 and 7 showed improvement beyond

the .05 level of significance. These items dealt with the child's being

able to work independently and working as a riember of a group. Items 9,

11, and 12, attempting difficult work, taking pride in work, and organ-

izing materials and work, were all significantly improved beyond the

.001 level of significance. All other items in Part II showed the same

degree of improvement with the exception of item 1, attends class, which

was rated slightly lower on post - measurement.
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Table Lida

Changes in Problem Behavior and Work-Related Classroom

Behavior Among Primary Level Children

Pre-Test Poet -Test Mean

SD Mean SD Difference Correlation t-ratio
Item N Mean

1 (I-1) 26 2,0

2 (1 -2) 25 2.36

3 (1.3) 25 2.76

4 (1-4) 25 2.48

5 (1-5) 25 2.56

6 (I-6) 24 2,41

7 (1.7) 25 2.16

8 (1-8) 25 2,48

9 (I-9) 24 3.37

10 (I-lo) 24 3,33

11 (I-11) 25 3.44

12 (1-12) 25 2.96

13 (1-13) 25 2.88

14 (I-14) 25 2,64

15 (1-15) 25 3.00

16 (1-16) 25 2.48

17 (11 -1) 25 3.92

18 (11-2) 25 2.44

19 (II-) 25 2.76

20 (11-4) 25 2.48

)1 (11-5) 24 2.50

22 (11-6) 25 2,44

23 (II-7) 25 2.44

24 (11-8 14 2.28

25 (11-9 24 1.91

26 (1I-10) 25 2.72

27 (I1-11) 25 2.80

28 (11 -12) 24 1.87

29 (11 -13) 25 2.60

30 (11-14 25 1.84

31 (11-15) 25 2.64

32 (11 -16) 28 2.64

.95 2.50 .86 -0.46 .80 4.04 *

1,15 2.72 .89 -0.36 .67 2.09 *

1.16 3,24 .83 -0.48 .57 2.49 *

IA 2.80 .81 -0.32 .72
2.13 *

.91 2.68 .94 -0.12 .50 .64

1.01 2.41 1.05 .00 .55 .06

1.10 2.64 .75 -0.48 .51 2.49 *

1.12 2.92 .81 -0.44 .54 2.28 *

1.01 3.54 .77 -0.16 .61 L00

.70 3.25 .89 .o8 .69 .62

.71 3.36 .99 08 .41 .41

1.01 3.16 .89 -0.20 .78 1.54

1.20 3.12 1.05 -0.24 .73 1.44

1.22 2,92 1.22 -0.28 .56 1.23

1.04 3.24 .96 -0.24 .61 1

1.19 2.92 .99 -o,44 .52 2.03 *

.27 3.72 .67 .20 .31 1,54

.71 2.80 .95 -0.36 .25 1.73

.87 2.92 -0.16 .54 .94

.77 2.68 8 -0.20 .62 1.41

.83 2.79 .97 -0.29 .50 1.57

.71 2.84 .89 -0.4o .50 2.44 *

.82 2,84 .80 -0.40 .42 2.30 *

.82 2.42 1.01 4.14 .39 .52

.77 2.41 .88 -0.50 .75 4,15 *

.93 2.92 .86 09.20 .43 1.04

.Si 3.6o .64 -0.8o .23 4.38 *

.53 2.62 .92 4.75 .35 4.09

.76 2,76 .83 -0.16 .63 1.16

2.16 .94 -0.)2 1.87.80 .53

.81 2.88 .72 -0.24 .34 1.36

.86 2.80 .76 -0.16 .64 1.16



mediate Level, Grades 4.6

Among upper elementary pupils, problem behaviors were not viewed

iously by the teachers. Seven of the 16 behaviors received mean

ratings above 3.00 at time of referral indicating low c ende fre-

quencies for fighting, stealing, destruction of property, talking back

to teacher, lying, and temper tantrums.

The post-intervention data (Table A1.1b) shows significant change

on only one problem behavior, item 15, excludes self from activity out-

side class. This behavior was significantly reduced at the .01 level,

indicating that by the end of the year students were participating in

outside class activities at higher levels than before.

Among the work related behaviors, Part II, teachers viewed items

9 and 12 as the most serious problems. These dealt with attempting

difficult work and organizing materials and work. Class attendance was

rated highest of all items, a mean of 3.41, indicating that teachers

perceived this as less of a problem than anything else. All other

items had mean ratings of between 2..00 and 3.00 at referral time,

indicating low to medium occurrence frequencies for the work-related

behaviors. The post-intervention results show eleven improvements

in student behavior. However, none of these were significant stat

tically.
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I e

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

N

(I-1) 25

(1.2) 26

(1-3) 25

(1.4) 26

(1-5) 26

(1.6) 23

(1-7) 25

(1.8 26

(1 .9) 26

(1-10) 26

(I-11) 25

(1-12) 26

(1-13) 25

(1-14) 26

(1.15) 25

(I-16) 26

(II-1) 24

(11.2) 26

(II-3) 26

(II-4) 26

(11 -5) 25

(16) 26

(II-7) 25

(11.8) 23

(II-9) 26

(II-lo) 26

(1I-11) 26

(11-12) 26

(11-13) 25

(11-14) 26

(11-15) 26

(11 -16) 26

Table A1.1b)

Changes in Problem Behavior and Work Related Classroom

Behavior Among Intermediate Level Children

Pre-Test..-J.
an SD

2.32 1.10

2.69 1.39

2.84 .85

2.69 .88

2.07 .97

2.17 1.02

2,68 1.02

'3.07 .97

3.80 .40

3.6 .63

3.68 .55

3.42 .94

3,48 .71

2.03 1.03

2.32 .94

3.50

3.41 .82

2,19 .84

2.26 .66

2,23 .76

2.00 .76

2.23 .81

2.28 .79

2.0E 1.04

1.65 .62

2,57 1.02

2.50 .76

1.96 .91

2.40 .64

2.07 .84

2.80 .80

2.53 .81

Poet-Test Mean

Mean- SD- Difference

2.L0 1,15 -0.08

2.57 1.10 .11

2,84 1.02 ,00

2.69 1.08 .00

2.23 1.06 -0.15

2.34 .93 4.17

2.60 1.15 .08

3.00 .69 .07

3.73 .53 .07

3.50 90 .11

3.64 .63 .04

3.46 .76 -0.0

3.24 .77 24

2.30 1.19 -0.26

2.92 1.11 -0.60

3.42 .70 .07

3.37 .92 .04

2.07 .89 dr
2, .92 4.03

2.26 .87 -0.03

2.12 .78 -0.12

2.34 .89 -0.11

2.28 .73 .00

2.04 .87 .04

1.88 .71 -0.23

2.57 .90 .00

2.61 .75 -0.11

2.30 ,83 -0.34

2.60 .95 -0.20

2.23 .99 -0.15

2.96 .77 -0.15

2.57 90 4,03

Correlation t-ratio---... ......----

.77 .52

.59 .53

.49 .00

.52 .00

.63 .89

.73 1,16

.51 .37

35 .4o

.49 .81

.41 .68

.24 .27

.60 .25

.6: 2.00

.47 1,19

.57 3.13 *

.43 .41

.3; .20

.50 68

.57 .25

.56 .25

.62 .90

.49 .68

.43 .00

3

.44 1.65

.70 .00

.62 .90

.32 1.73

.67 1.41

.64 1.00

.31 .84

.54 .23



Secondary Level, Grade 7-12

Among the older children in the project samples, problem be-

haviors are much less frequent as viewed by teachers. Eight of the 16

behaviors received mean ratings of 3.00 or above at referral time. This

indicated that such behaviors as hitting and pushing, fighting, stealing,

destruction of property, talking back, lying, and temper flare-ups, were

of generally low frequency.

In Part II of the referral form, more concern was shown by teachers

for needed improvement in work-related behaviors. Only one item received

a mean rating above 3.00, attends class. Thus all other work-related be-

haviors were viewed as having only low to medium occurrence.

Table A1.10 gives the results for the pre- and post-intervention

ratings. Only one item on both parts of the instrument changed signifi-

cantly over time. This wasitem 11, Fart I, destroys others' property.

There was a significant reduction in this behavior by the end of the

Year.



Table A1.1C

Changes in Problem Behavior and Work-Related Classroom

Behavior Among Intermediate Level Children

Pre Test Post-Test Mean

Item Mean SD Mean SD Difference Correlation t-ratio- a.... .......-

11 2.36 1.12 2.63 .92 -0,27 1,62 1.00

11 2.54 1,03 3.00 1.00 .0.45 .57 1.61

11 2.63 1.20 3.00 .89 -0 .83 1.78

11 3.45 .52 3.27 .64 .18 .78 1.49

2.72 .90 2.45 .52 .27 .71 1,39

10 2.80 .78 2.90 .31 -0.10 .35 .42

11 2.54 .93 2.36 .92 .18 .32 .55

11 3.54 .52 3.54 .52 .00 1.00 .00

10 3.30 1.05 3.50 .70 -0.20 .81 1.00

11 3,63 .50 3.36 .67 .27 .42 1.59

11 3.09 .94 3.45 .52 -0. .92 2.39 *

11 3.00 1.00 2,90 .94 .09 .74 .43

9 3.11 .6o 3.22 .44 -0.11 .36 .55

11 2.27 1.34 2,45 1.29 -o.18 .95 1.49

8 2.25 1.16 2,50 1.6 -0.25 .8o 1.00

11 3.72 .64 3.90 .30 -0.18 .37 1.00

11 3.18 .87 3.27 .64 -0.09 .78 55
11 2.72 .76 2.45 .52 .27 .57 1.39

11 2.63 1.02 2.81 .60 -0.18 .61

11 2.81 .75 2.81 .87 .00 .70 .00

11 2.90 .70 2.90 1.o4 .00 .53 .00

11 2,81 .75 2.72 .90 .09 .36 .31

11 2.63 1.12 2,54 3 .09 87 .55

2 2.50 2.12 2.50 2.12 .00 1.00 2.00

11 2.81 .87 2.45 .82 36 .54 1,49

11 2.72 .76 2.72 .78 .00 ,58 .00

11 2.90 1.13 2.90 .70 .00 .61 .00

11 2.27 .90 2.45 .82 -118 .49 .69

11 3.00 .63 3.00 44 .00 .35 .00

11 2.36 1,02 2.63 1,12 40.27 .82 1.39

11 2.90 .83 2.90 .83 .00 .56 .00

11 3,00 1.0 2.72 .90 .27 .80 1.39

(1-1)

(1-2)

3 (1-3)

4 (1.4)

5 (1 ®)

6 (1.6)

7 (1-7)

8 (1-8)

9 (1.9)

10 (1-10)

11 (1-11)

12 (1-12)

13 (I-13)

14 (1-14)

15 (1-15)

16 (1-16)

17 (11-1)

18 (II-2)

19 (1I-3)

20 (II-4)

21 (11.5)

22 (II-6)

23 (11.7)

24 (11-8)

25 (11.9)

26 (11.10)

27 (11-11)

28 (11-12)

29 (II-13)

30 (II-14)

31 (11-15)

32 (11.16)



Summary

It is evident from Tables Al.la, Al.lb, and Al.lc'that the project

had its greatest apparent impact on primary level children. At that

level there were many significant improvements in both problem behavior

and work-related classroom behavior. However, at succeeding higher age

levels, the number of significant changes in behavior drops dramatically.

It is interesting to note that the pre-post item correlations at

all age levels are very high on the average. An average of 26 of 32

items at each level show pre-post correlations significant at the .05

level or beyond. This would seem to,indicate that teachers are quite

consistent in their rating behavior over time, and that the instrument

is reliable enough to produce accurate measures of student classroom

behavior.
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Contract Count (D)

The contracts employed by the project staff during the in e en-

'Um period were analyzed by the evaluation staff following the ending

of the school year. Form D (see appendix for description) was utilized

to record the type of contract (verbal, or duration of contract,

academic area of contract or behavioral area of contract, schedule of

rewards, type of reward, and the success or failure of the student to

meet the contract. This form allowed the evaluation staff to analyze the

contract results without interpreting the original documents themselves.

The sample of contracts analyzed was 18 overall. This indicates

that either very few contracts were utilized by the project staff or

that the project staff was not consistent in their record keeping on

Form D. The following list describes the

count analysis.

1. Demographics of Contracts Sample- -

a._ 14 of the contracts were written for e and 4
for females.

outcomes of the contract

4 were from the primary level, 4 from the inter-
mediate, 6 from the junior high level, and 4
from the senior high level.

2. Contract Formal-- 61% of the contracts were written;
all the rest were verbal in format.

Contract Content-- 67% of the contracts were written to
change the inappropriate behaviors of the students.
33% of the contracts were designed to increase academic
performance.

4. Type of Reward and Schedule-- 67% of the contracts used
tangible rewards and all of the rest used a combination
of privileges and free time 50% used a fixed ratio
schedule, 44% used a fixed interval schedule, and 6%
used a combination (fixed - ratio, fixed-interval).
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5. Contract Time Len &t h-- The duration of the contra
from one week to five months.

6. Contract Success-- 786 of the contracts were successful
overall in that th, student met the goal and received the
reward. All of th; non-successful contracts were written
at the secondary level. They all focused on changing the
student's inappropriate behaviors and none of them used
tangible rewards.

Use of Behavioral Prinei.les n Con

All of the contracts utilized positive reinforcement.

None of the projects suggested that any baseline data
was gathered prior to the contract being initiated.

None of the contracts suggested the use of shaping
of the response requirements for reinforcement.

None of the contractsprovided evidence that the
schedule of reinforcement was systematically leaned
out over time.

The analysis of the data indicates that when used and reported

the contracts were successful over 75% of the time. The major question

is since there were so few contracts recorded on Form D we may be

analyzing an unrepresentative sample. The unsuccessful contracts might

not have been reported by the project staff. The contracts' content

indicates that they were used as behavioral control devices in a major-

ity of the cases. Therefore contracts ere not systematically applied

as part of regular academic task assignments. This is further backed

up by the duration of the contracts which was one week or more in all

cases. Rather than utilizing small rewards continuously for improvement

they seem to have been employed for only gross changes. All of the

comments in point 7 also lead on to make the conclusion that the project

staff either did not know the underlying behavioral principles of con-

tracting, or were forced to violate them by the pressures of the real



classroom. The contracts as reported in this section are poorly

designed and would lead to only momentary control rather than long

lasting behavior changes. They 'all seem to violate the idea of

starting where the child is and moving along with him by reinforcing

improvement.
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1.2 What are the changes in pupil self - concept?

This objective was evaluated through the use of two instruments,

the Inferred Pupil Self-concept by Teacher (Form E) and the Pupil

,Self-concept Inventory (Form F). Originally, both of these instruments

were intended for use on a pre-post basis. However, Form E, the teacher

rating instrument, was not completed before some of the pretesting with

Form F had already taken place. Thus, a decision was

the Pupil Self-concept Inventory (F) as the p

for objective 1.2. The Inferred

made to utilize

mazy measure of change

Pupil Self-concept by Teacher (Form E)

was utilized on a post-test only basis for the purpose of determining

to what extent pupils and teachers agreed with one another on a specific

subset of items dealing with the pupils' attitudes toward school

activities. In this section, the results of the pupil self-report

ratings are presented first followed by the teacher ratings of pupils'

attitudes.

Pti t

This instrument, shown in the appendix, contains 33 items classi-

fied in 5 separate categories: (1) About Me, (2) About School and

Learning, (3) Me and My Teachers, 4) Other Grownups and Me, and (5)

Mc and My Family. This instrument can be administered in paper and

pencil fashion, or it can be used in the form of a game. The game

utilizes a board similar to monopoly, a deck of cards for each player,

a pair of dice, and four cups decorated with smiling and frowning faces.

The child roles a die and moves a piece around the board. He draws

cards from his deck and reads, or the administrator eads to him, the

statements on each card. The statements correspond to the items on
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the printed form of the instrument. After reading the card, the child

places it in one of the four cups corresponding to the 4-point measur-

ing scale of affect. In the present study, most children were adminis-

tered the instrument in game fon: and played with one or two other

children. The only restriction placed on this type of administration

was that a child had to play the game with the same number of children

on both the pre-session and post-session, though the individuals did

not have to be the same. The reason for this was to attempt to control

for any "socialization" effect which might be present. A further re-

search study should be done to determine if children respond differently

with different numbers of children playing the game, or whether they

respond differently by taking the inventory alone as a paper and pencil

exercise.

Results

Primary Level, Grades 1-3:

Table F1.2a gives the results for the primary level children.

There were 26 children in this group, although some children did not

respond to all items on the inventory either on the pre- or post-

administration. This is reflected in Table F1.2a by somewhat fluc-

tuating N's across the 33 items.

In the About Me category, pupils felt rather good about their

appearance (item A-1), somewhat unhappy about being alone (item A-2),

and when unsure about what people wanted them to do (item A-3). They

felt very unhappy if someone hollers at them (item A-4). All of these

feelings were elicited during the pre-intervention phase and did not

change markedly after intervention.
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In the About School and Learning category, there were 15 items

concerning many different phases of school activities. Surprisingly,

pupils indicated some measure of happiness on 12 of these items on

the pre-test. Only on items B-2, B-12, and B-13, reading aloud, being

late for class, and being asked to stay after school, were they some-

what unhappy (as a group). Only one item in this category showed a

significant group change at the end of the intervention period. This

was item B-6: going to art time. Even though students had a high

initial liking for this activity at time of pre-testing, their pleasure

in art work increased even more after intervention.

In the category, Me and My Teachers, most pupils indicated some

degree ?f .pleasure about their relationships with their teacher. The

one exception to this was item C-5, if teacher visited my home, which

caused them mild displeasure. On the other hand, pupils as a group,

were-extremely pleased to have their teacher come to their desks.

After intervention, there were minimal changes on these items, none

reaching a significant level.

The fourth category, Other Grownups and Me, showed one si

fi ent change over time. This was item D-3, seeing your counselor.

,Children changed from mild to considerable pleasure in seeing their

"counselor" after intervention. Since primary level children do not

have counselors, it can only be assumed that they associated this

title with the Title VI-G staff person who worked with them.

There was also one significant change in the fifth item egory,

Me and F ilr. Item 4, playing with your brothers and sisters,

showed a significant change in a positive direction. Before inter-

vention children were mildly happy about playing with their siblings.
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This changed to much more pronounced happiness after intervention.

Interestingly, all other items in this category also showed positive,

though not significant, changes over time.
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here N
...--

1 (A-1) 26

2 (A-2) 26

3 (k-3) 26

4 (A-4) 26

5 (B-1) 25

6 (B-2) 25

7 (B-3) 25

8 (3-4) 25

9 (B-5) 25

10 (B-6) 25

11 (B-7) 25

12 (B-8) 25

13 (B-9) 23

14 (B-10) 23

15 (B-11) 23

16 (B-12) 25

17 (B-13) 25

18 (B-14) 25

19 (B-15) 25

20 (0-1) 25

21 (C-2) 25

22 (C-3) 25

23 (c-4) 25

24 (C-5) 25

25 (c -6) 25

26 (D31) 25

27 (D-2) 25

28 (D.3) 21

29 (E-1) 25

30 (E,2) 25

31 (E-3) 25

32 (2-4) 25

33 (E-5) 25
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Table F1.2a

Changes in Pupil Self-Concept r Prier Level

e-T t Poet-Test Mean
.m.......-

Mean SD Mean Sp-A- -,-

3.19 1.06 3,19 1.16

2.34 1.23 2.03 1.18

2.00 .97 1.96 .95

1.65 1.01 1,26 ;53

3.40 .81 3.16 1.17

2.32- 1.21 2.48 1.22

2.92 1.22 2.96 1.09

3.16 1.10 3.00 1.22

2.96 1,24 2,88 1.30

3.40 1.00 3.88 .33

3.56 .91 3.32 1.02

3.32 1.06 3.36 1.07

3.17 1.02 3,30 1.01

3.30 1.10 3.52 .94

3.04 1.26 2,78 1.16

2.12 1.16 1.96 1,17

1.96 1,24 1.72 1.20

3.16 1,31 3.08 1.32

2,76 1.33 2.88 1,26

3.04 .97 2.88 1.12

3.16 1.02 3.16 1.10

2.40 1,19 2.04 1.24

2.72 1,27 2.88 1.23

2.96 1.24 3,16 1.10

3,24 1,16 3.48 .96

2 1.17 2.84 1.21

2.68 1.18 2,68 1.31

3.14 1.19 3,80 .51

2,24 1,26 2.68 1.31

2.76 1.23 3.00 1.15

3.40 1.04 3.56 .71

3.16 1.14 3.68 .55

3.48 1,00 3.76 .52

Difference Correlation

-0.03 .09

30 -0.03

.03 0

38 4.11

24 .32

-0.16 31

-0.04 -0.12

.16 .15

.08 .02

-0.48 -0.22

.24 33

-0,04 .04

-0.13 .33

-0.21 .14

.26 .31

.16 .49

.24 .18

,08 -0.00

-0.12 .59

,16 -0.10

.00 .12

36 .21

-4.16 .53

-0.20 49

-0.24 -0,06

.12 .11

00 -0,12

-0'.66 -0.03

-0.44 .12

-0.24 .14

-0,16 .07

-0.52 .41

-0.28 -0.24

t-ratio

.12

.0

.14

1.63

1.00

.55

.11

.52

.22

2.13

1.06

.13

.53

.77

.88

.67

.76

.21

.51

.50

.00

1,18

.65

.84

.76

.37

0

2.32

1,28

.76

.65

2.48

1,12
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Intermediate Level, Grades 4-6:

The results for the upper grade elementary children are quite

different from their younger peers. Whereas the primary children showed

significantly positive changes on three items, the older children had

four significant changes i a negative direction, and only 6 changes in a

positive direction on the entire instrument. On 0n items B-2, B-3, C-3,

and E-1, the children as a group felt significantly less happy after in-

tervention. These items dealt with reading aloud, doing written work,

doing homework, and having the teacher talk to parents. It would appear

that these children were feeling the pressure of the intensive project

intervention at post-test time to a much greatL- extent than the younger

children. This situation is somewhat in accord with observations by the

evaluators, that intermediate level schools received more intensive help

from the project staff than other levels (see objective 4 following).

Another thing which must be considered in the interpretation of

these data is that in general, intermediate children responded at higher

affective levels on the pre-test than did primary children. Thus, to

e extent, at least, there is a ceiling effect operating with some of

the items. On fully 26 out of 33 items the intermediate children scored

-higher than primary children on the pre-test.

A similar phenomenon was present with respect to a comparison between

the intermediate children and a group of comparably aged children in a

Marin County replication school. In this comp ri

children scored higher on 24 of the 33 pretest items

without further research to adequately explain these

sees that the Pupil Self-concept Inventory does

n, the San Francisco

293
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It is difficult,

differences. But

discriminate between.



children of differing bacgrounde to some degree. This situation is

brought out further in the results for the secondary pupils which

follow.
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Item N

1 (A-1) 25

2 a (A-2) 25

3 (A-3) 25

4 (A.4) 24

5 ( -1) 25

6 (.2) 25

7 (B-3) 25

8 (B-4) 25

(B.5) 25

10 (.6) 25

11 (B.7) 24

12 (B-8) 25

13 (B.9) 25

14 (B.10) 25

15 (B-11) 25

16 (B-12) 24

17 (B-13) 22

18 (B-14) 25

19 (B-15) 24

20 (0-1) 25

21 (C-2) 25

22 (C-3) 25

23 (C-4) 25

24 (C-5) 25

25 y (C-6) 25

26 (D-1) 24

27 (D-2) 24

28 (D-3) 23

29 (E-1) 25

30 (E-2) 25

31 (E-3) 25

32 (E-4) 24

33 (E -5) 25

Table P1.2b

Changes in Pupil elf-Concept for Intermediate Level

Pre-Test

Mean SD

3,64

2,60

2.20

1.70

3,08

2.76

3,32

3.08

3,00

3,64

3.66

3.76

2.88

3,28

3,16

2.20

2.04

3.52

2.91

3.04

3

2.24

2.88

2,68

3,52,

3.29

2.83

3.26

2.84

3.00

3.60

3.58

3.60

Post-Test Mean

Mean SD Difference Correlation t-ratio

.75 3.4o .86 .24

1.19 2.28 1.10 ,32

1.00 2.16 80 ,o4

.80 1.58 .58 .12

1.18 2.92, .99 .16

1.16 2,08 1.07 .68

.94 2,40 .91 .92

1.03 3,04 1.01 lo4

1.08 2.60 1.11 .40

.86 3,48 .91 .16

.76 3.54 .88 .12

.66 3.76 .83 .00

1.20 2.92 1.11 -0,04

1.02 3.36 .90

1.02 2,76 1.16 ,40

1.06 2.29 .99 4008

1,04 1,81 1.0 ,22

.71 3,56 .76 .0.04

1.05 2.91 1.05 .00

1.13 2,60 .91 .44

,81 3,00 1,08 36

1,12 1,68 .94 ,56

1.09 2.6o 1.15 .28

1.21 2,44 1.26 .24

.77 3.28 .84 .24

.99 2..95 .95 .33

1,09 2.83 1.20 .00

1,13 3.26 .96 .00

1.28 2,28 1.20 .56

1.08 2.64 1.25 06

.81 3.48 .71 .12

.88 3.70 .55 0.12

.76 3.72 .67 -0.12

.02

.28

-0.35

-0,08

.49

.18

,28

.23

,41

,80

.66

.79

17)

.33

.34

.14

.09

.28

.22

.13

.23

*46

.19

4

.34

.60

,24

.0.io

.67

.0.15

.27

.72

.0.06

1.03

1.16

.13

.59

.72

2.36

4,12

.15

1.68

1.44

.90

.00

. 23

'35

1.58

,30

.75

.22

. 00

1.62

1.51

2,58

,97

.82

1,29

1.88

.00

.00

2.79

1,01

.64

1,00

.56



Secondary Level, Grades 7-12:

Among the junior and senior high school students there were only

two significant changes from pre- to post - intervention scores. These

were items A-2 and A-3, being alone, and not being sure what people

want you to do. The first of these items showed a more positive post-

intervention attitude toward being alone. The second change was in the

other direction. At the end of the year, students felt significantly

less happy when they were not sure what other people wanted them to do.

Other changes for the secondary students were generally mixed

between positive and negative directions and were of a magnitude which

did not reach statistical significance at the .05 level. A check of

the results between the three different levels of students showed that

considerable differences existed between group means on the pre- and

post-tests for a large number of items. Although an analysis of

variance was not performed, it appears that items B-1, B-5, C-2, C-3,

C-4, C-5, D-2, E-1, and E-2, would probably generate significant

F values indicating a strong difference in absolute affective levels

between the three age levels of children.
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Table P1.20

Changes in Pupil Self-concept for Seaondry Level

Pre-Test Post-Test Mean
Ilalli

Item N Mean 51) Mean SD Difference Correlation t- ratio

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

N 15
,

10

17

18

19

20.

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

3o

31

32

33

(A-1) ,12 3.25

(A-2) 12 2.41

(A.3) 12 2.33

(A.4) 12 1,58

(B-1) 12 2,06

(B-2) 12 2.33

(B.3) 12 2.66

(B.4) 12 2.63

(B-5) 12 2.08

(B-6) 12 3.66

(B-7) 12 3,16

(B-8) 12 2.91

(B.9) 12 2.33

(B-10) 12 2.91

(B.11) 12 2,91

B-12) 12 2.66

(B-1)) 12 1,41

(B-14) la 3,25

(B-15) 12 3.00

01) 12 2.75

(C=2) 12 2,66

(C-)) 12 1.66

(c.4) 12 1.66

(0-5) 12 1,66

(c.6) 11 3.18

(D.1) 12 2.25

(-2) 12 303

(D-3) .12 2,91

(E-1) 12 2,25

(E-2) 12 1,66

(E-3) 12 3.58

(B14) 11 3,45

(E.5) 11 3.45

......._

.62 3.16 .57 .08 .12 .36

.99 2.83 .93 -0.41 .76 2.15

.88 1.75 ,62 .58 .32 2.24

.79 1,66 .77 4.08 ,63 .43

1,16 2,50 1,00 -0,41 .74 1.82

A98 2.08 .90 ,25 .68 1.14

1.07 2.50 .52 .i6 .i6 .51

1,26 2.91 .99 4.08 .56 .26

,99 2,41 .79 .0,33 ,52 1,30

,6 3,58 .66 .08 .69 .56

1.02 3,16 .93 .00 .72 .00

1,16 3.16 .93 0.25 .59 .89

1,15 2,50 1.00 4.16 .55 .56

1,16 2,91 .99 .00 .38 .00

.90 2.83 ,93 ,08 .73 .43

1.07 2.50 1.16 .16 .43 .48

.66 1.41 .90 .00 -0,16 .00

1.05 3,75 .45 .0,50 .33 1.73

,85 3,00 .95 .00 .22 .00

.86 2,58 .79 .16 .36 .61

.77 2.83 .83 -0.16 .18 .56

1.07 1 .66 .08 ,16 .24

1,07 1 1.07
,

.00 ,21 .00

.88 2.08 .90 -0.41 .37 1.44

.98 3.18 .87 .00 .65 .00

.86 2.58 .66 -0.33 .51 1,48

,98 3.16 .93 .16 .72 .80

1.08 2, .77 .25 .50 *89

.86 2,50 ,90 .0.25 .63 1.14

.88 1.91 1.08 -0.25 .25 .71

.66 3.58 ,90 .00 .89 .00

.68 3.45 1,03 .00 .66 .00

1,03 3,54 1.03 -0.09 .95 1.00



Because of the relative few_ number of significant.changes among the

three levels of children, and the fact that these changes were by no

means uniform across levels, it is tempting to say that the instrument

itself produces erratic and unreliable data. However, two facts mitigate

against this as the sole conclusion. First, a pilot study was conducted

with the instrument using non-project fifth grade students in n Francisco

(see the appendix). This was a test-retest reliabil-'cy study over a two

week time period. Though this study showed that several items on the

inventory are fairly unstEble, in the main,'it showed that the instrument

has a fair degree of stability over time. Secondly, an analysis of the

pre-post item correlations for the project data show a similar findi

at least at the higher age levels. Among the secondary students, 19 of

33 items had pre-post correlations ranging from .50 to .96. At the

primary level, this figure dropped to 2 of 33 items with correlations

above .50. There are two possible reasons for this extreme difference

in stability across levels: (1) the younger children, in general, had a

much longer time between the administration of the pre- and post-tests

than did the older children, (2) it is likely that self-concept, as a

psychological construct is much more fixed and less amenable to change

ng older children.

In conclusion, it cannot be said with any certainty that the

Title VI-G project had a strong impact on children's attitudes toward

school and learning. What does seem to be apparent from this study,

however, is that LD children's attitudes toward education are not
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drastically low to begin with. The great majority of children in this

sample appear to have relatively healthy attitudes toward learning

already, at least as measured by the instrument employed here. This

finding tends to be in accord with some other recent studies which in-

vestigated differences in affective levels between minorities, disadvan-

taged children, and middle class white pupils. Perhaps the time has

come to stop worrying so much about students self-esteem and to con-

centrate more on raising their basic skill levels.

28
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Inferred Pupil Self-Concept
Rating by Teacher (E)

As mentioned previously, this instrument was not available for

use during the pre-intervention-phase of the project. Thus, data ere

not collected on children at the time of their referral. The results

presented here are for post-intervention ratings made by teachers of

their pupils' attitudes toward Schbol and themselves.

Form E requires that the teacher make an assessment of a child's

attitudes in 7 categories: (1) being in school, (2) being around teachers,

3) arithmetic, (4) reading' (5) homework, (6) his or her appearance, and

(7) overall scholastic ability (his or hers). The first six items are

rated on a 4 point like-dislike scale. Item 7 was rated on a 4-point

scale going from "quite confident" (4 points to "lacking confidence"

(1 point).

The reason for collecting and analyzing the data from Form E was

largely for research purposes. Since each of the seven items on this

form was keyed to an equivalent item on For F, the Pupil Self-concept

Inventory, it would be possible to determine (1) if teachers' ratings

were in agreement with pupils' own ratings, and, therefore (2) whether

future project evaluation efforts Could rely solely on indirect self-

concept data provided by teachers.

In order to interpret the findings of this study, it is necessary

to refer to Figure E1.2. This figure shows the items from Form E along

with the matched item from Form F, the Pupil Self-concept:Inventory.

It will be noted that there are substantial differences in the worki

of some pairs of items between instruments. This was intentional, but,

of course, created a potential source of error in measurement of specific

02
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attitudes. However, one of the intentions of this t was to determine

the.relative robustness and strength of attitudes and their associated

behavior patterns. In other words, we were interested in finding out,

for instance, if a student's attitude toward taking a test (B5) was

related to his teacher's perception of his overall scholastic ability

(item 7, Form E).

Results

Table E1.2 gives the results of item comparisons at the primary,

intermediate, and secondary levels. The coefficients of correlation at

all levels are extremely low, and quite often even negative. None of

the coefficients indicates statistical correlation at the .05 level of
67

significance. 'thus it can be concluded that teachers' perceptions of

students' attitudes do not correspond to the self- reported attitudes of

the students, themselves. It is also interesting to note that at each

level there are one or more item pairs which differ from one another in

elevation, i.e. , the mean rating given by the teachers is significantly

higher or lower than the pupil mean rating. This is further evidence

that, in this single study at least, teachers do not appear to be able

to correctly infer the child's attitudes toward themselves and their

school environment. Obviously, future program evaluations must continue

to gather elf-concept data directly from students; inferential teacher

ratings will not suffice.



Item No.

6.

1.

4,

31

7,

2.

7.

teacher Items (E)

His or her appearance

Being in school

Reading

Arithmetic

Overall scholastic ability

Being around teachers

Overall scholastic ability

Home work

Figure E1.2

Item Pairs from Forms E and F

Pupil Items (F)

Item No.

A.1 When you look in a mirror

B.1 Coming to school in the morning

B12 Reading aloud

B.4 Doing arithmetic

B,5 Taking a test

C.2 Being around My teachers

C',4 Teacher shows your work to class

E11 Doing home work

Note: Item 7 (Form E) was paired with two Items, B.5 and C.4 on Form F.



Item Pairs

A.1 6

B.1 1

B.2 4

Primary B.4 3

Level R. 7

C,2 2

c.4 7

E.1 5

A.1 6

B.1 1

B. 4

Intermediate B.4 3

1/41,1 Level B. 7

0.2 2

0.4 7

E.1 5

A.1 6

B.1 1

B.2 4

SecondarySecond&y 3

Level B.5 7

C.2 2

c.4 7

E.1 5

Table E1.2

Correlations of IteKairs from the Pupil Self-concept Inventory (F)

and the Inferred Pupil Self-concept Rating by Teacher

N Correlation

27 .17

27 .14

26 -0.00

26 .36

26 .0.18

26 -0.31

26 -0.18

25 -0,19

25 .0,19

25 .18

25 .34

24 4.27

25 .0.13

24 .05

25 .15

24 -0.32

10 -0.02

12 .15

12 .28

12 .25

12 .14

12 -0.04

12 .24

12 .00

Mean

Difference
.........._

t-ratio

.0.03 .15

.40 1,65

.88 3.05 *

.00 .00

.42 1.18

.53 1.97

-0.50 1.43

-0.16 .42

-0.68 2.65 *

-0.04 .17

.64 2.97

-0.58 1.77

4.56 1.73

-o.o8 .31

-0.56 1,97

.0.87 2,83

.00 .00

-0,16 '.41

.33 1,07

-0.75 2.01

-0.25 .76

.00 boo

.50 1.39

-0.33 1.00

Note: A positive mean difference indicates the teacher ratings were more positive,
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e the changes in pupil academic performance?

This objective was viewed by the evaluators and also by the

project staff to be of relatively greater importance than most other

-project objectives. For this reason, it was assessed through the use

of many different instruments .and procedures. This section will giVe

the results of six separate measures of acade p a- e (see Forms

H K, and', in the appendix).

Teacher HatingofPupil Academic Performance_

In addition to collecting data on actual student achievement,

was felt that the teacher's perception of a student's progress was

also an important dimension of the project's impact on teachers; thus,

a short rating instrument was designed to collect such information.

1

This instrument (Form G) was administered on a pre-post basis. It

contains eight subject areas: (1) reading, (2) oral language,

(3) written language, (4) ar ithmetic, (5) spelling, (6) handwriting,

(7) science, and (8) social studies. Each teacher was asked to assess

a student's ability in these areas at time of referral to the project

and again at the end of the intervention period (end of school year).

The ratings were made on a 4.-point scale anchored to grade level

standing. A student whose perceived performance was "more th

2gradesbelow"hiscurrentgradelevelwasgiven a score of 1.

score of 2 was assigned a rating "below grade level." A rating of

"within grade level" 'received 3 points. And performance "above grade

el" merited 4 points on the scale.

308
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Results

Primary Level, Grades 1 -3

Teachers. perceived written language performance as the weakest

of the academic areas measured. Their average rating of 1.56 indicated

average performance close to two years below grade level for the 16

children in this sample. Their highest rating was for oral language

ability, which received an average rating of 2.47 at time of referral.

This indicated that teachers viewed the children somewhat below grade.

level in this area but not too far below. All other pre-intervention

ratings were between these two extremes, mostly hovering around 2.00,

with the exception of reading which received a 1.64 mean rating. To

sus ize, then, most children were rated "below grade level" in

most areas with the exception of written language and reading which

approached two levels below, and oral language which was just slightly

below grade level.

The post - intervention ratings showed positive changes on 3 items:

reading, written language, and science; negative changes on 2 items:

oral language and spelling; and no changes at all on 3 items: arithmetic,

handwriting, and social studies. Only one of these changes was statis-

i ally significant at the .05 level, and that was in a negative direc-

tion. Oral language was rated as significantly poorer on the post-

intervention scores. It should be noted that this item had the lowest

pre-post correlation, indicating that it is probably less reliably

measured than most performance areas. Thus, this significant negative

change should probably not receive much emphasis.
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Table G1.38

Pre- Post-Intervention Changes in Teachers' Perceptions

of Primary Pupils' Academic Behavior

Pre-Test Post-Test Mean

SD Mean SD DifferenceItem Mean

Reading 1.64

Oral

Language 2.47

Written

Language 16 1.56

Arithmetic 17 2.11

Spelling 17 1,88

Handwriting 16 2.06

Science 16 2,12

Social

Studies 16 2.18

0prrelation t-ratio

,70 1.76 .75 -0.11 .77 1,00

.79 2.00 .61 .47 2.42

.62 1.62 .71 4,06

.69 2,11 .69

.60 1,82 .80 .05

.68 2.06 .77 .00

.71 2,18 .65 .o.o6

.75 2.18 .65 .00

.79 .56

.48 .00

.72 .43

.75

.51

.00



Intermediate vel Grades 4-6:

It is interesting to note (Table G1.3b) that on all measures

teachers' ratings of intermediate pupils averaged about on-half

point lower than for primary pupils. This would seem to agree with

past research which has shown that LD children tend to fall further

behind their classmates at each succeeding level. These pre-inter-

vention ratings, which average between L26 and 1.80, reflect teacher

perceptions of pupil performances which is generally close to two or

more years below grade level.

The post test data indicated perceived positive changes on

seven of the eight items. Only spelling changed in a negative direc-

tion, and then only very slightly. One of the positive changes,

arithmetic, was significant at the .05 level; and two other changes,

reading and written language, approached statistical significance.

3 12
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Table G1,3b

Pre= Post-Intervention Changes in Teachers' Perceptions

of Intermediate Pupil!' Academic Behavior

Pre-Test Post-Test Mean

SD Mean SD Difference Correlation t-ratio

.54 1.46 .50 .0.15

Item N Mean

Reading 26 1.30

Oral

Language 25 1.80

Written

Language 26 1.26

Arlthneti 26 1.46

Spelling 25 1.36

Handwriting 26 1.53

Science 24 1.66

Social

Studies 24 1.58

.81 2.00 .86 -0.20 ,

.45 a. .49 -0.11

.58 1.76 .71 .0.

.56 .. 1.32 .47 .04

.64 1.69 .73 .0.15

.70 1.75 073 ,
.0.08

.61 1.69

.96

.76 1.80

.55 .2.54 *

.63 .43

.27 .94

.42 .52

.65 1.70 .75 -0.12 .76



Secondary Level, Grades 7-12

The pre - intervention ratings for secondary pupils (Table

show further reductions in relative performance for math, handwriting,

science, and social' studies. These four items, in fact, are seen as

the poorest academic areas for the students in the sample. Average

ratings on these items and on most others reflect general academic

performance more than two grade levels below the norm for these

children.

Post test data showed relative gains on only one performance

area, handwriting. This improvement, represented by a mean increase

from 1.20 to 1.70, was statistically significant beyond the .05

level. Five other items showed shome change from pre- to post-

measurement, but all were in a negative direction. Reading, oral

language, written language, arithmetic, and spelling all showed

slight decrements in relative performance. The science and social

studies items showed no mean changes.



Table G1.3t

Pre- Post-Intervention Changes in Teachers' Perceptions

of Second Pupils' Academic Behavior

Pre-Test Post-Test Moan

Item
F Mean SD

IIREM N.I.TMean SD Difference Correlation .....t-ratio

Reading 11 1.45 .93 1.18 .40 .27 .81 1.39

Oral

Language 11 , 1,81 .98 1,45 .68 1.30

Written

Language 11 1.27 .64 1.09 .18 .88 1.49

Arithmetic 11 1,18 1.00 .00 .18 1.49

Spelling 11 1,27 1.18 .40 .09 .67 .43

Handwriting 10 1.20 1.70 .48 -0.50 .21 2.23 *

Science 9 1.11 .33 1.11 .33 .00 1.00 .00

Social

Studies 9 1.11 .33 1.11 .33 .00 -0,12 .00
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Systematic changes in pupil performance were not perceived

by teachers in the three school levels. In general, teachers per-

ceived initial student performance considerably below grade level,

and this relative measure worsened as children progressed through

the grades. The significant changes which did occur were not

consistent across grade levels and were not always in a positive

direction. The intermediate level children were somewhat mixed,

and secondary children, with the exception of handwriting

further in perceived grade level standi

refire

Pre-post correlations

red

indicated that reading, written language, arithmetic, and spelling

skills were measured consistently by teachers. These coefficients

ranged from .48, to .88 across all grade levels. Thus, it is

probable that the small number of significant changes noted in the

data was not primarily due to the unreliability of the measurement

procedure.



Work Sample

A random selection of work samples was analyzed by the project

evaluators following the conclusion of the school year. Forty-four

separate samples were selected for the analysis. All of the samples,

except one, were in the arithmetic and reading areas. Our inspection

of the samples revealed that their utility as an evaluation device was

very limited. They were structured tasks, requiring prescribed re-

sponses, but the complexity and size of assignment varied greatly from

pre- to post-intervention. Teacher evaluations of the work samples

were not very systematic and were only made infrequently. Therefore,

we had a great deal of difficulty in defining any meaningful improve-

ment index for the data presented. The use of work samples for both

feedback in instruction and as evaluation instruments in the Title VI-G

project was not well enough defined to produce any meaningful data.

The major conclusion that can be made based upon the data in the work

samples is that much more structure is needed to make them worthwhile

evaluation devices. Also, the project staff indicated that work

samples should be formative measurement devices and should be-required

at least once every two weeks to serve as feedback both to the referring

teacher and the consulting project staff member.

3i9
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Wide Range_ Achievement
Te211a2takILL-121111....1EA1201111

Insert Table II. 1. 3a

The results of the pre-post WRAT achievement test scores for

primary students are presented in Table I. 1. 3a. Al] of the in-

creases for reading, arithmetic, and spelling were significant. The

students were involved in the project for an average of 6 and

one-third months. Their progress during this time was 6.2 months in

reading, 7.6 months in spelling, and 6.2 months in arithmetic. This

indicates that while in contact with the project interventions, the

students gained at least one month aehievemet for one month of

instruction. This reeult is a favorable one in light of the student's

lower rate of achievement prior to the project. The correlations

between pre- and post scores ere all significant indicating that the

changes observed were consistant across this group.

Insert Table II. 1. 3b

The pre-post WRAP achievement test scores are presented for

intermediate students in Table I. 1. 3b. All of the improvements for

reading, spelling and math were significant. The intermediate students

were involved with the project for a period of 7 months. Their progress

during this time was 7.2 months in reading, 9.3 months in arithmetic,

and 4.1 months in spelling. Their gains while in contact with the

project were
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Item

Table II.3a

Nis, Means, Standard Deviations, Correlational Difference Scores and

Critical Ratios of Pre-Post Wide Range Achievement Tests

for the Primary Students

Pre-Test Post-Teat Mean

Mean SD Mean SD Difference Correlation Ratiommfflim'

Reading Grade 26 1.71 .95 2.33 1.07 -0-62 .79

Spelling Grade 26 i 1.15 2,13 .91 -0.75 .56 3.92 **

Arithmetic

Grade 26 2.00 1.07 2.61 1.01 . 1 .75 k.28

Day of

Administration 26 50.53 49.15 174.88 4.76 -115.34 -0.5k 11.33

* = indicates a statistically significant difference = .05

** r. indicates a statistically significant difference .01



Table 11.31)

N's, Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations, Difference Scores

and Critical Ratios of Pre-Post Wide Range Achievement

Teets for Intermediate Students

Reading Grade

level 26 2.28 3.00 1.21 .0,72 .89 6.48 /4

Pre.Teet Post-Teat Mean Critical

N Mean SD Mean SD Difference Correlation Ratio
MimilmMWKAOmmf mmommWVMURNmWEMINN

Spelling Grade

Level 26 2.00 .57 2.41 .84

'Arithmetic

Grade Level 25 2.85 .83 3.78 .85

Day. of

Administration 26 41.30 30,36 172,11 1.63 -130,80 .0.08 21.83

.0.41

0.93

.78 4.01**

.55 5.84

KAY: * = indicates a otatistically.significant difference = .05

** = indicates a statistically significant difference ,01

23



Table C
N's, Means,' Standard,DeviatiOnif Correlations, Difference Scores

and Critic4,Raties,Of Pre4Ost,Wide Range Achievement

Teats for JSnior.High-High Schou*,Studento

Item

Pre-Test Post-Teat Mean Critical

Mean SD Mean SD Difference Correlation Ratio
lidalP .01.1..,711.1..MM IIIMMIN

Reading Grade

Level 4.28 2,04 4,53. 1 .0.24 .81 .99

Spelling Grade

Level 21 3.39 1.01 3 ,85 1;03 4,46

825

krithaetic

Grade. Level

2.84**

1,28 4,71 1,0 s0, 31 .79 1,66

Day of

Ad r iatration 24 100.5 55,12 169,37 4,44 .68.79 . 1 6.25

KEY: = indicates a statistically significant difference = .05

** = indicates a statistically significant difference m .01
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bnth achievement for one -month of instruction for both

reading and arithmetic. In these two areas student achievement

rate was above that observed prior to project intervention.

inter-test correlations were significant indicating the changes

observed were consistent across the group.

Insert Table I.1.3c

The pre -poet WHAT achievement test scores for the junior high

and high school students are presented in Table 1.1.30. The spell-
,

ing grade level change was the only significant increase observed for

the student group. The junior high-high school students were in con-

tact with- the project for 3 and two-thirds months. Their progress dur

ing that time was 2.4 months in reading, 46 months in spelling, and

3.1 months in arithmetic. Their rate of change approached or exceeded

one-month gain for one-month instruction for both the spelling and

arithmetic scores. The rate in these areas of achievement was well

above-the student achievement rate prior to the project. The pre- and

post-achievement test scores were highly correlated indicating that

the changes observed in all areas were consistent across students.

Summary

The WAIT scores improved significantly for 7 out of .9 variables

measured pre-post across the student groups. The achievement gain ratio

was equal to or exceeded one month's achievement for one month's in-

struction for 7 of 9 variables as well. All pre-post measures were

significantly correlated indicating that when changes occured they

were consistent across the student groups. Both the primary and

intermediate groups made the largest gains overall but they also were
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involved with the project fora much Ionger time (3 and rds

months vs. 6 months)._ As all of the Pupils involved with the project

were to s e degree below grade- level their increased achievement

as a favorable outcome. Both the intermediate and junior-

school students were still well below grade level expectancies

at the end of the program. This is not the fault of the project but

indicates that more time must be allocated for intervention in order

to close. such a large achievement gap. It is also possible that

catching up with peers may be an unrealistic goal for all students.

Instead we might work towards mastery of survival academic skills.
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Rated Aseeeeent Reading arIda_th

Introduction

The rated assess men

pre- and post- project

by dividing e numbe

tasks in reading and th were administered

ention. Rate of response was determined

of correct and error responses separately, by

the number Of minutes taken to complete the task.: -A correct and error

rate per-minute is presented in the table for each of the tasks.

Every table includes information as to the specific tasks assessed by

level sample size, pre- and post- mean correct rate, pre- and post-

mean error rate, pre- and post-standard deviatici , correlations be-

tween the pre- and post-measures, the mean difference between the pr

and post-measures, the critical ratio, significance level of the

change the percentage of correct responses, and the accuracy

The discussion of the data reviews the significant or nearly

significant shifts in the data. All the data were analyzed to

determine if a mastery level had been achieved.._, Mastery levels are

rates of correct and error response that indicate a student has

achieved proficiency in a specific skill area. When mastery is

reached no further training is necessary. Tables of mastery levels

are provided in the Appendix. The mean correct and error values for

each skill were compared to the mastery level prescribed on the tables.

The accuracy ratios are also presented in order to provide

information as to the relation between correct and error rates. Accur-

acy ratios are calculated by dividing the larger of the rates by the

smaller of the rates. The percentage of accuracy is then determined

by dividing the correct rate-minute by the total number of responses

n



made par - minute (correct rate error rate). For example, if the

2/Minute and the error rate is 1 /minute accuracy ratio

would be 2 2 and the percentage of accuracy would be 2/3

66 2/3%. If the correct rate is larger, then the accuracy ratio

assumes a times function which is denoted by an X (in our example, we

would have a 2X). If the error rate is larger, then the accuracy

ratio assumed a divide-by function which is denoted by an T. (If

errors were 2 /minute and correct rate was 1 /minute the accuracy ra

d

In the discussions which follow, results from the rated assess-

ment of oral reading using a form of the Gilmore Oral Reading Test

(see Form L in the Appendix) are incorporated under the overall re-

suits for reading achievement, objective 31.3 immediately following.

Rated Asseasment_7_Readi_ (Form

Insert Table .71.3a (Part One & Part Two, Pg. 51-52)

The results of the pre-post rated assessments of oral reading

skills for the primary students are presented in Table J1.3a (Part One

& Part Two). Significant increase in the correct rate was obtained for

alphabet recognition. Decreases in the error rates were significant for

reading 4-letter-mixed-medial vowel words and dolch eight words. The

decrease in error rate for 5-letter-mixed-medial-vowel words also

approached significance. There were highly significant correlations

between correct rate measures (pre-post) indicating that the changes

observed in this variable were consistent across the treatment group.

Error rate correlations were also high for the area in which a signi-

ficant change was observed, again indicating a consistency of change in
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his area across the treatment group. None of the specific skills

were at a mastery rate. Accuracy ratios and percentage of accuracy

improved for 6 or 7 variables assessed. This indicates that students

improved in accuracy of response as well as speed of response. The

oral reading level of the primary group overall was at the 2,1 grade

level. Their oral reading rate at this level was only 32 correct

9 errors / minute. These levels indicate that a great deal of remedia-

tion remains to be done in all of the reading areas. Proficiency has

not been- reached in any of-the-reading subekills nor in reading in con-

text.

Insert Table Jl.3b (Part one & Part Two, Pg. 54)

The data from the pre-post assessments of oral reading skills for

intermediate students is presented in Table Jl.3b (Part One & Part Two).

Significant increases in correct rates were obtained for all reading sub-

skill areas including alphabet reading, 3-, 4 and 5-letter-mixed-medial-

vowel words. A significant reduction in the error rate of 3-letter-'

mixed-vowel words was also obtained. All the correct rate results were

significantly correlated from pre to post. The correlation for the

pre-post error rate results was also high in the area in which a si

ficant change was observed. This decrease was also consistent across

the treatment group as well. None of the specific subskills were at a

mastery rate. Both the -:acy ratio and the percentage of accuracy

improved for all six variables assessed. Therefore improvements in

accuracy accompanied increases in rate for all of the reading areas.
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Item

Alphabet

Recognition

5-Letter Mixes-

Medial Vowel

N' a, Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations Difference Scores

and Critical Ratios of Pre-Post Rated Assessments in

Reading for Primary Students

Pre-Test Post-Test Mean Critical

Mean SD Mean SD Difference Correlation
--...
Ratio

C 24 48.41 23.83 55,54 24,92 -7.15 90 3.25 **

E 24 3.58 2.61 3.00 2.76 58 .59 1.17

Words C 19 10.68 16.26 5 13 30 -0,36 .94 .28

E 19 7,15 4,42 5,21 3.39 1.94 .21 1.70

4-Letter Mixed-

Medial Vowel C 9 11.44 .18.14 9.77 8,77 1,66 .87 .44

Words E 9 6,77 3.73 3.22 1.78 3.55 -0.02 2,54 *

5-Letter Mixed-

:. Medial Vowel C 5 12,20 12.77 15.40 13.72 -3.20

Yards E 5 11.20 7.59, 5.00 2.54 6.20

Dolch .0 23 39.00 26.68 44,69 24.68 =5,69

.words List E 23 7.21 5.96 3.91 2.72 3.30

.92 1.55

.71 2.28

.62 1.22

,41 2,91 i*

Oral Reading G 22 2,04 1.32 2.13 .94 =0.09 .91 .69

in Context C 22 26.68 24.77 32.59 22,28 -5.90 .78 1.75

E 22 8.18 4.47 7.50 5.80 .68 46 .73

KAY: C . correct reate/Minute

E = error rate/Minute

G = grade level

* = indicates a statistically significant difference m .05

** = indicates a statistically significant difference = .01



Aoeuraey Ratios and Percentages of Accuracy for the Rated

Aries nts in Reading of Primary Students

Variable

Pre -Teat

AffaMati2

Alphabet Recotion

3. Letter Mixed-Medial

Vowel Words

11- Letter.MxeddMdeial

Vowel Words

5-Letter Mixed-Medial

Vowel Words

IT

Doleh Words X5.4

Oral Reading Rate X3,3

Post-Test

Percentage" kr,i62;11LLetio Pemylmul
holey Accti.L1rec

93

52

84

11.8.5

72.13

xo4

111,43

77 x4.35

95

75

75

92



The oral reading level for the intermediate group was at the 2.4 grade

level. Their oral reading rate at this level was 53 correct --77.7 errors

/ minute. These levels are well below,the ;Trade level expectancies for

these students. The rates on the specific reading subskills and the

reading-in-context rate both indicate remediation must be continued.

Insert Table Jl.3c (Part One & Part Two, Pg. 56,57)

The pre-post rated assessment data for the junior high-high

school students io presented in Table J1.3c (Part One & Part Two). There

ere_ significant increases in-the-co- ect- ate-for 3-and-5-letter-mixed-

medial-vowel words, and words read in context. The correct rate increase

for 4 letter - mixed- medial vowel words and words read in context also were

very close to being significant. The pro=post correlations for all

phonic subskills were significant. Therefore, the changes observed were

consistent across all members of the group. Accuracy ratios and percen-

tages of accuracy improved for 5 of 6 variables assest, d. In almost

all cases improvements in speed of response was associated with improve-

ments in accuracy. The oral reading level for the Junior high-high

school group was the 4.4 grade level. At this level their oral reading

rate was 83 words correct 4.5 errors minute. The oral reading rate

obtained by this group approaches a mastery level (100 words correct

0-1 errors minute) for words read in context. Other eading subskills

were below a mastery rate.

336
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Table .11.3b (Part One)

N's, Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations, Difference Scores and

Critical Ratios of Pre-Post Rated Assessment of Reading

for Intermediate Students

Pre -Teat PostTept Mean Critical.
.......,

Item N Mean SD Mean SD Difference Correlation Ratio.......

Alphabet C 25 69.80 16,41 76.04 17.33 .6.34 .69 2,35 *

Recognition E 25 3.40 535 1.56 1.52 1.84 .16 1.73

3-Letter Mixed-

Medial Vowel C 25 19.64 13,75 24.04 14.79 .4.40 .92 3.85 **

Words

4-Letter Mixed-

Medial Vowel C 21 14.38 13.09 '17,95 12,79

Words E 21 9.42 6.62 7.90 8.09

5-Letter Mixed-

Medial Vowel C 15 11,66 10.62 17.66 15.23

Wards E 15 6.46 4085 4.66 2.89

Dolch

Words List

C 25 49.24 23,15 52.88 25.50

E 25 7.12 5.73 6.32 5.11

Oral Rsading G 26 2 .89 2 81

in Context C 26 51.00 27.72 53.61 29.20

E 25 7.00 6.29 7.68 5,58

KEY: C = correct rate/minute

E . error rate/Minute

G = grade level

8 '7 * indicates a statistically significant difference = .05

** . indicates a statistically significant difference = .01

3.57 .90 2.94

1.52 .49 .93

.93 3.51 **

1. 6o 1 8o

.64 .72 1.00

.18 .7

-0.07 .95 1.44

-2.61 .88 .95

-o.68 .25 .46



Table J1.313 (Part Two)

Accuracy Ratios and Percentages of Accuracy for the Rated

Assessments in Reading of Intermediate Students

Pre-Test Post-Test

Variable Accuracy Ratio Percentage of Lguracy Ratio PercentaauL

?locum Accuracy

. Alphabet Recognition X20.5 95 x48.74 98

3-Letter Mixed-Medial

Vowel Words X2.0 67 x3.38 77

kO Letter Mixed-Medial

Vowel Words X1.5 60 X2.27 69

vi 5-Letter Mixed-Medial

Vowel Words

Dolch Words

Oral Reading Rate

339

x1.8

x6.9 87

x7.3 88

64 x3.79 79

x8,37 89

x6,98 87



Itern
MENNEN

Alphabet

Recognition

34 tier Mixed-

Medial Vowel

Words

4- Letter

Medial Vowel

Words

Table 31.3c (Part One)

N's, Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations, Difference Scores

and Critical Ratios of Pre-Post Rated Assessments in

Readini for Junior High-High School Students

Pre-Test Post.Test Mean

Mean SD Mean SD Difference

C 21 86,14 20.03 81,85 18.06 .1.71

E 21 2.52 2.27 1.09 1.99 1.42

D 27

E 27

Critical

Correlation Ratio

.92 1.03

.57 3.29 f*

30.51 20.19 35.25 18.01 -4.74 .94

12,85 6,52 8.07 5,60 4.77 .56

0 26 30.42 21.05 33.65 21.52 .3.23

E 26 13.26 6,74 10.15 6.29 3,11

5-Letter Mixed-

Medial Vowel C 22

Words E 22

Doich

Words List

Oral Reading

in Context

22.04 14.74 27.50 16.78 -5.45

14.54 7.76 11.00 6.53 3.54 .59

90

.42

.95

C 27 75.18 19.63 73.14 24.38 2.03

E 27 4.51 4.96 5,11 15.61 -0.59

G 24 4,33 2.05 4.37 2.08 .0,04

C 25 74.20 31,18 81.96 30,74 47.76

E 25 6.76 3.83 4.48 3.59 2.28

C o correct rate/Minute

E . error rate /minute

G = grade level

* indicates a statistically significant difference . .05

** . indicates a statistically significant difference 2 .01

55

.0.07

.99

.78

.0,05

3.56 **

4.32 **

1.77

2,26*

4.78 **

2.54 *4

49

118

1,00

1,92

2.11



Variable

Alphabet Recognition

3-Letter Mixed-Medial

Vowel Words

4-Letter Mixed-Medial

Vowel Words

5-Letter Mixed-Medial

Vowel Words

Dolch Words

Oral Reading Rate

343

Table J1.3e (Part Two)

Accuracy Ratios and Percentages of Accuracy for the Rated

Assessments in Reading of Junior High-High School Students

Pre-Teat Post0Test

Accuraor.Ratio Percentage L Accuracy Ratio. Percentage of

APOPSq ACOUraq

x34,13 97, 20.20

X2 37 70

X2.29 70

x1.52

L.6.64

no, 98

50

i94

92

X4.32

X3 31

X2.50

114.31

n8.29

81

77

71

93

95

344



Maipagam

The results show that sign ificant changes were found for 15

of the 27 measures of oral reading subskill across the treatment

groups. Accuracy ratios and the percentages of accuracy improved for

17 of 18 variables assessed. This indicates that the students im-

proved in both their speed and accuracy of responding. They read both

more rapidly and made fewer errors proportionately.

The intermediate and junior high-high school students' data

produced a majority of these changes. This could indicate that the

reading approaches presented by the project staff are more effective

with older and more retarded readers but regression towards the main

could also be used to explain the results. As the older students were

more regressed from their respective mean groups, larger changes

could be expected from the older group as well.

The average scores obtained on all of the measures asross all

of the groups were below mastery levels. Mastery levels indicate

when training is no longer needed and are defined by a combination of

correct and error rates (Alper, 1973; 1971G. Their oral reading

levels were also well below expectency for all of the groups. Remed-

iation procedures should be continued for a

volved in this program.

3 4
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Rated Assessment - Math (Form K)

Insert Table K1.38. (Part One & Part Two, Pq. 60,61)

The results of the pre-post rated math assessment of primary

students are presented in Table Kl.3a (Part One & Part Two.) Correct

rate increases were significant for number reading 0-100, counting

sets of dots 0-9, and subtraction remainders 1-18. There were no

significant decreases in error rates, but reductions in errors did

occur in 7 of the 8 variables assessed. The correlations between

pre-post correct rate data were significant for 6 of 8 areas. The

changes observed in the correct rates were, therefore, fairly con-

sistent across the treatment groups. Accuracy ratios and the

percentages of accuracy increased in 7 of 8 cases. This indicates

that students improved in speed of response as well as accuracy of

response for a large majority of the variables. In no case did the

average correct-error rate obtained for any of the variable approach

a mastery level. Training in all variables should therefore, be

continued for a majority of the members of the group.

Insert Table Kl.3b (Part One & Psrt Two, Pq. 62,63)

Table K1.3b (Part One & Part Two) presents the results of the

pre -post rated assessments of math skills for intermediate students.

There were significant increases in the correct rates for number

reading 0-100 double-digit addition with carrying, and double-digit

subtraction with borrowing. None of the incorrect rates showed a

significant increase or decrease. The correlations between pre- and

346
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Table K1.3a (Part One)

N so Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations, Difference Scores and

Critical Ratios of Pre.Post Rates Assessments in Math

for rinary Students

Pre-Test Post-Test Mean Critical

Item Mean SD Mean SD Difference Correlation Ratio
eMi.E. WIMP

mmmm

Oral Counting C 25 48.16

0-20 E 25 6,56

Oral Counting C 22 28.59

1-10d

Counting C 25 19.76

Sets 0-9 E 25 .92

Addition Sums C 24 9.25

1-18 E 24 3,54

21.60 49.96

8.30 5.20

14.13 33.40

7.16 23.40

2.08 .24

7,64 10.16

5.42 2,58

22.81 -1.8o .83 .70

4.68 .36 .74 1.18

13.83 -4.81 .86 3.07 44

7.04 3,64 .79 3.97
H

.83 .68 .10 1.57

7.60 -0.91 .77 .86

3.78 .95 .07 .73

Double Digit

Addition- C 11 9.09 7.02
9,63 7.90 -0.54 .39 .21

Carrying E 11 3.54 6.25 2.45 3.61 1.09 .11 .52

Subtraction C 22 6,27 4.07 7.40 4.51 -1.13 .83 2.13 *

Remainders 1-18 E 22 5.72 8.82 3.72 6.32 2.00 .81 1.82

Double Digit

Subtraction. C 8 1,87 2.74 3.25 2.96 -1.37 .61 1.55

Borrowing E 8 3,50 6.11 2.37 3.06 1.12 .36 .55

Single Digit C 5 7.20 3.19 8.20 4.38 -1.00 .43

Multiplication E 5 2.60 3.97 11,40 18.39 -8.8o .31 1.12

KEY: ,C ...correct rate/Minute

E = error rate minute

* --Indicates a statistically significant difference . .05

indicates a statistically significant difference = .01



Table 1(1.3a (Part Two)

Accuracy Ratios and Percentages of Accuracy for the

Rated Assessments on Math of Primary Studentb

Pre-Teat Post4est

Accuracy _RAW Percentagf Accury Ratio Percentage of

Oral Counting X6.9 88 19,6

0.20

Oral Counting X7.3 88 19.3
1100

Counting Sets 121.9 86 x97.5
0.9

Addition SUMS I 2,6 72 X3.94

148

. Double Digit Addition. x2.6 72 X3.93
Carrying

Subtraction Remainders X1.1 52 fl.99

1.18

Double Digit Subtraction 11.9 38 L1,44

Borrowing

Multiplication 12.8 73 ),.39

349

91

91

99

Bo

66

54

42



Table K1,3b (Part One)

N's, Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations, Difference

and Critical Ratios of Pre-Post Rated Assessments in

Math for Junior High -High School Students

Pre.Test Post-Test Mean Critical

N Mean SD Mean SD Difference. Correlation Ratio
.1m

Addition SUM C 6

1-18 E6

Double Digit

Addition.

Carrying

Subtraction

Remainders-

1.18

27,83 13.30 29,83 14.10 .2.00 .80

.66 .81 .66 ;cc .87

c 6 19.16 7.16 24.33 11.14 .5.16

E 6 .66 1.03 LOU 1 26 -c.33 .61

.74

C 6 12.00 5,47 20.16 9,84 .8.16 .93

E 6 1.83 1.16 3.16 3.06 31.33 .62

Double Digit

Subtraction- C 5

Borrowing E 5

Single Digit

Multiplication

Double Digit

Multiplication

Single Digit

Division

Double Di

Division

7.60 6.87 11.80 7.82 .4.20 .77

2.80 4.38 2.L0 3.57 .40 .61

C 5 21.40 9.78 20,00 9.05 1.40 .89

E 5 2,20 2,28 2.20 1.64 00 .85

c 4 8.00 1.63 13.75 5.61 ,5,75
.79

E 4 2.00 2.30 3.00 3,55 -1.00 .81

c 4 19.00 12.72 19.25 8,73 -0.25 .85

E 4 2.25 3.30 2.75 1.70 4.50 .72

it C 2 7.00 4.24 11.00 9.89 -4.00 1.00

E 2 1.00 1.41 1.00 1.41 .00 1.00

KEY: C-

E . error rate

rect rate minute

minute

* = indicates a statistically significant difference = .05

** 2 indicates a statistically significant difference ..01

.57

.00

1.67

.79

3.91 **

1.30

1.87

.25

.70

.00

2.59

.92

.07

.42

1.00

2.00
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Table E1.3b (Part Two)

Accuracy Ratios and Percentages of Accuracy for the

Rated Assessments on Math of Intermediate Students

Pre-Test Post-Test

Aanmatla Percentage of Accuracy Ratio Percentage of

Accuracy

Oral Counting

Q20 X19.9 95 x22.95 96.

Oral Counting

1-100 X1814 95

Addition Sums

1-18 X682.7 99.8 X74.25

Double Digit Addition.

Carrying X3,6 78 X13.03

Subtraction Remainders

0\ 1-18 X8.2 89 X4,12

Double Digit Subtraction

Borrowing X2.0 67 X2,26

Single Digit

Multiplication X8.0 89 X6,62
. 87

Accuracy

X22.81 96

93

69

Double Digit

Multiplication X1.8 64

Single Digit Division. X3.7 79

Double Digit Division 0.3 23

353

12,48 7].

x3.7 79

t,o8 48



post rates were significant on 8 of 11 cases. This indicates that the

effects of the interventions were homogenius across the treatment

group. Accuracy ratios and the percentage of accuracy improved for

6 of 11 variables. Therefore, for the intermediate group an increase

in speed of response was not always accompanied by an increase in

accuracy. The average rates obtained by the intermediate students

were below mastery levels for all skills. Further remediation would

therefore be necessary for a majority of the members of this group

on all of the variables assessed.

Insert Table K1.3c (Part One & Part Two, Pq. 65-67)

The data from the pre-post rated assessments of math skills or

junior high and high school students is presented in Table Kl.3c

(Part One & Part Two ). There were significant increases in the correct

rate for subtraction remainders 1-18 and multiplication with carrying.

Subtraction with borrowing was also close to being significantly higher

in correct rate. There were no significant differences in error rates.

The correlations between pre- and post-test rates were all significantly

high. The correct rate increases were, therefore, consistent across the

student group. Accuracy ratios and the percentage of accuracy remained

the same or increased for 4 of 8 variables. The increases in speed

observed were again not always followed by increased accuracy for this

group as a whole. The average rates obtained.by the junior high-high

school students were at, or close to, mastery for single digit addition

with carrying. All of the other variables were below mastery levels

for the specific skills. Training on all basic computational skills be-

sides addition should therefore be continued for a majority of the

students in this group.
55
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Table Kl. (Part

N's, Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations, Difference Score

and Critical Ratios of Pre-Post Rated Assessments in

Math for Intermediate Students

Pre-Test Post-Test Mean Critical

Item Mean SD Mean SD , Difference Correlation Ratio

Oral Counting C 23 69.65 16.59 70.39 18.42 -0.73 .74 .28

0-20 E 22 3.50 3,59 3.13 3.91 .36. ,24 .36

Oral Counting C 24 44.25 18.04 48.58 15.70 -4.33 .82 2.05 *
1-100 E 24 2.41 2.12 2.12 2.54 .29 .44 .57

Counting Sets C 23 27.34 6.44 28.95 9.4o -1.

.04 .20 .39 1.110-9 E23 -0.34
.46 .89

447 1.44

Addition Sumo C 24 18.16 15.11 19.00 10.56 -0.83 .69 .37
1-18 E 24 .83 .91 1.45 2.46 -0.62 -0.00 1,16

Double Digit

Addition. C 22

Carrying E 22

7.77 7.54 12.09 8.78

2.18 3.37 1.22 2.50 .95 .15 1,15

.73 3.31

Subtraction-

---,Remainders C 21 12.19 10.85 11.76 8.42 .42 .74 .26

1-18 E 21 1.47 2.18 2.85 5,15 -1,38 .17 1.21

Double Digit

Subtraction- C 14 3,57 4,97 6.28 5.62 -2.71. .69 2.44 *

Borrowing E 14 1.78 2,72 2.78 4.97 -1.00 .07 . .68

Single Digit C 17 16.05 11.77 16.76 13.17 -0.70 .89 .49

Multiplication E.17 2.05 3.91 2.52 3,39 4.47 .8o .83

Double Digit C 13 5.00 5.81 7.53 6.64 -2.53 .48 1,44

Multiplication E 13 2.84 3.13 3.07 4.76 -0.23 .6o .21

357



Single Digit

Division

Poet-Test Mean

Itjaa 2 Difference

omcWTiiiO Critical_.....m.

Correlation Ratio

12.50 7.65 13.87 8 60 -1. .69 .61

3.37 6.52 3.75 7.85 -0. .98 .57

Double Digit

Division

07
E 7 5.28 7.84 4.00 7.00 1.28 .87 .89

1.57 2.14 3.71 3.86 .2.14 .o4 1.30

KEY: C correct ate/minute

E = error rate f minute

.11.2 indicates a statistically significant difference m .05

** a indicates a statisticaLy significant difference = .01



Table 1(1.3c (Part Two)

Accuracy Ratios and Percentages of Accuracy for the

Rated Assessments on Math of Junior High-High School Students

Pre-Test
WT.ZILT1111.2

Post-Test

Accuracy Ratio Percentagg of Accuracy Ratio Percentage_of
..=1

AILMM1 liraAccuracy

Addition Sums 141.75 98 x44.75 98

1-18

Double Digit Addition-

Carrying 128.75

Subtraction-Remainders

1-18 x6.55

Double Digit Sub _ otion-

Borrowing X2.71

Single Digit

Multiplication 19,92

Double Digit

Multiplication X4.00

Single Digit'Division x8.44

Double Digit Division X7.00

360

97

73

x24.33 95

X6,37 86

x4.92

x9.09

8o 14.58

89 x7.00 88

88 ,
Y11.00 92

82

3



Summary

The rated math assessments provide evidence of significant

changes in eight specific computational skills. All the significant

changes were increases in the correct rate of performance. Error

rates overall showed slight increases or slight decreases but there

were no significant shifts. Accuracy ratios and percentages of

accuracy increased or remained the same for 18 of 25 variables measua ed.

In approximately two-thirds of the variables speed increases were

accompanied by accuracy increases for the treatment group. When changes

were observed they were consistent across the treatment groups. The

specific areas of change were related to the grade levels assessed.

Students in the primary grades changed in the more basic skill areas,

while intermediate and junior high-high school students changed on the

more complex skills. This outcome is probably due to a differential

emphasis in the interventions attempted in upper grade levels. The

infrequency of changes in error rates could be due to a restriction in

the range of such scores. As errors approach zero they lost their

sensitivity to the effects of remediation programs. Correct rates are

more sensitive because they are less likely to approach their ceiling

and therefore can reflect change over a longer period of time. As

mastery levels were not attained on almost all the variables assessed,

continued training would be required for a majority of the students.

The rates obtained did increase by grade level but a majority of the

group, at all grades, would benefit by further renediation in this

area.



pBJECTIVE TWO

Development of EH teachers' skill in planning and implementing inter-
vention for EH pupils and assisting other on-site staff in sharing the
instructional responsibility.

2.1 Translate diagnostic information and pupil progress nto
specific long-range (monthly) and short-term (daily
instructional activities.

Three separate devices (Forms M. N. and 0 ) were utilized as

post - intervention measures for this objective. These forms are de-

scribed in the Appendix. In the following section the data from each

of the forms is presented separately. A a ary-section, highlighting

the major overall findings, follows this discussion.

The data from the Competency Rating of Special Teachers are

presented in Tables M2.le and M2.1b. This form was completed by the

project staff as an evaluation for each of the special teachers who

had a significant amount of contact with project personnel. Each

item on the instrument covers a specific behavioral competency in

pupil assessment, pupil instruction, and behavior management. The

form is divided into two sections. The. first section covers competen-

cies in all the previously mentioned areas. The second section

focuses on the special teacher's competency in formal and informal

assessment for ten separate areas.

Items 1-17 (Section One) were rated on a separate three-point

scale, unique for each item. In general a 1- rating indicated the

.teacher did not apply or did not know about the competency area, a

2-rating indicated the teacher had knowledge of and used the competency

skill to a limited degree, and a 3-rating indicated the teacher was

competent in the skill and utilized it to a high degree. Inspection

f" v
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of the actual items is necessary, for each item, in order to deter-

mine the actual wordings used (see the Appendix). There were two

separate ratings for the assessment areas presented in items 19-27

(Section Two.' Each teacher was evaluated as to his ability in both

formal and informal assessment for each area. A four-point scale was

utilized for rating these items. The scale is presented in Table M2.lb.

Competency Rating of Special Teachers

Insert Table M2 .1a

Inspection of Table M2.1a indicates that the project staff's

average ratings of the special teachers' competencies (for Section One)

were quite high overall. The average ratings for 16 of 17 items were

2.5 and above. In 12 out of 17 items the average ratings were 2.75

and above. AB the scale only has a top point of three, the ratings

approached a high degree in knowledge of and utilization of the com-

petencies for almost all of the areas. The only item that was below

the 2.5 level was "use of behavioral objectives for each student"

(mean m 2.25). The standard deviations for 14 of the 17 items were

low. This indicates that there was a low spread in the ratings across

the group Of special teachers. The items with the largest amount of

variability in ratings were those dealing with the use of behavioral

objectives, utilization of reinforcement programs social behavior

problems, and the utilization of reinforcement programs for academic

problems. The project staff found overall that the average special

teacher had knowledge of and applied the specific competencies in

assessment, instruction, and behavior management measured by the form.
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Competency

Table 2.1a

MOW and Standard Deviations for Competency Ratings of

Special Teachers by Project Staff

lost Rating

N Mean SD

1. Selection of diagnostic instruments to 10 2.80 .42

fit the childs' ability and/or disability

area

Use of diagnostic tests results to generate 9

individual pupil programs

Use of behavioral objectives for all

areas foc each student

4. Individualization of pupil objectives

in to of this pupils' strengths and

weaknesses

5. Monitoring of pupil progress

2.88

2.25 .70

8 2.62 .51

8 2.75 .46

6. Modification of instructional objectives 8 2.62 .51

based upon pupil progress

'9 2.77 .44

approaches for the individual student

7. Uses a wide variety of instructional

Uses a wide variety of instructional 7 2.85 .37

approaches for groups of students

9. Utilization of individual reinforcement 9 2.55 .72

programs for social behavior problems

10. Utilization of individual reinforcement

programs for academic problems
9

2.66 .70
1")
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.P21.1.11Laati

CG1.atiLiq Mean SD

11. Involvement of the student in

planning their own program

12. Utilization of other personnel in

planning and instruction for students

9 3.00 .00

10 2.80 .42

13. Exhibit confidence in sharing ideas 9 2,88 .33

with other staff members pupils work

with

14. Responsiveness to new ideas 9 3.00

15. Identification of learning modalities 9 3.00

9 2.8816, Ability to locate and utilize resource

materials appropriate to class

17. Ability to locate and utilize re8ource 9

personnel appropriate to class

367
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If the data derived were to serve as a needs assessment for

future training, some tentative recommendations can be made. The

special teachers do have the knowledge and ability to use a majority

of those practices considered appropriate for education of the learn-

disabled child. The greatest need in the future seems to be in the

area of feedback and reinforcement for the teachers themselves. In

order to move the ratings even higher and reduce the within-group

variability even more,.systematic application of feedback and ein-

forcement for use of their already good skills seems to be in order.

Consultation should focus on what the teacher is already doing well

and increasing their application of these approaches. Introduction of

new and more varied skills might serve to weaken and confuse the

teachers in those areas in which they already are rece4ving high ratings.

Insert Table M2.1b, Pg. 75

Table M2.1b presents the ratings of the special teachers by

the project staff on specific competencies in formal and informal a_ ess-

ment. Again the overall ratings were quite high. None of the ratings

was below 3 on a four-point scale. In the area of forral assessment'

devices the mean ratings for 9 or 10 items were 3.55 and above. On the

informal assessment devices, the mean ratings were a_l above 3.77.

5 of 20 rating categories had 4.0 mean ratings, the highest score

possible on the scale used. The standard deviation for 16 of 20 items

were also quite low. In 5 of 20 rating areas the standard deviation

was zero. This indicates that there was low variability in these high

tings across the special teachers on a majority of the items.
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The special teachers were systematically rated higher in com-

petency and use for the info nal techniques (19 of 20 cases). This

is not a surprising outcome as teachers utilize informal techniques

on a much more rear basis than formal instruments.
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Table M2. 1b

Means and Standard Deviations for Competency Rating of

Assessment Skills of Special Teachers by Project Staff

Assessment Area

18. Behavior

19. Auditory Peeption

20 Visual Perception

21. Motor Development

2. Language

23. Memory

24. Cognition

25. Reading

26. Math

27 Spelling

RATING EY.

Instruz
Formal Inform

Mean, SD V Mean SD

3.12 .64 9 3.77 .44

9 3.55 .72 9 3.71 .44

9 3.55 .72 9 3.77 ,44

9 3.44 .72 9 3.77 .44

8 3.62 .51 8 3.87 .35

8 3.50 .75 8 3.75 .46

7 4.00
8 3.87 .35

9 3.88 4.00 .00

10 3.90 .31 9 4.00

10 4.00 .00 4.00 .00

Doesn't know of any informal or formal methods in this area.

2. Knows of a single informal or formal method but does not utilize.

Knows of a single informal or formal method and uses with basic competency.

4. 5 Knows of a variety of methods and uses one or more with high proficiency,



These ratings indicate that the average special teacher served

by the project has knowledge of and is able to apply at least one

mai and informal assessment technique for all major areas of

interest. The data provides evidence that m.ny of the teachers are

also able to apply more than one technique with a high degree of

skill. Future training in assessment should therefore focus only

very selectively on assessment procedures. A careful diagnosis of

each teachers' needs prior to training would be necessary in order to

avoid covering areas in which the teachers did not already have a

high degree of knowledge and skill.

3 7 3
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Special Teachers' f-Rating

The special teachers completed forms N and 0 at the end of

their years contact with the Title VI project personnel. The content

and construction of these forms described in the Appendix. Both

of these instruments were designed to .serve as self assessment devices.

The ratings on these forms correspond with the ratings given by the

project staff on form M (Competency Rating of Special or Regular

Teacher ) As similar areas are covered by these forms the corre

pondence of self-ratings with outside ratings can be determined. In

the following discussion the data for each of the forms and 0)

are presented separately. A sure ry section presenting the corres-

pondence between forms M. N. and 0 follows this presentation.

Trainee's e_l_f-Ratio of Competency)

Insert Table N2.1, Pg. 80

The mean ratings of competency by the special teachers e at

or above the moderate skill level for 9 f 10 areas. The only item

below this level was locating and utilizing resource personnel approp-

riate to your needs (it was close to moderate, as well). The standard

deviations of the ratings for item 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 were

all three-fourths of a point and above. This indicates there was a

large amount of variability in ratings for the special teachers on

these items. None of the mean ratings e e at or close to the top

of the scale. The special teachers therefore do not feel they are

expert in any of the competency areas. They did receive their high-

est score on determining learning strengths d weaknesses through
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formal and informal assessments. Thie item fell between moderate and

strong on the scale.

Trainee's Self-Rating of Competency Change ( ) Table 02.1, Rg, 82,83

The mean competency change by the special teachers

fell between some and moderate change for 9 of 10 items. Their ii_ghest

perceived area of change was locating and utilizing materials appropriate

to your needs. The standard deviations of the items was quite high over-

all. Therefore, some of the teachers rated their change as large and

others rated their change as small. In no case did the mean ratings for

the special teachers approach a high degree of change in any area.

S 17

The project staff rated the special teachers at higher leve

overall than the self ratings would indicate. The project staffs' ratings

were at or close to a competency level in all areas except the utilization

of behavioral objectives and reinforcement programs. The special teachers'

ratings e e at a moderate level and were significantly below a strong

skill on almost all items. The va bility.of the ratings was also highe

for the self- ratings of the teachers than for the project staffs' ratings

f teachers. The project staff perceived a greater degree of homogeneity

in the group of teachers than they perceived themselves. The great

areas of convergence was that of assessment skills. Both self and outside

ratings Indicated the special teachers -ere at or very close to a com-

petency level in assessment skills. The gre tes areas of dive:rgence in

the r ngs were in the use of behavioral objectives and the use of

reinforcement programs. The teachers saw this as a moderate skill area

but the project staff rated the special teacher

3 7
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competent in their knowledge- application of these techniques.

The areas of agreement and disagreement in these ratings again

point to the need for a careful needs assessment prior to the incep-

tion of any training program. The project staff can and does have

different views of what the special teachers need in such training.

In order to provide the greatest degree of overlap between services

and needs a pre - assessment is required.

711
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Table N2.1

Means, and Standard Deviations for the Special Teachers

Self.Rating of Competency

Item N Mean SD

1, Determining Learning Strengths, and 11 3.54 .68

Weaknessea Through Formal and Informal

Assessments

2. Identifying Learning Modalities for

Each Student

3. Developing Realistic Academic

Behavioral Objectives

11 3.18 .75

11 3.18

4. Relating Student Instructional Programs 11 3.18

to Assessment Infonnation

5. Utilizing Effective Techniques for

Behavior Management

6. Keeping Track of Student Progress

7, Locating and Utilizing Resource

Personnel Appropriate to Your Need

Locating and Utilizing Materials

appropriate to Your Need

11

11 3.09 .94

11 2.72 1.10

.87

3.27 1.00

11 3.27 1.00

9. Structuring the Classroom Environment 11 . 3.00 .77

to Facilitate the Use of Resource

Materials in the Individualization of

37 r Instruction



10. Developing the Sharing of

Responsibility with Other School

Personnel in Meeting the Needs of

Learning Disability Students

RAM KEY: 1 . very little skill

2 some skill

moderate skill

4 - strong skill

Mean SD

11 3.27 .90



Table 02.1

N's, Means, and Standard Deviations for the Special Teachers

Self-Rating of Competency Change

Item

1, Determining Learning Strengths, and

Weaknesses Through Fonmal and Informal

Assessments

2. Identifying Learning Modalities for

Each Student

Developing Realistic Academic

Behavioral Objectives

4, Relating Student Instructional Programs

to Assessment Information

5. Utilizing Effective Techniques for

Behavior ---ement____

6, Keeping Trask of Student Progress

7, Locating and Utilizing Resource

Personnel Appropriate to Your Need

8, Locating and Utilizing Materials

Appropriate to Your Need

9. Structuring the Classroom Environment

to Facilitate the Use of Resource

Materials in the Individualization of

Instruction

Mean

2.47

2,23

13 2,

14 2.42

13 2.23

14 2.78

14 2,78

14 .21

1' 2.61

sp

, .93

1.05

1.05

1.05

1,12



Item

10. Developing the Sharing of

Responsibility with Other School

Personnel in Meeting the Needs

of Learning Disability Students

RATING KEY! i very little change

2 BO

to change

4 . large c

co
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2.2 Organize space, time, materials, and type of instruction to the
learning strengths of the pupils.

Chec of Intervention e ial Teache

This instrument was administered post-intervention to all special

teachers who had a significant amount of contact with the project. Each

item on the checklist represented a specific approach-to diagnosis, in-

structiona1 planning, teaching technique, instructional material, behav-

ior management technique, or a motivational approach. The teachers rated

each item on the form utilizing the following scale:

1. That you used item prior to Title VI intervention.

2. That the item is not appropriate to your teaching
situation.

That you feel you need more help for competency in use.

That your understanding of item was furthered by Title VI
and you will use.

The responses to each item were tallied and percentages of responses

in each category were calculated. Table P2.2 presents the item des rilo-

tions, the sample sizes, the rating categories, and the percentages of

ratings by category.

Insert Table P2.2, Pu. 85,86

The data in Table P2.2 were Analyzed to determine the model re-

sponse percentages for each item. When there were ties in the data no

model response was computed for the item. The following discussion

reports the results of this analysis.

Inspection of Table P2.2 intervention reveals that the model per-

centage for the greatest number intervention items (n--15) was category

84
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Table P2.2

Percentages of Ratings for Intervention Procedures

by Special Teachers

Rating Percent

In ervention
N 1 2 3 4

1, Behavior Management Teohliques 13 62 0 23 15 0

2. Academic Contracts 11 36 27 36 0 0

3. Behavior Contracts 13 46 8 23 23

4, Learning Centers 12 50 17 17 17 0

5 Multi-Level Learning Materials 12 75 0 0 17 88

6, Teacher Made Games 13 77 0 0 23 0

7. Materials From the Resource Center 13 15 0 8 77 0

8. Individualized Instruction 13 77 0 15 8 0

9. Informal Diagnosis of Learning Styles 12 33 0 33 33

10. Writing Academic and Behavioral Objectives 12 92 0 8 0 0

11. Rated lineament Forms 7 0 0 57 43 0

12, Regular Staff as a Resource 11 45 9 18 27 0

13! lelf-Concept Inventory 12 25 0 25 50

14, Techniques for Utilizing Work Sup1eo 10 30 0 40 20 10

12 42 0 33 25 0
15, Behavior Observation Techniques
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Intervention

16. Anabell Markoff Inv ntory

17, Language Masters

18. Wide Ragelehievement Teat

19. Gilmore Oral Reading Test

20. Slingerland

21. Developmental Learning Materials

22, Task and Behavior Analysis

KEY RATING CATEGORIES:

0\

Rating Percent

N 1 2 3 4 5

8 38 25 13 25 o

lo 50 lo 3o o 10

13 46 0 23 8 23

12 33 8 25 17 17

10 3o 10 4o lo 10

11 73 0 27 0

7 71 0 29 0

1 - That you used item prior to Title VI intervention.

2 - That the item is not appropriate to your teaching situation.

3 . That you feel you need more help for competency in use.

4 - That your understanding of item was furthered by Title VI and you will use

5 . That you have mastered the item and are now using.
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one. This indicates that the special teachers knew about a large involve-

ment with the Title VI project staff. This is further supported by the

fact that over 50% of the special teachers made such a response on 9 of 22

it

The largest proportion of special teachers rated three of the other

intervention items as being ones in which they felt more training was

needed for competency in use (rated assessment fon s techniques for

utilizing work samples, and Slingerland). There were only two inte en-

tions (materials for the resource center and self-concept inventory) for

which the modal response indicated the special teachers felt their under-

standing was furthered by the Title VI project. It should also be noted

that there were no items for which the modal response indicated that the

special teachers felt Title VI had helped them to master a technique.

Also, none of the modal responses indicated that the special teachers

felt the approaches presented by the Title VI project were inappropriate

to their teaching situation.

The largest percentage of special teachers rated 15 of 22 interven-

tions as being previously known to them. There were only 3 of 22 inter-

ventions that their modal rating idicated as needing more training.

In only 2 of the 22 cases did the modal response indicate that the special

teachers felt Title VI had furthered their understanding of the interven-

tions and that they would use it in the future. The special teachers did

not find the approaches presented by the Title VI project irrelevant.

These results are not surprising given the fact that many special teachers

now have an extensive history of pre- and in- service training in special

education approaches. They do indicate the importance of a pre- assessment
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of the teachers needs prior to the in- service training or consultation.

Based on such a needs assessment, training can be tailored to those

areas in which interest is highest and the need for help is the greatest.

The data from Title VI project this year would indicate that the largest

percentage of special teachers would like instructional help in the

following areas:

Rated Assessment Foy

b. Techniques for utilizing ork samples

Slingerland Inventory

Self-Concept Inventory

Materials from resource center

ture work with the teachers in the current sample could focus

in on these specific interventions. The result would be time more

efficiently spent and higher percentages of teachers would rate the

service as helping them to reach skill mastery in a new intervention,

they find relevant to their classroom.
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Mobilize other school staff in planning and implementing a"
coordinated instructional program for pupils serve, by various
teachers.

Although a single interview schedule (Form Q) was intended for

use in evaluating this objective, data pertinent to the programmatic

goal of shared responsibility for LD children among a variety of staff

types is available through forms N. O. and 3 as well. In fact, this

objective receives coverage in section 2.1 and 4.1 of this report; and,

consequently, the reader is referred to those sections for additional

finding

It was our observation that the concept and implementation of

shared responsibility for the instruction of disabled and handicapped

pupils through the use of special and regular teachers, counselors,

social workers, and school psychologists, received some attention by

the project staff. However, because of the relatively few psycholo-

gists, counselors, and social workers who were affiliated with the

project, we cannot state that a major effort in this direction was

made. There was, of course, a great deal of evidence of cooperation

between special and regula:, teachers. But, for the most part, any

further involvement of other staff types was not achieved. Perhaps

it is not wise to attempt a total coordination of all relevant staff

until smooth procedures can be worked out between special and regular

teachers. On the other hand, until psychologists and counselors modify

their views concerning shared responsibility and mainstreaming of

special students, changes in the instructional programs for these

children will not proceed with great dispatch.
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OEJECTIAT THREE

Development of regular teachers' skills in identification assessment,
and instruction of pupils with learning disabilities.

3.1 Identify early indications of learning difficulties.

3.2 Use diagnostic information in planning an individual student
program.

3.3 Select, and with monitored practice, administer
assessment measures with due regard to each pupi
cultural and linguistic experiences.

_real

There separate devices were utilized as post-intervention

measures of these sub-objectives. These forms are described in the

Appendix (see forms M. N. and 0). In the following section the data

lE
from each of the forms is presented separately. A summary section,

highlighting the major overall findings, follows, this discussion.

The data from the Competency Rating of Regular Teachers are

presented in Tables M3.1a andi9f3.1b. This form was completed by the

project staff as an evaluation for each of the regular teachers who

had a significant amount of contact.with project personnel. Each

item on the instrument covers a specific behavioral competency in.

pupil assessment, pupil instruction, and behavior management. The

form is divided into two sections. The first sections cover specific

competencies in all the previously mentioned areas. The second sec-

tion focuses on the regular teacher's competency in formal and informal

assessment for ten separate areas.

Items 2-17 (Section One) were rated on separate three -point

scales, unique for each item. In general a I-rating indicated the

teacher did not apply or did not know about the competency area

rating indicated the teacher had knowledge of and used the competency

skill to a limited degree, and a 3- ating indicated the teache



Insert Table

Compptency Rati -_pf Rear Teachers

Inspection of Table la indicates that the project staffs

average rating of the regular teachers for section one competencies

were only moderately high. In 15 out of 17 items the ratings fell be-

tween limited skill and a moderate degree of skill. Only two ite

those dealing with the application of reinforcement programs for aca-

demic and social behavior had mean ratings below the limited skill level.

The regular teachers' mean ratings on those items dealing with a sharing

the responsibility and locating resources for instruction of the

learning disabled child were all close to a maximal level. The var a-

bility in ratings was moderately high. This provides evidence that the

ratings were not uniform across the regular teachers' group (e.g., some

had high ratings and others had low-

The data from this table show there is still a need for more train-

in the assessment, instruction, and reinforcement areas for the

class teacher. This is especially true in the area of contingency

management for both academic and social areas. The utilization of behavioral

objectives was also close to the limited skill level as well, and should

require further training. In no case did the reglilar teachers competency

levels equal that f the special teachers. It is probably unrealistic to

expect no differences between a group untrained in special education and

a group previously trained on such competency scale. However, minimal

levels of competency should be attained by the regular teachers in all

areas f mainstreaming is to become effective. At present what these
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Table M3.1a

Means and Standard Deviations for Competency Ratings

of. Regular Teachers by Project Staff

SD

1. Use of diagnostic tests results to

generate individual pupil programs 18 2.27 .57

2. Use of behavioral objectives for each

student 21. 2.04 .66

Individualization of pupil objectives in

terms of pupils strengths and weaknesses 21 2.23 .53

4. Monitoring of pupil progress

5. Modification of instructional objectives

based upon pupil progress

19 2.26 .56

19 2.31 .58

6. Uses a wide variety 9f instructional

approaches for the individual student 20 2.20 .61

7. Uses a wide variety of instructional

approaches for groups of students 21 2.28 .71

13, Utilization of individual reinforcement

:programs for social behavior problems 20 1.80

9. Utilization of individual reinforcement

programs for academic problem 2 1 .75

10, Involvement of the student in planning

their own program 19 2.15 .76

11. Utilization of other personnel in

planning and instruction for students 20 2 55 .60



Exhibit confidence in sharing leas

with other staff members pupils work

with

i3 Retponsiveness to new ides

Identification of learning modalities

15. Ability to locate and utilize resource

material' appropriate to class

16. Ability to locate and utilize resource

personnel appropriate to class

20 2.50

21 2.76

18 2.22

.60

.43

2.59 .59

22 2.68 .47
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minimal levels are has not been determined. Research that will identify

competency levels in all areas covered by Form M would help to define

goals for future training of the regular teacher in special education

skill areas.

Insert Table M3.lb

Table M3.lb presents the ratings of regular teachers by the

project staff on specific competencies in formal and info al assessment.

The mean ratings on the formal assessment instruments that deal with

basic abilities (i.e., perception, memory, cognition) were low in 7 of

10 areas. Only those ratings of formal academic assessment devices

(for reading, math, and spelling) were at a level that indicated the

teacher could utilize them with a basic level of competency. The

ratings for the informal devices were consistently higher. In 9 of 10

,areas the regular teachers were rated at a basic competency level or

above. However, the regular teacher would be limited to the applica-

tion of only one assessment device with only a basic degree of com-

petency in all the non - academic inform 1 assessment areas. Again the

regular teacher's skill in informal assessment of academic skills was

approaching a high degree of skill and knowledge.

S

In relation to the objectives of the project the r

teachers' can administer at least one-informal assessment device with

at least a basic level of competence for 7 of 8 basic ability areas

(i.e. , perception, memory, cognition). Their ratings for academic

informal assessment instruments were higher and approached the top

competency level. The standard deviation of these ratings indicates

9
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Table M3,lb

Means and Standard Deviations for Competency Rating of

Assessment Skills of Regular Teachers by Project Staff

Assessment Area

18. Behavior

19. Auditory Perception

20. Visual Perception

21, Motor Development

22 Language

23. Memory

24. Cognitive

25. Reading

26, Math

27. Spelling

RATING 1E:

Instrument' pe

Formal

N Mean SD N Mean SD

8 1.25 .70 13 3.0 1.03

7 2.28 .95 9 3.0 .86

7 2.28 .95 9 3.0 .86

7 2.14 1.06 9 341 .92

10 2.80 1.31 10 3.20 .91

8 2.37 1.18 , 9 2.88 .92

12 2.83 1.19 14 3.21 1,05

18 3.44 .98 21 3.57 .74

17 3.41 1.00 19 3,57 .76

18 3.44 .98 21 3,57 .74

Informal

1 - Doesn't know of any informal or formal methods in this area,

2 - Knows of a single informal or formal method but does not utilize.

3 - Knows of a single informal or formal method and uses with basic competency.

4 - Knows of a variety of methods and uses one or more with high proficiency.



that thereiwae a large amount of within group variability. Therefore,

some teachers still need a great deal of training while cthers are

probably competent. The teachers' skills in formal assessment

devices were low in all the basic skill areas. More training would

be needed if the regular teachers are to be expected to administer

formal assessment devices in any of the basic skill areas. As formal

assessment devices were not specified project objectives this may be

an unrealistic area to expect the regular teachers' to become skilled

in.

Self - Ratings of Comretency

The regular teachers completed forms N and 0 at the end of their

year's contact with the Title VI project personnel. The content and

construction of these forms is described in the Appendix. Both of

these instruments were designed to serve as self assessment del: es.

The ratings on these forms correspond with the ratings given by the

project staff on Form M (Competency Rating of Special or Regul

Teachers). As similar areas are covered by these'fo the corres-

pondence of self-ratings with outside ratings can be determined.

In the following discussion the data for each of the forMs (N and'O)

are presented separately. A summary section presenting the corres-

pondence between forms M. N. and 0 follows this presentation.

Trainee's Self-Rating of Competency (N)

Insert Table N3.1

The mean ratings for the regular teachers were between some skill

and a moderate skill for all of the items. There were no items on

which the teachers perceived themselves as having a strong degree of
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Table N3.1

N 81 Means, and Standard Deviations for the Regular Teacher

Self - Rating of Competency

It Mean SD

Determining Learning Strengths and

Weaknesses Through Formal and

Informal Assessments

Identifying Learning Modalities for

Each Student

Developing Realistic Academic

Behavioral Objectives

Relating Student Instruction

Eros: H. to Assessment Information

Utilizing Effective Techniques for

Behavior dement

6, Keeping Track of Student Progress

Locating and Utilizing Resource

Personnel Appropriate to Your Need

Locating and Utilizing Materials

Appropriate to Your Need

41 2.73 .89

2.97

2.88

43 2,67 .89

43 3.13 .91

3,04 .89

3.0 475

Structuring the Classroom Environo

ment to Facilitate the Use of

Resource Materials in the Indivi-

dualization of Instruction 43 2,67 .89



10, Developing the Sharing of

Responsibility with Other School

Personnel in Meeting the Needs of

Learning Disability Students

RATING

I very little skill

2 some skill

3 - moderate skill

4- strong skill

Mean

2.71

SD
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kill. The three highest scores, all at or slightly above the moderate

skill level, were in determining learning strengths and weaknesses,

keeping track of student progress, and locating and utilizing resource

materials appropriate to your needs. The lowest skill areas, rated

between some and a moderate degree of skill, were in utilizing effective

techniques for behavior management, identifying learning modalities,

structuring the learning environment to facilitate use of resource

materials, and developing a sharing of responsibilities to meet the

needs of learning disability students, The standard deviations for

the items were all three-fourths of a point or above on a four-point

scale. This indicates the teachers' ratings were spread out across

the scale. Therefore, some teachers rated themselves well above the

mean rating and others rated themselves considrably below the mean

rating.

ainee's elf-Rating of Competency Chan3e 10)

Insert Table 03.1

All of the mean ratings on the self - rating competency change

scale were at or close to the "some change" level. ere were no

ratings significantly above or below that level. The standard devia-

tions of these ratings were all quite high, ranging from .86 to 1.01

on the four-point scale. Again the teachers' ratings were spread

across the scale, but in this case they ran very little change to

moderate change. These ratings indicate the regular teacher's per-

ceived the project training experience as being only minimally help-

ful in upgrading their skills to work with learning disabled students.
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Table 03.1

N's, Means, and Standard Deviations for the Regüar Teacher

Self-Rating of Competency Change

Item

1. Determining Learning Strengths and

Weakneases, Through Formal and

Informal Assesmients

2. Identifying Learning Modalities for

Each Student

Developing Realistic Academic

Behavioral Objectives

4. Relating. Student Instructional Frograms

to Assesiii.ent Information

5. Utilizing Effective Techniques for

Behavior Management

6. Keeping Traek of Student Progress

Locating and Utilizing Resource Personnel

Appropriate to Your Need

8. Locating and Utilizing Materials

Appropiate to Your Need

N

42

41

42

42

Mean SD

1.97

2.07

1.97

2.07

.92

.98

,86

42 1.95 .96

42 2.16 1.01

41 2,17

2.29 .95

9, Structuring the Classroom Environment

to Facilitate the Use of Resource

Materials in the Individualization of

Instruction 41 2.29 .95 .
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10. Developing the Sharing of

Responsibility with Other School

Personnel in Meeting the Needs of

Learning Disability Students

ry little

2 . some bange

moderate change

large change



Summary

The data from forms M. N. and 0 indicated there are two major

areas of expertise that the regular teachers have need for further

training and help. The first area is that of behavior management

techniques and the utilization of reinforcements for academic-social

behavior change programs. Both the self-ratings and the outside

ratings were lower for these skills than for the other areas overall.

The regular teachers' also felt a need for more competence in assess-

ment of learning modalities, and the outside ratings indicate they

have little competence in the application of formal assessment devices

for these areas. It is questionable how much we can expect the

regular_ classroom teacher to know in the formal assessment area.

Usually this area is the realm of the school psychologist and requires

at least two years of graduate training in various assessment skills

and procedures. Therefore, formal assessment techniques are probably

beyond the skill and competence of the regular teacher without a great

deal of training, more than any one year program can provide. However,

it is important that the regular teacher understand the results of

these assessments for instructional planning. Training should focus on

application of results from such formal assessments rather than admire-

istration - independent of these instruments.

3.4 Adjust the classroom environment to assist learning dis-

ability students by adapting source, time expectations,

quantity of assignments, type of instructional approach

used, and amount and type of teacher's reinforcement.

3.5 Create and utilize a wider variety of instructional

options.
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Checklist of Intervention for Regular Teachers

This instrument was administered post-intervention to all regular

teachers who had a significant amount of contact with the project. Each

item on the checklist represented a specific approach to diagnosis, i

structional planning, teaching technique,instructional material, behavior

management technique, and a motivational approach. The teachers rated

each item on the form utilizing the following scale:

1. That you used item prior to Title VI intervention.

2. That the item is not appropriate to your teaching
situation.

3. That you feel you need more help for competency
in use.

4. That your understanding of item was thered by
Title VI and you will use.

5. That you have mastered the item and are now using.

These items represent intervention approaches that can be utilized

by the classroom teacher to create an instructional program that is

better tailored and more responsive to the needs of learning dis-

ability students.

The responses to each item were tallied and the percentages of

response in each category were calculated. Table R3.5 presents the

item descriptors, sample sizes, rating categories, and the percentages

of ratings by category. The data in Table R3.5 were analyzed to

determine the modal response percentage for each item. When there

were ties in the data no modal response was computed for the item.

The following discussion reports the results of this analysis.
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The r

Insert Table R7.5

teachers rated nine of the items as being ones they

were previously familiar with based on their modal ratings. These

items included behavior management techniques, behavior contracts,

teacher made games, individualized instruction, learning centers, etc.

It is not surprising that regular teachers had heard about or prac-

ticed these techniques as they have become part of regular education.

Their modal rat indicated the following seven items were relevant

but that they needed more training to become competent in their use

of these interventions:

a. Academic Contracts

b. Writing academic and behavior objectives.

c. Anabell Markoff Inventory

d. Rated Assessment Form

e. Language Masters

f. Gilmore Oral Reading Test

g. Slingerland Inventory

At least 4 of these interventions have an origin in special education

and therefore were less familiar to the regular teachers. The regular

teachers' modal rating was Category 4 (understanding of the item was

furthered by Title VI and you will use) for "materials from the

resource center." The help they received in term of extra and spec-

ialized materials from the Title VI-G project staff was therefore an

important aspect of the program for regular teachers.
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Table R3.5

Percentages of Ratings for Intervention Procedures by

Regular Teachers

Intervention

1, Behavior Management Techniques *

2, Academic Contracts

3, Behavior Contracts

4, Learning Centers

5, Multl.Level Learning Materials

6, Teacher Made Games *

7, Materials from the Resource Center

8. Individualized Instruction *

9. Informal Diagnosis of Learning Styles

10. Writing Academic and Behavioral

Objectives

11, Rated Assessment Forms

12, Regular Staff as a Resource *
a

13, Self-Concept Inventory

14. Techniques for Utilizing Work Samples

15, Behavior Observation Techniques

1416

L = Percent

N 1 2 3 4 5

39 49 10 26 13 3

37 27 19 27 24 3

36 17 19 36 28 0

39 36 8 31 23 , 3

O 58 3 13 25 3

41 51 10 2 32 5

4o 30 8 10 45 8

41 56 5 10 22 7

40 43 5 23 23 5

37 27 11 51 11 0

25 8 24 56 12 0

35 57 11 11 14 6

33 36 9 36 15 3

26 23 8 54 12 4

34 62 3 21 15 0



Intervention N 1

Rating

2

16, Annabell Nhrkoff Inventory 29 21 28

17. Language Masters 29 21 28

18. Wide Range Achievement Test 34 35 15

19, Gilmore Oral Reathxig Test 26 4 42

20. Slingerland 26 8 23

21. Developmental Learning Masters 33 33 3

Y RATING CATMORIES:

Percent

3 4 5

38 10 3

7,8 10 3

29 12 9

54 0 0

54 15 0

27 33 0

, 0
CN 1 - That you used item prior to Title VI intervention.

2 . That the item is not appropriate to your teaching situation.

3 - That you feel you need more help for competency in use,

4 - That your understanding of item was furthered by Title VI and you will use.

5 . That you have mastered the item and are now using,



The re eachers were aware of almost half of the interven-

ons presented by the Title VI project prior to this year. They did

find seven new areas which relate to the instruction of educationally

handicapped children. Instead of becoming competent the teachers were

made aware of their rtanee and are interested in more training to be

able to use them. They also became aware of and utilized the resource

materials provided by the project staff. This is an important step as

it-approximate--thet -of-behavior-teachers-wilI-have-to-e-it- hen--

mainstreaming becomes mandated. Pre- assessment of lar teachers

an important step prior to inservice or pre-service training as this

data has indicated. If the project staff could focus on the seven

areas pinpointed by a 3-rating above a more effective and efficient

program would result.
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Implementation of alternative patterns of service by support person
(principals, social workers, school psychologists- etc.)

Allocating spade, funds, materials, and personnel support -for
the daily operation of an EH program within a school building.

In order to evaluate the fourth program objective, the evaluators

conducted interviews of a representative sample of school administrators,

special and regular teachers, and support personnel in the eleven San

Francisco schools served by the project.

The sample for these interviews was selected as follows: the

project staff was informed of the need for and nature of the interviews.

They were asked to provide a list of 22 individuals from the eleven

schools such that an overall balance would be reached among administrators,

teachers, and support personnel. Originally, the intent was to develop

a random sample derived from a list of all school personnel who had

made contact with the project during the past year. However, when this

strategy employed, it became readily apparent to the project staff

and reasonably so, that not all of these individuals had had similar

levels of contact with the project, and thus, had highly varying degrees

of knowledge about the project. Therefore, a decision was made to employ

the criterion of familiarity with the project as an important dimension

in the sample selection process. The result of this procedure was a

list of 22 school personnel, two from each of eleven schools, selected

by the project staff on the basis of their contact with and familiarity

about the project activities. The sample was composed of 10 principals

and assistant principals, 5 EH or ',DO teachers, 5 regular teachers,
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and 1 social worker.

Although the interviews were based upon a structured interview

schedule (see Appendix) the nature of some of the questions was

Sufficiently open-ended to elicit a broad range of responses from the

nterviewees,' The intent of the evaluators was to gain specific info_

Lion concerning the kind and quality of service rendered as well as more

general information pertaining to the perceptions of school personnel

about the overall goals of the project and possible reasons underlying

strengths: itid-VetikridS

All interviewees were asked the same set of questions in the same

order, except that school administrators were asked an additional question

concerning the allocation of additional space or funding as a result of

the project (see Objective 4.1). The interview results were as folloti

Question 1: What is your perception of the role of the

Title VI-0 Project as it relates to your

school?

The in-ant of this question was o determine to what extent the

project staff had articulated its goals and objectives to school per-

sonnel and to determine if perceptions varied across schools and types of

personnel. Due to the open-endedness of the item, content analysis was

employed in an effort to categorize the variety of responses received.

In our judgment, the responses could beTeummarized under five major areas:

(1) classroom management, (2) instructional resources, (3) diagnosis and

prescription, (4) inservi e training, and (5) instreaming procedures.

Table 4.1a shows the results for question 1. Across the top of the

table are listed the various types of school personnel interviewed. The
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Classifioition:otittervieWees'lesponsesto'thelluestiont 'hat is your

pCrception-oflherole:.ofthelitielI.9Projectaalt relatatnyour school?"

Personnel

A m' .EH. Teacher Reg, Teacher Support TOTAL

(10). (5).- (5) (2)

Classroom Nanagefflent 7 3

4

II, Instructional

Resources

III. Diagnosis and

Prescription 1 1

IV, Inservice Training 1 0

IT, Mainstreaming

Procedures 3

VI. Don't Know 3

Al

MAL

1

1

1

2

0

11

0 6

0 0

1 4

1 5

5

16 10 5 3 34



five categories of responses are shown on the left. Response frequencies

are summed across columns and rows to indicate differences among cate-

gories. It is important to note that a single interviewee's verbal

response to this question could have dwelt on only one of the five

categories, or, potentially, could have contained elements of all five

categories. For this reason, the of rows and columns do not equFIT

the number of interviewees'.

As is apparent from Table 4.1a the admlnistrators generated the

largest number Of responses in different categories. HoWeVe- when con

trolling for group sizes, it would appear that Eli teachers, on the

average were the most prolific in their responses. Their average of

two response categories per person was the highest in all personnel

categories. Thus it would appe

better informed about the goals

workers. As a group they were

r that EH teachers were somewhat

of the project tharlother school

ollowed by administrators, regular

teachers, and support personnel. These data coincide with the subjective

feelings of the.interviewers. It should be added, though, that there

was considerable individual variation within personnel categories and

across schools. As can be seen from Table 4.1a, a total of 5 individuals

admitted to such little participation with the project that they could not

state its goals. There were other individuals in each group who were

extremely well informed and who had participated at a high level.

Table 4.1a also indicates that different personnel had somewhat

different views as to the major goals of the project. While adminis-

trators tended to perceive classroom management as the most important

goal, with mainstreaming of secon
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--e more varied in their responses. EH Teache considered instruc-.

tional resources as the primary goal followed closely by classroom

management, and regular teachers emphasized inservice training somewhat

over other goals. It is interesting to compare these perceived goals

with the data on actual help received, the next section of the inter-

view.

Question 2: What kinds of help did you (or your staff) receive
during the past year from the Title VI-0 Project?

This question was posed initially as stated above so that re-.

pondents would not be constricted in the types of help they testified

to. When the respondent concluded his initial tatement, the evaluator

probed further to ascertain levels of help in specific areas which the

respondent may have overlooked.

The kinds of help received by school personnel were categorized

into five general areas:

1,- Teacher Consultation: ongoing discussion with
teachers which provided guidance and feedback to
them concerning their efforts toward remediating
learning difficulties of children in their classrooms.

Student Instruction: direct service to individuals or
small groups of children in terms of diagnosis,
prescription, instruction, and monitoring of
progress.

Classroom Management: working with the teacher to
restructure the classroom environment and the
instructional process to alleviate. inappropriate
student behaviors and to promote individualization
of instruction.

Curriculum: providing the teacher with new resource
materials and instructional strategies which would
aid their teaching of cognitive and affective skills.
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Inservice Training: providing professional instruction
for teachers designed te augment their theoretical and
practical knowledge of special education.

From Table 4.1b it can be seen that considerable variation existed

betWeen individual schools as well as between levels of schools on overall

help received.

gorie

There was also substantial variation between help este-

from school and even over all schools combined.

In terms of help categories, teacher consultation was offered at

a higher level across all schools than other types of help. Help with

curriculum and inservice training followed closely behind, however, and

probably represent no significant difference from teacher consultation

help across all schools. Only one of the eleven schools, Stevenson,

received no help in these three categories. All other schools received

some or considerable help with regard to teacher consultation, curri-

culum, and inservice training.

Help with student instruction varied considerably across schools.

At three schools it received primary emphasis, and at three others it

received little or no emphasis. Help in the classroom management

category was emphasized considerably less than other forms of support in

all schools, receiving little or no coverage in 5 schools, and moderate

coverage in the other 6 schools.

In terms f school levels, there were also differences between

the overall amounts of help received and between levels of help in

different categories. For instance, teacher consultation was provided

at very high levels in most intermediate and secondary schools but to

a much lower degree at primary elementary schools. Almost the same

phenomenon oceured with category (2), student -instruction. With

11 3
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Primary (K-3)

Hearst

Noriega

San Miguel

Stevenson

mean

Intermediate (4.6)

:.,.-- Edison --

Lawton

Mark gain

Scott

mean

Secondary (7-12)

Aptos

McAteer

Portola

mean

Table 4.1b

Classification of Interviewees' Responses to the Question

That kinds of help did you (or your staff) receive during

the past year from the Title VI -G Project?"

Hel Ca'aies

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Mean

1 0

0

1 1

0

1 1 2

0 1 2

1 1 1

1 2 0

0,75 0.25

_

0.75 1.25 1.25

-1

2 2 1 1 2

2 ,1 0 1 2

2 2 1 1 1

1.75 1.50 0.50 1.25 1.50

2 1 1 1 1

2 2 0 2 1

1 1 0 1 1

1.0

0,8

1.0

0.6

0.85

1.0

1.6

1.2

1.4

1.30

1.2

1.4

0.8

1.67 1.33 0.33 1.33 1.00 1.13

Help Catesoriel: (1) Teacher Consultation Numeric Code: 0 = little or no help

(2) Student Instruction 1 = some help

(3) Classroom Management 2 = considerable help

(4) Curriculum

(5) Inservice Training



respect o help with classroom management, the reverse was true:

though this form of help received relatively lower levels of assistance

across all schools. The two types of project assistance which appeared

to occur with greatest regularity across all school levels were those'

in the curriculum and inservice training areas. Overall, it was our

impression that intermediateechools received the most help followed

by secondary schools and then primary schools.

estion 3: (For administrators only) To the best of your
knowledge have added funds or space been allocated
to your EH or LOG program since involvement with
Title VI-G?

This question was posed to each' of. the 10 administrators in the

interview sample. Their responses were in total agreement. With the

exception of indirect funding to provide release time for teachers to

attend projeot workshops, there were no additional allocations of funds

or space for the EH or MG programs in their schools.

Question 4: Please give me your opinion of the effectiveness
of the Title VI-G Project during the past year
by indicating some of its strengths and weaknesses.

Because the responses to this question were so diverse in

nature, and in order not to obscure the concreteness and spontaneity of

reactions through our subjective interpretations; we have decided to

present the verbatim responses given by the interviewees to this

question.

Strengths

dedicated staff; willing to go beyond the call of duty.
no ego trips; they put the kids first
flexibility - willing to try to work it out in best possible way
honesty; no bullshit; no blaming
important tools have been made available which will enable us to
carry on
somebody cares about teachers

4 9
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stimulating new ideas far teachers
good inservice workshops - stimulated interest in new ideas
direct service to teachers and children
ongoing consultation very valuable; good to have someone to talk
to who cares
access tp new materials

helped in reducing isolation of teachers and served to stimulate
the forming of groups of teachers with similar interests
reassures teacher and builds self confidence
release time very valuable to get a glimpse of other
and techniques
they went beyond expectations - reinforced
added to the morale of the school
very positive, supportive; helped
tion; offered valuable workshops
provided very valuable feedback for what I
terrific, really enjoyed having them; good
dynamic, poised, capable, no friction
breath of fresh air from the outside - extremely
provided excellent curriculum materials
extremely helpfUl in consulting role; very reliable
very efficient, honest, reliable, good organizational
the consultants were really teachers

programs

what we were trying to do

ith individualizing instructs

was doing
impact on the school;

beneifcial

Weaknesses

ability

not enough time to go into depth
lack of continuity; too temporary
more time needed - late entry into school
goals weren't spelled out; structure of the project wasn't clear
no bridging between years of the project - too many personnel
changes - poor coordination
things not focused well enough; tried to do more than humanly
possible
disorganization; not enough continuity or follow-through
good ideas, but execution not so hot
disappointed in lack of interns
administratively not handled as well as it could have been
models are not realistic at the grass roots level
was not clear as to who could use project resources
more practical work, less theory; not so much lecturing in
workshops - have more how-to kinds of demonstrations
didn't get the same mileage as last year
no time for consultation except over a cup of coffee
in order to do precision teaching, need more time for consultation
need regular visits one day a week - more feedback on what is
done with children

program should be more people-oriented and less materials
oriented
follow up inservice training, rather than a one-shot deal

4 0
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- - mixed up,about what Title VI was suppoSed to: do
would help s who what, where when, etc.

- - no contact with', project coordinator:
lack-of Program philosophy

It was our impression that the positive

project far outweighted its Negative aspects.` But

is always room for improvement.- t was readily apparent:that the

Staff did not do a consistently good job of articulating its purpose

and modus operandi across all the schools. School personnel were not

alWaYs clear about' the philOsophY and-OVerAll-goald'of the -project

In terms:of the kinds of help provided by the project staff,

there appeared to be an expressed need at several school sites for

more ongoing supervision, teaching, and training. This situation is

almost certainly a reflection of the project's attempt to serve a

large number of schools, rather than to concentrate its help to a

smaller number of schools on a more intensive basis.

In conclusion, it was certainly apparent that much of what

the project staff had to offer was well accepted, but that their

ability to bring teachers to optimal levels of competency and to

shape the attitudes of administrators, teachers, and support personnel

toward a feeling of shared responsibility for disabled learners

suffered somewhat due to a number of factors including late entry into

the schools, not enough follow through activities with teachers and

children, and limited coordination of activities among various members

of each school site.
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OBJECTIVE FIVE

Working with teacher - training institutions to provide opportunities
(pre-service and in-service) to have monitored practicum experiences
with students, parents, and school staffs in pupil assessment, in
struction and consultation-

To what extent (frequency, duration, and quality) was the
project able to provide practicum experiences with pupils,
parents,:and school staffs in pupil assessment, instruction
and consultation?

On the basis of a strong and rather successful effort by pro-

ject staff during the first two years to establish relationships with

local colleges and universities to provide internship experiences for

teacher trainees, an instrument was constructed to assess the quality

of this experience, Form T, College/University Student-in-Training

Activities Questionnaire. In addition, it was our intention that

student-in-training would also respond to forms N and 0, the self-

rating forms of competency and competency change.

Due to the heavy emphasis on research and evaluation during

the third year of the project, and the concomitant requirement that

project staff participate quite actively in that effort; a decision

was made early in the year to deemphasize pre-service training of

teachers. Thus, there were only two teacher-trainees who partici-

pated with the project during the past year. (there were also two

research-and evaluation trainees, but their goals and activities were

---

quite different from those intended for teacher trainees).

Questionnaires were administered to all trainees at the end of

the academic year. However, because of the extremely lo number of

individuals responding, and because their reasons for project affilia-

tion were considerably different, we cannot reasonable report the
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questionnaire findings. Suffice it to say that these four individuals

indicated that they benefited from their contact with the project and

were generally satisfied with the supervision they received.

In terms of inservice training of teachers there were extensive

workshops provided by the project. However, the main, these were

not provided on an institutional credit basis. Such an arrangement

might have been worthwhile for achieving a longer -term program of

instruction for district teachers.
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IIMMARY

Academic Achievement:

The standardized measures of academic achievement in reading,

math, and spelling showed significant increases for 7 or 9 variables

assessed. The largest degree of change on the instruments was observed

in the primary and intermediate groups. These groups were also involved

with the project for a significantly longer period of time than the

secondary students. Specific measures of oral reading subskills in-

creased in 15 of the 27 areas measured. The intermediate and secondary

students had the greatest improvement in these measures. The project

students significantly increased their math computational skills for

8 of 6o areas assessed across the groups. The project intervention

procedures had little effect on the teachers' perceptions of their

students academic levels. The Work Sample data was also not reflective

of changes as it was too unstructured to analyze. The major overall

area of change from the data was in reading at all levels. However, in

only a very few instances did the average scores obtained by the project

students indicate a proficiency level had been achieved in any of the

academic areas. Further remediation is necessary, in almost all areas,

for all students in the basic academic skills. Since the project staffs

interventions were of a short duration overall, this is not a surprising

finding. It does, however, indicate that it takes longer than three

month period to produce significant differences in pupil achievement

overall.
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Re Teachers:

The regular teachers' self-and outside ratings showed some to

moderate improvement in skill levels. The regular teachers perceived

that they did change in proficiencies but not to the degree necessary

for full implementation of the skills. The competency ratings in-

dicated the following areas need further training: application of

behavior modification to academic behavior, and assessment of learning

modalities. The regular teachers were interested in receiving training

in a wide variety of assessment areas as well. This mismatch between

the competency ratings and the needs perceived by the regular teachers

poses an interesting problem. The areas they wish to receive traini

in are different from the ones that are their lowest areas of competence.

Possibly a combination of high interest and low competency areas

should be tried in designing further training. It is also obvious that

regular teachers will need further training to operate in a mainstream-

ing program effectively. In order to bring them to such levels it will

take additional intensive training beyond what has already been provided

by the project.

SpeoialTeachera:

The self-and outside ratings of competency for the special

teachers ranged from a moderate to a high level of skill overall.

special teachers rated their change in skill as being from a small to

a moderate increment for the past year. The major area of improvement

was in the provision of materials to meet the learning needs of their

students. There were differences in the areas rated as needing fur-

ther training between the project staff and the special teachers.

4 :3 ;5
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The project staff indicated that the special teachers needed further

help in writing behavioral objectives and the application of behavior

modification techniques The special teachers indicated they wanted

further training in the assessment instruments that had been introduced

by the project staff this past year. These differences in ratings

indicated that special needs assessment should be implemented prior to

any in-service training for special teachers. The needs assessment can

serve to pinpoint areas for fut, e training and focus the project

staffs' activities more effectively.
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Index - Appendices A-T

Instruments developed by Title VI-G Project Staff to measure changes in
pupil behavior, self-concept, and academic performances:

Pages

Development and Use of Instruments

Chart of Time Spent on Instrument Development ii

Student Referral Form (A) A-1 to A-5

Pupil Observation Form (AF) (B) B-1 to B-2

Pupil Observation Form (LF) (C) C-1 to C-2

Contract Count (D)

Inferred Pupil Self-Concept Rating by
Teacher E) E-1 tc E-2

Pupil Self-Concept Inventory (F)

Teacher Rating of Pupil Performance (G) G-1 to G-2

o Work Samples (H) H-1 to H-2

Wide Range Achievement Test (I) I-1 to 1-4

Rated Assessment Reading (j) J-1 to J-11

Rated Assessment Math (K) K-1 to K-21

Rated Assessment - Oral Reading Giimore (L) L-1 to L-4

Competency Rating of Special or
Regular Teachers (M)

Trainee's Self-Rating of Competency (N)

Trainee's Self-Rating of Competency Change (0)

Intervention Check List for Special
Teachers (P) P-1 to

Schedule for Interviewing Special or
Regular Teachers (Q)

Intervention Check List for Regular
Teachers (R) R-1 to R-3

D-1 to D-4

F-1 to F-8

M-1 to M-7

N-1 to N-2

0-1 to 0-2

Q-1 to Q-2
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Pages

5-1 to 5-2

College/University Student in Training
Activities Questionnaire (T) T-1 to T-5



DEVELOPMENT USE OF INSTRUMENTS

The instruments for measuring change- in pupil behavior, self-

concept and academic performances were developed by the Title VI-G

staff. Each instrument is included in the Appendix, together with an

explanation of its use.

The instruments were administered to target pupils as a pre-

test and again as a post-test following an intervention by Title VI-G

staff. The intervention periods and numbers of target pupils were

as follows:

Grade level
Intervention

Period__
Number of

Target Pupils

K- l Calendar Days 31

4-6 171 n r. 26

7-12 74 r. n 31

The following chart indicates the time spent by Title VI-G staff

in developing and implementing the assessment instruments for measu_-

ing pupil change

The chart also reflects Title VI-G staff time spent in developing

the forms used by the evaluation team to measure the effectiveness of

the project.
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OR CLASS REFER. R (A)

The referring teacher filled out this form for all individuals or

groups of students who were served by the project. The form was

developed to describe the specific behaviors of concern for each re-

fer ed pupil (or group) and the degree of intensity of these behaviors.

This form can be used on a pre-post or pre-during-post intervention

basis to determine if the referring teacher perceives any changes have

occured in the behavior of targeted pupils.

The first section of the form is Problem Behavior. It consists

of 16 items describing socially inappropriate pupil behaviors. Each

item is rated on a four point scale ranging from 1-high frequency of

occurrence to 4-never occur. The lower the ore on this half, the

more severe the pupil's behavior problems. The second section on this

form is Work Related Behavior. It consists of 16 items describing

pupil work habits and task completion related behaviors. Each item

rated on a four-point scale ranging from 1-high frequency of

occurrence to 4-never occur. The lower the score on this half the

more severe is the problem. A number of the items on the referral

form were selected from one developed by the CORBAH project at the

University of Oregon (1973).

An inter-rater reliability was derived on the form by measuring

the agreement between special teachers and regular teachers ratings of

the same child on the form. The mean correlation was .61 between the

two raters overall. In 19 out of 22 cases the agreement between the

two raters was statistically significant. In comparison with other

standardized inventories of pupil behavior this level of relationship
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is a highly favorable one. However, we should point out that, although

inter-rater reliability was high, there was a definite difference in the

way the two groups of teachers used the four -point scales. On almost

all items, the special teachers rated the children higher (more positively).

On half of the items these differences were statistically significant.

Another interesting phenomenon is that much greater agreement existed

between special and regular teachers on Part I, Problem Behavior, than

on Part II, Work-Related Behaviors. We suspect that this situation is

due to a classroom environment effect since work-related behaviors are

more situational-specific than problem behaviors. However, further re-

search is required to substantiate this. The important point here is

that, in terms of future evaluative use.of this instrument, pupil rating,,

should be made by the same teacher (special or regular) for both pre-and

post-intervention measures. Otherwise, if thildren were rated by

gular teachers at the time of referral and by special teachers at the

end of intervention, many spurious improvements might be noted which, of

course, would not reflect the true situation. (Note: these results are

based on a combined analysis of this instrument and Form G, Teacher

Rating of Pupil Academic Performance, which follow

The form was utilized on a pre-post treatment basis on the project.

The teachers rated all pupils on all behaviors covered by the form.

Change scores were computed between the pre-and post-ratings. A co e-

lated T-test was used to test for the significance of a difference

between the ratings.



CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

STUDENT OR CLASS REFERRAL FORM

Title of person completing form

Nate

CP - POST -

A. Student's name or B. Cia

Birthdate

Teacher

Date

Grade Subject

Person Servicin.

Pretest Interims, Test Post Test

PROBLEM B

l. Out of s

2. Yelling

3. Runi

4. Hitting

5. Ignores
directio

Ignores
adult's

7. Complain

,g

Stealing

Scale-Frequency (Circle appropriate;

MINI

:iat

-- -

H

--

Alt H M L N

around room H

ld pushing M L N

teacher's M L NH_
Is

ther ---- --- N --_

d rections
___- -

N

L N

H L N -_-_
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10. Destroys own
property

High Medium Low Never

H N L

11. Destroys others
property

12. Talks back to
teacher

13. Lies

14. Excludes self from
activity in class

15. Excludes self from
activity outside..
class

16. Temper tantrums H

II. WORK RELATED STUDENT BEHAVIOR

1. Attends class

2. Is able to
classroom d

3. Begins work

4. Stays on to

5. Completes c
work

6. Works indepe

. Works as a
of a group

8. Completes ho

Attempts dif
work

H

cork with

stractions H M L

L

k L N

ass H M L

ndently _M_ L N

ember H M L N

me work M L

ficult H M L

A-4
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10. Works quietly

11. Takes pride in
Work

12. Organizes
materials work

13. Follows
direction

14. Helps other
students

15. Accepts
of work

gh Medium

H M

Never

_L

L

N_

orre ion

16. Accepts transition
Periods

H L

A-5

L

N
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PUPIL OBSERVATION FORM (HIGH FREQUENCY B AVIOR) (B

This form is utilized when specific behavior change programs are

being planned or e in operation for an individual student or a group

of students. The referring teacher utilizes this form to record fre-

quency counts of specific problem behavior that have a min mum frequency

of occurrence of at least once per observation period. The form con-

sists of five columns of number from 1-15. Each column represents one

day of the school week fromMonday through Friday. Every time the tar-

get behavior occurs a mark made through the number on the form, or a

_separate count can be obtained by utilizing other procedures (i e., wrist

counters, check card, etc.) and then transferred to the form. In this

way a daily count of the total frequency can be obtained from the form

and day-to-day changes in frequency call be determined by inspection of

the data recorded. Similar forms have been utilized in a number of

behavior modification programs and are standard devices in the applica-

tion-evaluation of such interventions.

Frequency counts can be obtained on a pre-post or a pre -durii

post (continuous) intervention basis. The counts can be analyzed by the

use of a mid-median (Lindsley, 1968) or a median-slope analsys (Whits,1971).

Through the application of such statistical procedures the probability

and sign ficance of changes in behavior due to specific intervention

programs can be derived.



CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

PUPIL OBSERVATION FORM- HIGH FREQUENCY
OF OCCURRENCE OFD PROBLEM BEHAVIOR

Student School

Referred behavior

Period

Date

Observe

- POST - OTHER

OBSERVATION TIME:

(TEACHER, AIDE,

15 15 15 15 15
14 14 14 14 14
13 13 13 13 13
12 12 12 12 12
11 11 11 11 11

10 10 10 10 10

9 9
'a8 8 8 8

7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1

Month: Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

* Circle the number of ties the behavior occurred within the selected
period.

"B"
1/74
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PUPIL OBSERVATION FORM (Low FREQ BEHAVIORS) (C)

This form is applied when specific behavior change programs are

being planned or are in operation. The referring teacher utilizes this

form to record critical incident counts of specific problem behaviors

that occur less than one time per-observation period for an individual
lb

student or for groups of students. The form is divided into two halls,

A.M..and P.M., and covers one school week The teacher records the

time of day when the specific problem behavior occurs. Examples of

low frequency problem behaviors include tantrums, physical fights,

property destruction, etc. The form can therefore be applied to record

both the time of occurrence and frequency count for any low frequency

problem behavior. The data can be used to pinpoint if time of day is

a variable that determines the occurrence of any behavior, and can

therefore lead to some refined intervention programs.

The frequency counts can be obtained on a pre-post or a

pre-during-post (continuous) intervention basis. The counts can be

analyzed through the application of a mid-median test (Lindsley, 1968).

This statistical procedure can help to determine the significance of

changes produced by any specific intervention programs low fre-

quency behavio
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Student

CALIFORNIA TITLE V -G PROJECT
PDTLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

PUPIL OBSERVATION FORM LOALFREWENOY
OF OCCUR CE -OF PROBLEM BEHAVIOR

Referred behavior

Date

School

Observer
(PRE POST C_ - AIDE -

Month: Mon. Tues. Wed.

* Record the time the behavior occurred.

Thurs. Fri.

45i
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CONTRACT COUNT (D

The teacher uses this form o keep track of the number, goal,

reward, and effectiveness of learning-behavior change contracts made

with an individual pupil. The form is divided into four columns that

allow for the des _iption'of each contract and the recording of all

contracts on a cumulative basis. The first column records types of

contract (verbal or written), the second the behavioral requirements

the third the reward (payoff), and the fourth the outcome (if

goal was reached). The form provides an ongoing record that allows

the teacher to evluate contract-mediated interventions with each

pupil.

The form can be analyzed for an individual pupil or for groups

of pupils. The percentage of successful contracts overall and the out-

comes of specific contracts by type can also be determined. For

example, verbal contracts could be compared with -itten ones, free,

time payoffs could be compared with tangible payoffs, and the effective-

ness of contracts on specific tasks (reading vs. writing) could also

be determined. The data could lead to more effective intervention

planning for an individual child or for a whole classroom. Comparisons

of this nature would be done by computing percentage of success in

each category and then comparing those percentages.

Each contract can be classified into nine (9) and possibly

more categories. Within each category a number of subcategories might

exist. (For example, Grade Level could be divided in K-3I 4-6, 7-9,

and 10 -12 subcategorie

Following is a list of categories and within each category the

noninclusive list of subcategories.



CATEGORY

CATEGORY

Area of 1mp_r-ovement Desired

1. Math
2. Reading
3. Spelling
4. Behavior
5. Self-Concept
6.

7.

of Reward for Successful Contract

1. Bonus Points
2. Free Time
3. Recognition
4.

5.
6.

CATEGORY III: Duration of Contract

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

One day
One week
One month

CATEGORY IV: Grade Level of Pupil

1. IC-3

2. 4-6

3. 7-9
4. 10-12

CATEGORY V: Contract Task

1. Homework Assignments
2. Orderly behavior
3. Completion of classwork
4.

5.

CATEGORY VI: Contractor

1. Title VI Staff
2. EH Teacher
3. Classroom Teacher
4.
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CATEGORY VII. Contract Used For

1. Individual
2. Class Group
3. Boys Group
4. Girls Group
5
6.

CATEGORY VIII: Sex of Contrac ee

1. Boy
2. Girl

CATEGORY IX: Contract Outcome

CATEGORY X:

1. Successful
2. Unsuccessful

1.

2.

Interpretation

Through the format outlined above, the contracts can be inter-

p e ed and analyzed in a number of productive ways as listed below:

1. Successful vs. Unsuccessful contracts could be compared
overall. (IX)

2. Specific "areas of improvement" desired: could be analyzed
separately. (I)

3. Specific "grade levels" could be analyzed separately. (IV)

4. Six differences could be analyzed. (VIII)

5. Other analysis as desired.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

CONTRACT COUNT

Title of person completing form

Date
- POST

Form: w=written
vv2rbal

A.it: behavior
time

Payoff: Goal Reached:
Yes-No

455
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INFERRED PUPIL SELF CONCEPT RATING BY TEACHER (E)

This instrumen as developed to measure teachers' opinions

of their pupils' self-concepts. Furthermore, we sought to determine

if teachers' opinions were correlated with children's actual self-

ratings. Thus, this form can be used in conjunction with Form F

(which follows). Each of the seven items on this form is keyed to

a similar item on Form E (see section 1.2 of the report for a

complete discussion.)

Based upon our finding, in the present project evaluation,

that teachers' perceptions do not correspond at ail to their pupils

self-ratings, we would not recommend the use of this instrument in

isolation. Further research is necessary to completely discount its

Usefullness, however. In conjunction with this, we would recommend

a slight modification of this instrument so that its results could

be compared with our suggested revision to Form F (see next section).

We suggest changing the items in this fo-

1. Coming to school in the morning.
2. Reading aloud in class.
3. Doing arithmetic.
4. Being called on in class.

. My visiting his/her home.
6. Doing homework
7. His/her parents visiting my classroom.

E-1

4- 5 G



CALIFORNIA TITLE VI -G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CEWER

Student's name

School

PUPIL Ste' a CONCEPT RATING BY TEACHER

Date

Rater

-ade oom

Instructions:

Relationship
EH Teacher,
Regular Teacher,
Counselor

(1) Fill in all ©r the above information.
(2) -Check appropriate blank between like and dislike to

indicate your appraisal of the student's attitude
for each item.

PLEASE GIVE YOUR

1. Being in school

SION OF HOW THIS PUPIL ENTLY FEELS ABOUT:

2. Being around teachers

Arithmetic

4. Reading

5. Homework

6. His or her appearance

Dislikes

Dislikes

Dislikes

Dislikes

Dislikes

Dislikes

7. Overall scholastic Lacking
ability (his or her) Confidence Confident

Likes

Likes

Likes

Likes

Likes

Likes

Quite

COMMEWS:

457
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PUPIL SELF CONCEPT TORY (F)

This instrument was developed initially by project staff and

later revised by the evaluators on the basis of an informal item

analysis. The origin of many of the items is obscure; many of them

were created by project personnel and some, undoubtedly, were taken

from other informal inventories used by other researchers.

During the first two years of the project, the instrument con-

tained many more items than the present form. At the end of the

second year, an item analysis was.done on the pre-post data collected

_during the second year. Several items were discarded which did not

elicit response frequencies amenable to change, .e., they were

characterized by a ceiling effect on the pre-test and thus, were

incapable of showing improvement over time.

The present instrument, composed of 33 items in 5 different

categories, has been extensively analyzed on the basis of two test-

retest reliability studies with non-project children during the

1973-74 academic year.

The first pilot study was carried out in November, 1973, at

Lawton Elementary School, San Francisco, using a sample of 18 fifth

grade pupils. The 33-item instrument was administered to the subje

in paper-and pencil fashion with items read aloud by the administrator.

This procedure was repeated with the same children two weeks later.

The results of this first study showed that, on the basis

an item-by-item analysis, approximately two-thirds of the items had

test-retest reliability coefficients (Pearson ) significant at the

.05 level or beyond. When total scores for each child were correlated



the overall reliability coefficient was .75 for the entire inventory

The second reliability study was done at the same elementary

school with a different fifth grade class in May, 1974. The reason

for carrying out this second pilot study was to determine if a pupil's

knowledge of his prior responses (a procedure used in the first study)

might have influenced his second set of responses (retest). The re-

sults of the second study agreed closely with those from the first.

About the same proportion of items had significant test-retest

coefficients of reliability. When the item coefficients were suer ed

and averaged using Fisher's -transformation formula, the average item

test - retest coefficient of correlation was .51'. It was noted, however,

that some item cor elations differed markedly on the two separate

studies. Whether these changes were due to the differences in test

administration noted above, or whether they were the result of measure-

ment error is not entirely certain.

On the basis of our fairly extensive analysis of this instrument

we recommend that the number of items be drastically reduced to those

which (1) had significant test- retest r's on all administrations, (2)

have means which generally fall between 2 and 3 on the 4-point scale,

and (3) fall under the specific rabic of education, rather than psychology

in general. Such an instrument would be composed of the following items:

1. Coming to school in the Morning
2. Reading aloud in class.
3. Doing arithmetic.
4. Being called on in class.
5. If the teacher visited my home.
6. Doing homework.
7. If my parents visited the school.
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This instrument would be much shorter and easier to administer;

and it would reflect attitudes which could be changed through educa-

tional intervention. We suspect that a su ed score based upon re-

sponses to these items would be a very accurate and useful indication

of a student's "educational" self-concept.



CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

PUPIL CONCEPT INVENTORY

1st
Sessionn

Date and time of day

Recorder

Other players, if any

Instructions:

2nd
Session

Date and time of day

Recorder

This game may be playedrdIal, one, two, or three
children. Be sure to indicate the names of all
children who play at one time above. Fill out
one summary sheet for each child and be sure to
record the color of his card deck. All items
should be read aloud by the child or, if he
cannot read, by the teacher. For research
purposes, the second game session must be played
with same number of players as the first, though
not necessarily with the same individual children,

QUESTIONS

When you look in a mirror

Being alone

First
Session

Second
Session Change

You are not sure what
people want you to do

461
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QUESTIONS

First
Session

Second
Session Change

4. Someone hollers you

SUB TOTAL SCORE

_0 _ SCHOOL D LEARNING_

5. Coming to school in the
morning

Reading aloud

Doir en work

Doing arithmetic

Taking a test

10. Going to art time

11. Time for music

E. time

13. Time science

14. Leaving your nlassroom
to get special help

4 6 2
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STIONS
First
Session

Second
Session Change

15. Social Studies time

16. Being late for class

17. Being asked to stay
after school

Al there is no school

19. tin report card days

SCORE

ME AND MY TEACHERS

20 Being called on in class

21 Being ld my teachers

22. Your teacher calls and
talks to your parents

23. Teacher shows your work
to the rest of the class

If tea
home

visited my

433
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QUESTIONS

25. Teacher comes to my desk

SUB TOTAJ, SCORE

OTHER GROWNUPS

26. Seeing or hearing the
principal, vice-
principal, or dean

27. A sub in your room

Seeing your counselor

First
S'19Si n

Second
Session

SUB

MF, AND N1 F`Al!IIL7

29. Doing homework at home

Parents visit school

Walking in your nt
door

Playing with your
brothers and sisters

F-7

it ft



QUESTIONS
First
Session

Second
Session Change

Eating together as a
family

SUB TOTAL SCORE

GRAM T

Observations: Please note any information concerning the response
pattern or other behavior of the child which you
feel is important.



TEACHER RATING OF PUPIL ACADEMIC P ORI CE (G)

At the time of referral the teacher fills out this fo

rate the pupil's academic skill levels in reading, arithmetic,

spelling and language. These ratings are to serve as measures of

the teacher's perception of the academic performance levels of the

pupil. The ratings are made on a continuum ranging from one to

four points. These levels can also serve to pinpoint priority

areas for acadeMic remediation.

The form was used on a pre -post intervention basis in the

current project. It can also be used on a pre-during-post basis.

The ratings were analyzed for changes in level. The statistical

procedure applied was the correlated T-test. (See the description

of Form A, Student or Class Referral Form, for a discussion of

inter-rater reliability).

G-1



CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
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Ci RATThG OF PUPIL ACADEMIC PER ORMANCE

Title of person completing form

Date

POST -

A. Student's nee

Hi hdate

Teacher

r B. Classroom

Person Servicing

I

III . Academic Level

More than 2
levels
below

Below
level
grade

Within
grade
level

Above
grade
level

2.

__
Reading

Language

2a. Oral

2b. Written

ithmet.c

__ _ ----

Spelling

Handwriting

Science

Social Studies

467
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LES (H)

Work samples serve as idographic measures of student progress

in specific academic areas. Baseline work samples can be defined

for tasks such as arithmetic computation, reading comprehension,

handwriting, and written expression. These samples should be de-

fined conjointly by the project staff members and the referring

teacher at the inception of a remedial program. The specific

teria to be used in evaluating pupil progress should also be

defined prior to the remediation program as well. The criteria

should be individualized so as to fit each student's entry level

skills and the goal the referring teacher wished to set.

Analysis of the results of the work samples could be done by

types of task, pre-remediation level, and post-remediation level

evaluation of skill proficiency. Therefore, the results could

be analyzed in tee of the percentage of work samples that met

criterion on the post-remediation evaluation. Individual student's

projects could also be analyzed to determine changes in error

responses and correct responses.
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Title of per on collecting

Date

WORK_SAMP S

Check one of the following:

Pre sample

Post sample

Other

469
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WIDE RANGE ACRIEV T TEST WRAT)

The WRAT (Jastak, Baer, and Jastak) was administered to all

pupils referred to the project prior to their involvement in any

intervention programs. The test was selected as a standard measure

of grade level achievement in reading word attack skills, arithmetic

computation, and spelling. The WRAP is widely used and is a standard

measure for admission, retention, and evaluation of almost all

students' enrolled in special education programs in California.

The WRA'i' was administered on a pre-post intervention basis.

a gain /month score as computed in each area for each pupil so

assessed. The difference between the pre-post achievement scores

was first determined and then this was divided by the number of

months the pupil had spent in the program. Then, a mean gain nth

was computed by level (i.e., primary, upper elementary, and junior

high-secondary) and by area (reading, arithmetic, and spelling).

4 0
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WIDE RANGE AHI

see test anua nr instruct n
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COPYRIGHT. l755 by
GUidinea A.640Ciate§
of Delaware. Ine,
1526 G113;11 AVOMIC
Wilmington. Delaware

WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Reading, Spelling, Arithmetic from Pre-School to College

By J. F. Jastak, S. W. Bijou, S. R. Ja6tak

Birthdate M. F. C ron. Age . .

School Grade Reading Score Grade Stand Sc.,.... (:; de

_ .. .Spelling Score_ Grade.. _Stand-Sc.. f'; ile_ .

Printed in U.S.A.
19)7. 1946. 1963
Revised Edition

I965

Referred by... .. . . ..... .. ......

-Date Examiner Arithmetic Score.... .Grade .. Stand-Sc.. jile_. ....

Percentiles

Loral l---Spelling
Sr-are Grade

I S.3
I N.8
3 Pk.1
4 Pk.1
3 Pk.:i

rk.3
7 l'k.7
8 Pk.0

Kg.I
10 KO

KO

and Standard

-Grade
Scare Grade
II lig.
13 lig,5

IS kg.7
16 15:0.8

17 K0.0
18 Gr.1.0
111 1.1

/13 13
11 1.3

41 1.4

Score

Norma.
S'enre Grade

13 1.3

1.0
15 1.7

16 1,11

17 4.0
18
19
30
31 4.6
31 /.7

corresponding

Senn, grad
:14 3.0
35 3.4
30 3.5
37 ;1.7

38 3.11

39 4.4
40
41 4.7
41 5.0
13 5.3
44 5.5

to grade

genre ($ rink
45 5.7
411

47 0.3
46 11.5

0.6
50 7.1
31 7.7
5i 8.1
53 0.7

11.1

55 9.7

ratings and age

Seore Grade
30 10.3

37 10.0

38 11.3
.59 11.1
041 1;10
01 18.8

84 14.3

08 13.1

04

115 16.7

may be found

I Level II-Spelling-Grade
Scare Grade

0 Kg.1
1 lig,8

Gr1.0

I 1.0

5 1.9

0 1.1
7 1.0

3.0
9 3

10 :1.7

in the

Score Grade
I 4,0

4.3
13 4.0
II 4.9
13 3,4
16 5.5
17 5.11

18 0.1
19 6.3
40 CU

Manual.

Norma,
Scare Grade

0.7
0.8

13 7.0
44 7.4
43 7.1
ill 7.6
17 7.8
ili 8.1
19 4.4
30 8.7

GMat,
SI 9.11

31 9,3
3:4 9.0

/k9
11/.#

10.3

17 10.8
11.1

31/ 11.11

40 14.0

clue Fit

41 I

41 I

43 194
14 13.6
45 14,0
46 11.4
47 15.0
46 15,7
49 16.4
50 17.1
31 18.0

Speilintt

Level 1

Gumul
Teat Score

Copying.
1 paint
per
mark IA

Name
1 letter
2 letters 20

Spelling
point 21

per to
word 4,5

Scorea

Level II
Carnal

Tent Score

Copying
4.')
10-17
IS

Name
1 letter 4
2 let ters 5

spelling
1 point
per
word 51

A

3

4.

6.

7

9

10

12-
_

14

15

24

25.

26

_ 27

33

34.

35

36

37.

38

39

40

41

42.

43

28 44

29 45

30 46
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Page 2. Arithmetic
LEVEL I. Oral Part

I17 LT

3 pennies, spend I

Written part.

1 + 1

4 1

9

O 0 0
3 Fingers, 8 fingers. 9 or 6? 42 or 28?

9 marbles, lase 3)4 apples)

3 2
6 5 24 4 X'2 23

4- 2 ± 4 0

4

1

+ 2

5

3

4

2

7

5

6 0 2
$ 6 2 . 0 4

= 5.3 0

1 5
5

yd. in

7

1 4

3

8 2 3
X 9 6

2 7 ) 3 8 4

12

X 3

O 0

2 9 7 5
1 8

min.

4

3

+ 2

6 ) 9 6 8

5

yr. mo.

doz.3

Multiply: 7.9 6
3 0.8

Which is more?

or Ana.

Find the average of

24, 18, 21, 26, 17

Ana.

Write as a percent

a , 07
4 /0

3 3 k

4 -?1- X

Write as decimal

20% of 120

P.2 ) 6 2.7 0 3
Change to familiar

numerals:

MCXLII
5 ) (+ 9 )

Find interest on

$.?00 at 4 1% for 7 redo. -- ay ) 65
Find square root: 3 3 4 . 8 9

Arit EicLovel 1Grade Norma tiles and Standard Scares corrompandInff In 'grad.. rating and age may be Imind In Manual

a.ra Grad, Seen- (irada ;Score tirade.; S.s,re lirlidelSuOre Grnile

Kg.

it fig f ; lit (ir.
l'k.1 ; 17 tat
Pk.," I I

l'k.t 10

l'k.0 I:1 Kgit 1 PI

Pk.e 11 1",:g.7 Id/

tai III :1,45

tat 30 3.0

j 31 4.i
.1.11 1.3

ii 1,14

31) 3 .5.11

:15 5.1

Se,, r 4 . ° 5. Grade ;Saere Wade ;6cate Grade

-'.7 i 50 I0.0 j a7 11.11

51 10.7 35 13.0

34 11,4 SO 10.:1

35 It.I
51 11.8

11 13.5

41 11.3 49 14.4 34) 14.It ;

1-4 Al '7 3



ING

All pupils referred to the project who evinced reading problems

were given the Rated Assessment Reading prior to remedial programs

being initiated. The Rated Assessment tasks are based on a precision

teaching measurement system (Kunzelmann, 1971; Alper & White, 1972,

et.al. 1973). The pupil is given a one-minute timed trial on specific

criterion - referenced reading skill sheets (i.e., letter sounds,

3-letter -v-c- words, 4-letter c-v-c- words, 5-letter c-v-c words and

Dolch words). Correct and errors per minute are computed for each

sheet separately. In this way the effects of Specific remedial pro-

grams can be monitored. Grade level measures lead to global assess-

ments and are not criterion referenced. The rated assessment provides

a skill specific measure of pupil growth. The rate also has advan-

tages over percentages or simple frequency counts in that it provides

both a measure of speed and accuracy. As ny referred pupils are slow

and non-fluent readers, their rate of performance is an important

criterion in evaluating the success .of.remedial programs.

The rated assessment-reading was administered on a pre-post

intervention basis. Specific instructions for the administration of

the assessment are included with the instrument. Separate correct

and error rates, for each subject on each skill, were computed in both

assessments. The mean correct and error rate was determined by level

for each skill pre-and post- project intervention (primary, intermediate

junior high and high school). A correlated T -test wa completed

separately for the correct and error rate means, by level, to deter-

mine any significant shifts in rate.

4 7 4
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The uaua wao a.Lo compared to mastei rate

tery rates provide a correct and error rate range that indicates when

a student is proficient in a specific oral reading subskill. The

combination of correct and error rates specifies both fluency and

accuracy for each skill.

accuracy ratio and percentage of accuracy (Pennypacker,

Koenig, and Lindsley, 1973) were computed for each skill both pre-and

post-training. The accuracy ratios and percentages of accurary pro-

vide information as to the relation between correct and error rate.

Accuracy ratios are computed by dividing the larger of the two rates

by the smaller of the two rates. For example, if the correct rate is

2 /minute and the error rate is 1 /minute the accuracy ration would be

2/1=2. If the correct rate is larger then the accuracy ratio

assumes a times function which is denoted by an X (in our example we

would have

ratio a

If the error rate is larger then the accuracy

Wined a divide-by function which is denoted by an 4 (If errors

were 2 /minute and correct rate was 1 /minute the accuracy ratio would

be 2/1.42). The percentage of accuracy is then determined by dividing

the correct rate minute by the total number of responses made per/

minute (correct rate . error rate /minute). As in our example with

a correct rate of 2 /minute and an error rate of 1 /minute, the accuracy

ratio would be 2/2+1-2/3 or 66 2/3%.
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CRI ON PF`ORNi ICE RATES

Mastery
Correct Incorrect

1. Sounds
a. Consonants 90/Min 1-2/Min
b. Vowels 90/thin 1-2 min

Note: We have started the child
on three letter words
following their reaching
a rate of 40/Min of con-
sonants and vowels. We
still continued to work
on the sounds only stopping
after the child reached
80/Min on both.

2 Alphabet Names - (optional)

Phonetically Predictable
Words - 4, 5 letter)

4. Sight Words - (Predictable
and unpredictable)

Reading in Book - (at all
grade levels)

Minimum Rate for Choosing
a Book

4 7 (13

80/Min 1-2 min

(3) 80-85/min 1-2/Min
(4) 70-75/Min 1-2/Min
(5) 60 -65 /min 1-2/min

60-80 in 1-2/Min

100-120/Min 1-2 Al
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CALIFORNIA-TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

RATED ASSESSMENT - READING

Introduction: -WE HAVE SOME TIME TO SPEND TO SHARE WITH ME
WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED ABOUT LETTERS AND WORDS THEN
YOUR TEACHER AND I WILL BE ABLE TO GIVE YOU TASKS
THAT YOU CAN DOAND TASKS WHICH WILL HELP YOU
LEARN TO USE MORE DIFFICULT WORDS.

Item 1

Items 2-5

Manuscript Alphabet Recognition

Place the stimulus sheet for Manuscript Letter Re-
cognition in front of student. Place the score
sheet in such a way that the student is not dis-
tracted by the scoring process.

Verbal directions to student:
SAY THE NAMES OF THESE LETTERS
BEGIN f RE. (Point to the first one.

Verbal directions to student:
READY - BEGIN (Begin timing for one minu

Time for one minute.
Verbal direction to Student:
STOP
Make a positive statement based on observed
performance.
Example: (You worked for a minute)

Mark on a duplicate sheet each error and the
place where the student stopped. Record on
the score sheet the number read correctly, the
number read incorrectly and the date.

If the student has difficulty with an item, ask
him to try the next item. Count omissions as
errors. Count the student's first response
in scoring.

Three, Four, Five - Letter Mixed Vowel Words
(1 minute sample) and Dolch Sight Words (30
second sample)

Place the stimulus sheet in front of the
student

Verbal directions to student:
READ EACH OF THESEWORDS OUT LOUD. BEG
Point to the first one.
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Allow student to read in the direction he
chooses and indicate with an arrow student's
choice of direction.

Verbal directions to student;
READY - BEGIN (Begin timing for one minute or
30 seconds for olch sight words

Time for one minute.
Verbal dil'ections to student:
STOP
Make a positive statement based on observation.

Mark on a duplicate sheet each error and the
place where the student stopped. Record on
the score sheet the number read correctly, the
number read incorrectly and the date.

If the student hesitates on an item, ask him
to try the next item. Count omissions as
errors. Count the student's first response in
scoring.



RAAED ASSESSMENT-READING (ONE MINUTE PER TASK)

Pest

I. Manuscript Alphabet
Recognition

A s . -

Corr. Err. Corr. Err,

2. 3 Letter Mixed
Vowel Words

3. 4 Letter Mixed
Vowel Words

5 Letter Mixed
Vowel Words

5 Dolch Sight Words

6. Oral Reading

Comments:
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rc

I

IJ



sat

bus

r i d

keg

rat

pod

bug

at

I og

beg

fig

mug

bog

wed

hub

top

win

vet

p

nap

pod

sun

I g

j

peg

d

dot

pup

tin

rap

hot

burn

had

net

s in

deb

cub

fad

pig

mob

cud

wag

yet

lid

sod

hum

of sad

gum men

nab him

beg rod
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hunt

shop

fink

self

song

bend

trim

tang

glen

slit
drag

blob

gust

shop

shut

crop

pump thin

cost

wish

vest

that

Jump

clot

best

hunt

long

slid

stem

glad

lump

pond

slip

'tent

gang

spun

flop

rink

then

span

fled

mink

chop

vast

vest
482

crab

shot

fret

tw

bond

junk

tw in

best

path

gush

p

lost

mesh

plum

sung



blend thing flush blink

gland blast bland spend

sling grant quest slant

slush plush split crest

lank flesh stank chunk

think drank swept drink

crush stunk drunk thank

slept sling brink spent

brash trend grand stink

sting blush fresh flunk

trunk slang quilt cramp

blond chest slunk trend

clank fling blast blind

crept clunk crest skunk

brink plant flank cramp

ARQ .1-10



and

can

come

fast

get

ride

see

the

go

green

help

s

red

said

stop

this

to

want

we

work

you

big

blue

down

here funny

have



RATED ASSESSMENT MATH (K)

All pupils referred to the project who evinced math computa-

tion problems were administered the Rated Assessment Math prior to

remedial programs being initiated. The Rated tasks are based on a

precision measurement system Kunze1 nn 1971; Alper & White, 1972,

Alper, et.al, 1973).) The pupil is given a one-minute timed trial

on each of the specific arithmetic computation skill sheets (i.e.,

reading numbers, counting groups of dots, addition single digit,

addition with carrying, subtraction with borrowing, multiplication

single digit, and division single digit). Correct and error rates

per minute are computed on each sheet. In this way the effects of

specific remedial programs in arithmetic computation can be monitored.

Grade level measures are often too global and are not criterion re-

ferenced. The rated assessment provided skill specific measures of

pupil growth. The rate of performance also has advantages over per-

centage or frequency counts; it provides both a measure of speed and

accuracy of responding. As many referred pupils are often slow and

inaccurate in their basic computations rate is an important criterion

in evaluating the success of remedial programs.

The rated assessment math was administered on a pre-post interven-

tion basis. Specific instructions for the administration of the assess-

ment are included with the instrument. The same data analysis procedures

were utilized for the rated assessment th as for the rated assess-

ment reading. (see Form J)
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CRITERION PERFORM CE RATES

1. Counting in Sequence-
child requested to count
(child goes from 0-15,
then back to 0 and begins
again.

Note: child should be able to
count all numbers in sequence
before he is expected to add
them.

Mastery
Correct Incorrect

80 -100 /min 1-2/min

2. Write Numbers in Sequency- 60-80/Min 1-4/in
(from memory, on request)

Note: If entry rate below
5, try coping or tracing.

Write Numbers Out-of-Sequence-
(from memory, on request.

Write Numbers for Legibility
and Accuracy.

Note: In order to solve add,
subtract, multiply, and divide
at 30/Min, the child needs to
be able to write numbers at
least.48/min. This would be
minimum proficiency before
number facts could reach
criterion. Number writing is
usually times 1.6 the rate of
number facts (48 n.w. Mastery is
1.6 times n.f.)

Read Number - (0-9, 0-20, -
either in or out of sequence)

Note: Reading numbers in sequence
is a separate skill from reading
out of sequence. Each should
be assessed separately.

6. Count Groups - (like number con-
cepts e.g. 111, 1, 11)

486

K-2

5 --70 /min 1-4/Min

20-40/Min 1-2/ n

60 -80 /win 1-2 /min

40/in 1-2/Min



Note: Before a child can
add a program in counting groups
or identifying groups of objects
might help to teach number
concepts.

Mastery
Correct Incorrect

Computation - (+, x, 7 ) 30/Min 1 2 n
of single digit numbers

Note: If a child is unable to
perform on a sheet of number
facts at a median rate of 20
in the first 3 days then you
have to slice your program.
If teaching sums 0-9 slice
to sums 0-3.

Computation - x, )

with borrowing or carrying
in one digit.
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CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

TED ASSESSMENT - MATH

Introduction: WE HAVE SOME TIME TO SPEND TOGETHER - SHARE WITH ME
WRAP YOU HAVE LEARNED ABOUT LETTERS AND WORD_S THEN
YOUR TEACHERAND I WILL BE ABLE TO GIVE YOU TASKS
THAT YOU CAN-DO AND TASKS_ WHICH WILL HELP YOU
LEARN TO USE MORE DIFFICULT VMS.

Item 1-2 Number Reading (0 -20), (0-100). Usewith students at
grate levels 1-3; and with students who score 10 or
less on computation.

Place the stimulus sheet in front of udent. Verbal
directions to student.

THESE- NUMBERS ALOUD. BEGIN HERE. (Point to

the first one.)
IF YOU FINISH BEFORE I SAY STOP- TOP 0_

THE PAGE AND CONTINUE READING

Verbal directions to student:
READY - BEGIN. (Begin timing for one minute).
Time for .one minute
Verbal directions to student:
STOP
Make a positive statement based on observations.
Example: (You did 12!)

Mark on a duplicate sheet each error and the place
where the student stopped. Record on the score
sheet the number read correctly, the number read
incorrectly and the date.

If the student has difficulty with an item, ask him
to try the next one. Count omissions as errors.
Count the student's final response in scoring.

Item 3 Number - Set. Use with students at grade levels 1-3;
and with students who score 10 or less on computation.

Place the three worksheets in front of the child-
one on top of the other.

Verbal directions to student:
THE NUMBER THAT MATCHES THE DOTS IN EACH BOX.

BEGIN HERE.
(Point to the first one.)

Verbal directions to student:
READY - BEGIN (Begin timing or one minute
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After one minute -
Verbal directions to student:
STOP
Make a positive statement based on observations.
(Example: You finished 20!)

Record on .the score sheet the number o _ec the,

number incorrect, and the date.

In the event he changed a response, count the
final response of student on each item.

Items 11 Computation (Addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division)

Place the stimulus sheet in front of the student.
Ask the student which format for simple addition
and subtraction facts he prefers, vertical or
horizontal.
(This will help the examiner in determining which
stimulus sheets to present the student.)

-Verbal directions to student:
WORK THESE PROBLEMS.
BEGIN HERE. (Point to the first one.)

Verbal directions to studenti
READY - BEGIN. (Begin timing for one minute.

Time for one minute.
Verbal directions to Student:
STOP
Make a positive statement based on observation.

Addition/Subtraction involving carrying, borrowing
or remainders - score 2 points each (1 point for
one's column and 1 point for ten's column) (Two
point maximum)

Multiplication - score 1 point for one's column and
1 point for remaining place W.
(Two point maximum)

Division - score 1 point for whole number in quotient
and 1 point for remainder. (two point maximum)

If the student hesitates on an item, ask him to try
the next one. Count omissions as errors. Count
final response on each item.
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ASS

Number Reading (0-20)

mbar Reading ( 0-100)

Number - Set

2-Digit Addition -0

7. 2-Digit Subtraction-Borrowing

plication (0 -10)

10. Divisf.on-Simple

11. Divisic -Remainder
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RATED ASSESSMENT - ORAL R ING GI

The Rated Assessment Oral Reading was administered to all

pupils referred to the project who evinced reading problems. The

oral reading task was designed to be a measure of oral reading rate

for words in context. Each pupil was given a timed trial in reading

word passage taken from the Gilmore Oral Reading test both pre- and

post- project intervention. A 70- second period was allowed for pass-

ages grades 1-4 and a 1-minute period for passages grades 5-7. The

passage was chosen based on the student's Wide Range Achievement Test

Reading Score. If the pupil scored at the 1.0 grade level he was given

the 1.0 grade level passage from the Gilmore. When the pupil's score

was at the 1.5 grade level he was given at 2.0 Gilmore Oral Reading

passage. The same procedures were used to define grade level passages

for students reading on the WRAT at any level. Therefore, in all cases

when the pupil read at .5 or more above the grade level score on the

WRAT we rounded off to the higher grade level'to determine the Gilmore

Passage appropriate for him. The same passage was administered on

- the pre- and post-test.

The Rated Assessment Oral Reading was scored in the same way

as all of the other rated reading tasks.. Pre and post- intervention

correct and error rates /minute were computed. A T-test for correlated

means was computed to determine if the changes in either correct or

error rates were significant from pro -post intervention. Accuracy

ios and percentage of accuracy were computed (see discussion of

oral reading rate in appendix).
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Student

CALIFORNIA. TITLE VI -G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

RATED ASSESSMENT - ORAL READ DG 1GILMOREE

School

Person completing form

Date
POST - °THEFT-

Ite- 6 Use Gilmore Oral Reading Test

Select paragraph appropriate to student's reading level
based on WRAT score - round off high (1.6=2 etc.)
Time student for 30 seconds on paragraphs 1 =4; and
1 minute on paragraphs 5-10.

Enter scores on Rated Assessment - Reading ummary
Sheet, Item (Form J).
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RECORD BLANK
Form C

Gilmore
Oral Reading
Test
by JOHN V. GILMORE

EUNICE C. GILMORE

HARCOURT, BRACE & WORLD, INC.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO ATLANTA DALLAS

Cow/rot:In II Ka; by HarcowI. Bmce A World. Inc. All rights reserved. printed in U,S. A.

L-3
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FORM C-1

The girl has a cat.
The girl is Mary.
The cat is Puff.
Puff is gray.
Father is in the, yard.
Father works hard.

TIMF Seconds

1. What is the girl's name?
2. What is the cat's name?
3. What color is the cat?
4. Who is in the yard?
5- What is Father doing?

ERROR RECORD Number
Substitutions
Mispronunciations
Words pronounced by examiner
Disregard of punctuation
Insertions
Hesitations
Repetitions
Omissions

Total Errors

L-4
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COMPETENCY RATING OF SPECIAL OR IERs (

This form was utilized by the project staff to rate the special

teachers and regular teachers who had intensive contact with the program.

The form can be used both prior to and following contact with a training

program. Each item on the instrument covers a specific behavioral com-

petency considered important for teachers of educationally handicapped

children. A content analysis was completed on the items and they were

found to represent all of the specific skill areas that were outlined

from the project objectives. The items were also found to be weighted

in the same way as the project objectives. No one instructional theory

is represented by the items although they do reflect a Clinical Teach-

ing model as put forth by Lerner (1972). The basic steps in such a

model are: diagnose, plan, teach, evaluate; and the questions follow

this sequence.

The trainee's skill in each of the major objectives is

evaluated by the staff member who has had the greatest degree of con-

tact with the trainee. The ratings are supposed to be completed

after observation of the trainee in the teaching situation. The

ratings are not to be shared with the trainee in order to reduce any

sensitization effects but they can be used by the project staff to

pinpoint a=reas for consultation, training, and follow-up.

The form consists of two parts. The first section is divided

into seventeen specific questions. Each question covers a step in

the assessment, data interpretation, objective statement, structuring

the learning situation, teaching, reinforcement, and evaluation sequence.

Every question has a separate set of descriptors for each level of
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skill competence and use. These descriptors are arranged on a three

point scale and the staff member rates the trainee on this scale.

The second section consists of one question with eleven subparts.

Each subpart is related to a specific learning modality area, academic,

subject, or behavior. The staff member rates the trainee, in this

section, on his skill in assessment of each of these areas. Every

area receives two ratings, one for formal assessment techniques and

the second for informal assessment techniques. The scale for this

area ranges from 1-no knowledge of skill,_to 4-knows a variety of

methods and uses one or more with proficiency.

The form was utilized on a post-training basis in the current pro-

ject. The data was analyzed to compute means and standard deviation

on each item for the entire group of trainees following training. It

can be administered on a pre-post basis and then the data could be

analyzed for difference scores by item across the trainee group. The

pre-post data could also be analyzed utilizing a correlated T-test

to determine the significance of changes for each item.
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CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

CY RATING FOR SPECIAL OR REGULAR TEACHERS

Title of person completing this form

Date
( PRE POST - OTHER)

Introduction: h.is form should be used for teachers from the selected
site schools.

Instructions

1. Read all of the questions on the form before answering.
2. Make a visit to the teacher's school location to obtain both

the observational and verbal information required to complete
the rating.
Observe the teacher working with individual students end with
groups.
Review teaching plans for individual students with the
teacher.

(Data for points 2, 3, & 4 may be obtained during your
normal contact with the teacher.

All teachers should be rated on as many questions as are
appropriate.

RAC THE TEACHER ON THE BASIS OF BEHAVIORS CURRENTLY DEMONSTRATED

Questions

1. Does the teacher know how to select the appropriate diagnostic
instrument (assessment tool, test) to fit the child's
ability and /or disability area? (delete when rating regular
teacher)

1. Shows little discrimination in choice of tests.
2. Shows adequate discrimination in choice of tests.
3. Shows high degree of discrimination in choice of tests.

2. Rate the teacher's ability to use diagnostic test (assessment)
results to anerate individualized programs in regard to
student strengths and weaknesses.

1. Does not utilize any assessment data in planning for
students.
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2. Uses diagnostic test information to a limited degree in
planning for students.
Makes maximum use of diagnostic test information in
planning for students.

Rate the teacher's use of instructional objectives for each
student in his or her teaching plan. (An instructional
objective must include a statement of the behavior, situation,
description of the learner, and a criterion level)

1. Teacher does not use instructional objectives.
2. Teacher has instructional objectives for some students,

but not for all areas or for all students (Areas=reading,
math, spelling)
Teacher specifies instructional objectives for all
students in all required areas (i.e., reading, math,
spelling)

Are the teacher's instructional objectives individualized in
terms of each student's strengths and weaknesses (as deter-
mined by formal and informal student assessments - see #18)?

1. Teacher does not take the student into account (i.e., the
objectives do not match up with the diagnostic data)

2. Student objectives show a small degree of individualiza-
tion. (i.e., in one area or for a small number of
students)
Student objectives are clearly related to individual
patterns of ability and disability.

Do the teacher's records show evidence that he or she monitors
student progress towards the objectives?

1. There is no indication that the teacher monitors student
progress.
There is some evidence of informal monitoring of student
progress.

3. There is strong evidence that the teacher keeps on-going
progress records for each student (records might include
objectives based checklists, routine rated assessments,
etc.)

6. Does the teacher modify the instructional objective, based
upon student progress?

1. Instructional plans are adhered to without modification.
2. Instructional plans are infrequently modified when student

either makes progressor fails to make progress.
3. Instructional plans are continually evaluated and changed

based upon student progress.
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Does the teacher utilize a wide variety of instructional
approaches for the individual student?

1. Teacher utilizes one approach in each area.
2. Teacher utilizes a few different approaches in each

area (maximum of 2)
3. Teacher utilizes a wide variety of approaches in each

area.

8. Does the teacher utilize a wide variety of instructional
approaches for groups of students?

1. The teacher utilizes one approach in each area.
2. Teacher utilizes a few different approaches in each area

(maximum of 2)
3. Teacher utilizes a wide variety of approaches in each

area.

9. Does the teacher develop and utilize individual reinforcement
programs for student's social behavior problems? (see 10)

1. Teacher does not use reinforcement systematically.
2. Teacher uses reinforcers on a limited basis (with 1 or 2

students)
3. A majority of student behavior problems are dealt with

using a contingency management program.

* A teacher who phases from tangible to social reinforcements should
be rated highly. We are not just looking for the use of tangibles
with students, only those who require them.

10. Does the teacher develop and utilize individual reinforcement
programs for students' academic problems (e.g. employs contracts,
tokens, etc.) *

1. Teacher does not use reinforcement approaches systematically.
2. Teacher uses reinforcers on a limited basis (with 1 or 2

students)
3. A majority of student -ork is related to a reinforcement

program.

11. Does the teacher involve his student's planning their own
program?

1. Not at all.
2. Teacher asks students only infrequently about their

preferences.
3. Teacher frequently involves a majority ( or more)_ of the

students in planning their own programs.,
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12. Does the teacher utilize other personnel in planning and inbtruc-
tion for his students? -(e.g. aides, learning center teachers,
peer and cross age tutorsi etc.

1. Teacher does not use other personnel at all.
2. Teacher uses other personnel on a limited basis (not daily)

3. Teacher uses other personnel to a high degree. (daily and
with more than one student)

13. Does the teacher exhibit confidence in sharing ideas with other
-teachers on the staff with whom his students are involved?

1. Teacher works alone and does not communicate with other
teachers involved.

2.- Teacher has_limited communication with=others involved with
student (only when formal re-evaluation is requested or
required)
Teacher has a high degree of communication with other
teachers involved with the student.

14. How responsive is the teacher to acknowledging new ideas?

1. Not open to new ideas.
2. Will listen to new ideas but won't try out.
3. Will listen and try out new approaches.

15. Rate the teacher's ability to identify learning modalities
for each student.

1. Teacher does not know any of the basic learning modalities.
2. Teacher knows all of the basic modalities but cannot

identify.
3. Teacher knows all of the basic learning modalitie

can identify all of them.

Rate the teacher's ability to locate and utilize materials
appropriate to the needs of the class.

1. Teacher does not know of the resources for appropriate
levels or learning materials.

2. Teacher knows of the resources for appropriate levels of
learning materials, but does not utilize.

3. Teacher knomof resources and utilizes them.

17. Rate the teacher's ability to locate and utilize resource
personnel appropriate to the needs of the class.

1. Teacher does not know how to locate resource personnel
for her class.

2. Teacher knows how to locate resource personnel for her
class, but does not utilize them.

3. Teacher knows how to locate resource personnel for her
class and does utilize them.

5,1
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18. Rate the teacher's ability to utilize an appropriate instrument

for the following learning areas. Remember, one instrument

may measure more than one area (e.g. ITPA measures both

visual and auditory channels)

The numbers used below indicate the following:

1 = Doesn't know of any informal or formal methods in this area.

2 Knows of a single informal or formal method but does not

utilize.

m Knows of a single inforial or formal method and uses with

basic competency.

4 = Knows of a variety
high proficiency.

of methods

'ORfAL,

and uses 1 or more with

INFORMAL

Behavior 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Auditory Perception 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Visual Perception 1 ,2. 3 4 1 2 3 4

Motor Development 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

Language 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Memory 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Cognitive 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Reading 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Math 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Spelling 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
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INEE'S SELF-RATING OF COMPETENCY (N)

This form is a self-rating device given to the regular teachers,
special teachers, and support workers and can be administered prior
to and following their involvement with the project. It was developed

to assess changes in the competency
areas considered important for

the development of programs for learning, disabled and educationally

handicapped children. The areas covered on the device correspond

with those-assessed on Form M - Competency Rating of Special and

Regular Teachers. The format of the device consists of ten items

covering the areas of assessment techniques, interpretation of assess-

ment information, developing behavioral objectives, relating objectives
to assessment information, use of contingency management, skill in

keeping track of student progress, locating resource materials for

instruction, structuring the learning environment, and sharing the

responsibilities for instruction. The trainee rates his own skill

level in each of these previously monitored areas on a four point

scale that covers the following range: 1-very little skill, 2-some

skill, 3-moderate skill, and 4-strong skill.

The form was used only on a post- training basis in the current

project. Mean ratings and standard deviations of ratings were computed

for each item. If the form is used on a pre-post basis difference

scores for each item can be computed as well. Following this, a

lated T-test would be used to assess the significance of change for

each of the items. The information on this form can also be related to
the ratings on Form M, Competency Rating of Special or Regular Teachers,

in order to determine the relationship between these self-ratings and
the ratings obtained in the-major competency areas by an outside observer.
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CALIFORNIA TITLE VI -G PROJECT
PUBIC .SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

TRAINEE'S SELF-RATING OF COMPETENCY STATUS

Title of person completing form

Date
171:7)ST==T--)THER

Instructions

Please indicate your present level_of_ability_in_each of the_following
areas. Circle the response number.

(1)
(4)

VERY LITTLE SKILL (2) SOME SKILL (3) MODERATE SKILL
STRONG SKILL

1. DETERMINING LEARNING S GTI S W SSES THROUGH FORMAL AND
INFORMAL ASSESSMENTS

1

2. ID G L
1

-2 3

ODALITIES FOR EACH STUDENT
2 . 3

DEVELOPrnG REALISTIC ACADEMIC BEHA 0 AL OBJECTIVES
1 2 3

4. RELATING STUTENT INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS TO ASSESS!_
1 2 3

5. UTILIZING EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUES FOR BEHAVIOR MANAG
1 2 3

6. KEEPING (C OF STUDE PROGRESS
1 2 3

4

4

4

ORATION

4

4

7. LOCATING AND UTILIZING MATERIALS APPROPRIATE TO YOUR DS.
1 2 3 4

8. LOCATING AND UTILIZING RESOURCE PERSONNEL APPROPRIATE TO YOUR NEEDS.
1 2 3 4

STRUCTURING THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT TO FACILITATE THE USE OF
RESOURCE MATERIALS IN THE INDIVIDUALIZATION OF INSTRUCTION

2 3 4

10. DEVELOPING THE SHARING OF RESPONSIBILITIES WITH OTHER SCHOOL PER-
SOWEL IN MEETING THE NEEDS OF LEARNING DISABILITY STUDENTS.

1 2 3 4
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TRAINEE'S SELF-RATING OF C©r CY C GE (0)

This form is a self-rating device given to the regular teachers,

special teachers, and support workers following their involvement

with the project. It was developed to assess the degree of skill

improvement each of the trainee's perceived had occured during

their project contact. The items are exactly the same as those

rated on Form N - Trainee's Self-Rating of Competency. The format

consists of these same ten items but the rating scale used

different. The ratings cover a 4 point scale ranging from 1-very

little change, 2-some change, 3-moderate change, and 4-large change.

The form was used on a post-training basis in the current pro-

ject. Mean change ratings and standard deviations of change ratings

were computed for each item. The data from this form were compared

with the data from Form N to determine the relationship between the

degree of change on each item and the level of competency perceived

by each trainee on each item. This was done by grouping the trainee

ratings, item by item, on both forms computing correlations.
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CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

TRAINEE'S SELF-RATING OF COMPETENCY CHANGE (POST ONLY)

Title of person completing form

Date

Instructions:

Please indicate the effectiveness of this year's Title VI Project staff
in increasing your, knowledge or proficiency in each of the following
areas. Circle the response number.

(1) VERY LITTLE CHANGE (2) SOME CHANGE (3) MODERATE CHANGE (4) LARGE
CHANGE

1. DETERMINING LEARNING S
INFORMAL ASSESSMENTS

1 2

S ASSES THOUGH FORMAL AND

43

2. IDENTIFYING LEARNING MODALITIES FOR EACH STUDENT
1 2 3

DEVELOPING REALISTIC ACADEMIC DAVTORAL OBJECTIVES
1 2

4. RELATING STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL FROG]
1 2

UTILIZING EFFECTIVE
1

6. KEEP G TR CK OF S
1

QUES FOR
2

PROGRESS
2

3

ASSES

3

4

4

OR MANAGEMENT
3 4

3 4

FilviATION

LOCATING AND UTILIZING RESOURCE PERSONNEL APPROPRIATE TO YOUR
NEEDS

1 2 3 4

OURCE MATERIALS APPROPRIATE TO YOUR

1 2 3 4

. LOCATING AND UTILIZING
NEEDS

STRUCTURING THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT TO FACILITATE THE USE OF
RESOURCE MATERIALS IN THE-INDIVIDUALIZATION OF INSTRUCTION

1 2 3 4

DEVELOPING THE SHARING OF RESPONSIBILITIES WITH OTHER SCHOOL PER-
SOWEL IN MEETING THE NEEDS OF LEARNING DISABILITY STUDENTS

1- 2 3 4
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INTERVENTION CHECKLIST FOR SPECIAL PEA C P)

This form was utilized by the trainee's to assess the utility of

the specific intervention procedures that were presented to them by

the project staff. Each of the items represents a specific assessment

device, instructional approach, reinforcement technique, instructional

material, or teaching strategy. There are 21 items on the form with

additional space to-add items that the trainee's wished-to a-dd.The--

additional items would be those that were introduced through the pro-

ject only to specific trainee's because of their own individual needs.

Each item was rated by the trainee on a 4-point scale. The ratings

are not continuous but do represent mutually exclusive evaluations

for each item presented. The scale is as folio

1-you used the item prior to Title VI intervention

2-the item is not appropriate to your teaching situation

you need more help for competency in use

4-your understanding of the item was furthered by Title VI
and you will use.

5-you have mastered the item and are now using

This form was administered on a post training basis in the

current project. 'The percentage of responses, in each category,

each item was determined.
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CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

_ION CHECKLIST FOR SPECIAL TEACHM

Instructions: Please rate each of the following activities, approaches
or interventions listed below. We are interested in determing which
portions of your Title VI involvement have been most useful to you.
Place a number in front of each item to indicate:

,51,1%==b,

1 That you used item prior to Title VI intervention
2 That the item is not appropriate.to your teaching situation
3 That you feel you need more help for competency in use
4 That your understanding of item was furthered by Title VI

and you will use
5 That you have mastered the item and are now using

1. Behavior management techniques

2. Academic contracts

3. Behavior contracts

4. Learning center_

5. Multi-level learning materials

6. Teacher-made games

7. Materials from the resource center

8. Individualized instruction

9. Informal diagnosis of learning styles

10. Writing academic and behavioral objectives

11. Rated assessment forms

12. Regular staff as a resource

13. Self-concept inventory

14. Techniques for utilizing work samples

15. Behavior observation' techniques

16. Anabell Markoff inventory

17. Language Masters

5- 2
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,18. Wide Range Achievement Test

19. Gilmore Oral Reading Test

20. Slingeriand

21. Developmental Learning Material

_r22. Task and Behavior Analysi



SCHEDULE FOR INTERVIEWING SPECIAL OR G T iCHERS (Q)

This form consists of only three items and is designed for

a 15 to 20 minute administration. The questions are quite broad

in nature, and are intended to elicit a variety of responses from

teachers. Because of the lack of specificity of the items, except

for question 2, the verbal data elicited are not easily summarized.

However, through the creative use of content analysis it is

possible to quantify the data in a number of ways, and to utilize

statistical tests to determine whether there are differences between

schools, grade levels, types of teachers, etc. (See section 4.1

of the report for specific examples of data analysis.)
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CALIFORNIA TITLE VII/G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

SCHEDULE FOR RVIEWING SPECIAL OR REGULAR TFACKERS

What is your perception of the role of the Title VI-G Project
as it relates to your school?

2. What kinds of help did you receive during the past year from
the Title VI-G Project?

After initial response, probe these specific categories:

I. teacher consultation
2. student instruction
3. classroom management
4. curriculum
5. inservice training

Please give me your opinion of the effectiveness of the Title VI-G
Project during the past year by indicating some of its strengths
and weaknesses.
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INTER ION CHECI ,IST R RE G D TEAS (R

This form was utilized by the trainee's to assess the utility of

the specific intervention procedures that were presented to them by

the project staff. Each of the items represents a specific assess-

ment device, instructional approach, reinforcement technique, irk.

tructional material, or teaching strategy. There are 21 items on

the form with additional space to add items that the trainee's wished

to add. The additional items would be those that were introduced

through- the project only to specific trainee's because of their own

individual needs. Each item was rated by the trainee on a 4-point

scale. The ratings aloe not continuous but do represent mutually

exclusive evaluations for each item presented. The scale ie as

follows:

1-you used the item prior to Title VI intervention

2-the item is not appropriate to your teaching situation

3-you need more help for competency in use

4-your understanding of the item was furthered byT_itle VI
and you will use again

5-you have mastered the item and are now using

This form was administered oh-4 post training basis in the

current project. The percentage of responses, in each category

for each item was determined.
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CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

INTERVENTIONS CHECKLIST FOR REGULAR. TEACHERS

uctions: Please rate each of the following activities, approaches
or interventions listed below. We are interested in determining which
portions of the Title VI involvement has been most useful to you. Place
a number in front of each item to indicate:

1 That you used item prior to Title VI intervention
2 That the item is not appropriate to your teaching situation
3 That you feel you need more help for competency in use
4 That your understanding of item was furthered by Title VI

and you will use
5 That you have mastered the item and are now using

1. Behavior management techniques

2. Academic contracts

3. Behavior contracts

4. Learning centers

5. Multi-level learning materials

6. Teacher-made games

7. Materials from the resource center

8. Individualized instruction

9. Informal diagnosis of learning styles

10. Writing academic and behavioral objectives

11. Rated Assessment forms

12. Regular staff as a resource

13. Self-concept inventory

14. Techniques for utilizing work samples

15. Behavior observation techniques

16. Anabell Markoff inventory

17. Language Masters

M 9 7
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18. Wide Range Achievement Test

-
Gilmore Oral Reading Test

20. Slinger land

21. Developmental Learn
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SCHEDULE FOR INTERVIEWING SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS (S)

This form consists of four items and is designed for a 15 to

20 minute administration. The form quite similar to Form the

interview schedule for teachers. The questions are quite broad in

nature, except for question 3, and are intended to elicit a variety

of responses from administrators. Because of the lack of specificity

of the items, the verbal data elicited are not easily summarized.

However, through the use of content analysis, it is possible to

quantify the data in a number of ways, and to utilize statistical

tests if desired to probe differences between schools and within

schools. (See section 4.l of the report for specific examples of

data analysis).



CALIFORNIA TITLE VI -G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

SCHEDULE FOR INTERVIEWING SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

What is your perception of the role of the Title VI-G Project
as it relates to your school?

2. What kinds of help did you receive during the past year from
Title VI-G Project?

After initial response, probe these specific categories:

1. teacher consultation
2. student instruction

classroom management
4. curriculum
5. inservice training

To the best of your knowledge have added funds or space been
allocated to your ER or LDG program since involvement with
Title VI -G?

Please give me your opinion of the effectiveness of the Title VI-G
Project during the past year by indicating some of its strengths
and weaknesses.
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COLLEGE/UNTVIERSITY STUD TONING
ACTIVITIES QUESTIONNAIRE T

This instrument was developed originally by the project

director during the second year. After being administered to a

group of interns at the end of that year it was revised by the

evaluators to include additional information, and to provide for

ease of scoring and statistical analysis.

The first part of the form requires the respondent to indicate

his type of involvement and his overall feeling about the amount of

time spent - too long, adequate, or too short. If a reasonable number

of students were involved as trainees, these data could be analyzed in

the folw of a, two-way chi-square contingency table with typef affilia-

tion as one variable and time spent as the other. Other non-para-

metric tests are possible, as well, but most likely this information

would be used mainly -to classify students into various groups for

purposes of analyzing other parts of the questionnaire.

The second part of the instrument is an activities checklist.

The purpose of this section is to find out exactly what experiences a

trainee had during his internship experience. Frequency counts can

be made for all respondents in order to determine which activities

received greatest emphasis. Or, as alluded to above, comparisons in

frequencies could be made across the affiliation categories listed

in the first section of the instrument. Again, non - parametric

analysi9, such as chi-square would be appropriate, since the data are

in the form of ra w frequency counts.

The third section of the report, "Rating of Internship

Experience," really the heart of the instrument. This section

531
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contains 10 items which elicit responses on continuous 4-point scales.

Thus, for analysis purposes, one might compute means and standard

deviations for individual items. This would allow the statistical

comparison of various groups of respondents, such as paid substitute

vs. volunteer trainees on any number of items using the t- statistic.

Multiple groups of trainees could be compared using an appropriate

analysis-of-variance model, provided the necessary assumptions for

the data could be met.

Another possible procedure for analyzing the data might be

the computation of an intercorrelation matrix for the 10 items.

Such a matrix of coefficients of correlation would provide inform a-

tion on the relationships between item responses. One important

question which this technique would help to answer would be "What

aspects of the internship experience (items 1-8) are significantly

related to a positive (or negative) overall experience (itei
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CALIFORNIA TITLE VI-G PROJECT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MODEL SERVICE CENTER

COLLEGE STUDENT -IN TRAINING ACTIVITIES UESTIONNAIRE

Name

College

leave blank if you prefer
Date

Level

TYPE OF INVOLVEMENT WITH TITLE VI-G PROJECT:

Number of days per week
Number of months per year
Nature of project affiliati3:17771=7:71737ow

College credit
Volunteer basis

un or, gradu

Paid substitute
Combination paid and volunteer
Combination paid and college credit

GENERALLY, HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE AMOUNT OF TIME YOU NAVE SPENT WITH
TITLE VI IN TERMS OF DEVELOPING YOUR COMPETENCIES?

Too long
Adequate
Too short-

ACTIVITIES CHEC KLIST

Please check those activities below which you have engaged in during your
internship at Title VI.

1. Obsdrvgd staff working directly with students.
2. Assisted staff working with students.
3. Cooperated with staff in planning lessons for students.
4. Independently planned and carried out lessons.
5. Observed students being evaluated.
6. Assisted in administering and scoring formal and informal

assessment techniques.
7. Independently administered and scored standardized tests.
8. Used commercial and project-developed curriculum

materials in instruction.
9. Independently created teaching materials to meet specific

needs of students.
10. Used commercial and project-developed curricula

materials in instruction.
11. Independently created teaching materials to meet

specific needs of students.
12. Assisted in conducting a workshop for a group of teachers.
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1. a section of a workshop.
14. Worked with students having learning difficulties in

their regular classroom.
15. Worked with students in special classes.
16. Met with social worker, psychologist, or other

specialist concerning students.

RATING OF INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE

Please circle the appropriate response.

1. The practioum experience has related to my college co e ork.

1. Greatly
2. Fairly often
3. Rarely
4. Not at all

I have had the opportunity to work with students and teachers
in professional tasks.

4.

Consistently
Fairly often
Inconsistently
Never

Title VI staff have been available to work and plan with:

1. Whenever necessary
2. Fairly often
3. Inconsistently
4. Hardly ever

4. The variety of experiences offered have been

1. Challenging and many
2. Challenging and few
3. Boring and many
4. Boring and few

5. The opportunity to work independently and assume responsibil
has been provided

Quite often
Fairly often
Seldom
Never

6. experience in relation to assessing ndi dual student'
needs have resulted in my being
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1. Confident of my skills
2. Confident but needing more practice
3. Somewhat unsure of my abilities
4. Very uncomfortable in this situation

7. My experience in relation to teaching students with learning
`i`iculties have resulted in my being

1. Confident in my skills
2. Confident but needing more practice
3. Somewhat unsure of my abilities
4. Uncomfortable in this situation

8. My experience in relation to teaching students with behavior
difficulties have resulted in my being

1. Confident in my skills
2. Confident but needing more practice

3. Somewhat unsure of my abilties
4. Uncomfortable

9. My overall rating of the Title VI internship experience is

1. Outstanding
2. Worthwhile

3. Less than optimal
4. A waste-of time

10. My experience included opportunities to serve regular and special
children in the following proportions:

Regular
1. 10%
2. 30%

3. 70%
4. 90%

EH
90%
70%

30%
10%

COMMENTS: Please write below any reactions you have to your intern-
ship which were, perhaps, not assessed by this questionnaire. Focus

on both good and bad experiences, and make recommendations for improve-

ments.


